
CHAPTER XII.

PUBLIC AND QUASI-PUBLIC WAXFS.

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

AMONG wak/s in which the affluent (aghnid) and indigent
(fukard) are equally interested maybe mentioned the following

(1) Mosques and prayer-grounds (musallas).
(2) Inutmbaras.
(3) Rouzahs (mausolea) and dargd1s.

(4) Kh4nkdhs.
(5) 10aravanserai8 and musdffir-khánèhs (travellers' houses).
(6) Colleges and schools (madrassas and maktabs).
(7) Hospitals and dispensaries.
(8) Reservoirs, cisterns, aqueducts, roads, bridges, &c.
(9) Rubdts or hostels and rest-houses.

(10) Cemeteries.(1)
In these wakfs, the rich and the poor, the affluent and the

indigent, are equally entitled to participate. But the wdki/ may
specially consecrate such institutions or places for the poor, in
which case these alone would be entitled to derive benefit there-
from. For example*, a school may be dedicated for the education
of the children of the poor, or a hospital for -the relief of the sick
and ailing among them, and so on.(2)

In the case of lungas-khnèhs(3) and similar institutions which
are primarily intended for the poor, the affluent. hae, prima facie,
no title to benefit therefrom. But the wdlci/ may condition other-
wise.

Mosques are too well-known to require any detailed descrip- Mosques
tion. The word .lna8jid is derived from sijda, devotion, and

(1) This is by no means exhaustive.
(2) A burial ground for the poor or homeless strangers is called gór.i.gharibdn
(3) A place where doles of food are distributed to the poor.
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means a place of devotion or a place where prayers are offered to
the Almighty.

A very fair description of an ordinary mosque is given byHerkiot in his Qanoon.j-Jslm Mwia&js are prayer-grounds and
the word is derived from the word saldg, or prayers. In India,
they are generally called ldgahs or 'namdz-gd/, and consist of a
plot of ground set apart for the performance of the daily prayers
or the Id prayers.

An ltndmbdra literally means the house of the Imdm. It is
a building consecrated to services held in honour of the martyrdom
of Hussain, and is generally a Shiah institution, though many Sunnis
also erect and maintain Imambaras In Persia, an Im,dmbdra isgenerally called an Imdmzdda or mash-had.

In India, the tombs of saints or holy personages are generally
called tlargdhs. 

In Persia and Western Asia they are called
rouzahs, like the rouzah of the Caliph Au, that of Tnim Ali binMflsa ar-Razfl at Meshed, and so on.

K/thnkhs. A KMnkdh, sometimes also called Khdngdh, is defined by
Richardson to mean a monastery or religions structure built forthe Eastern Sflfis or Dervishes.

Meninskj defines the word thus, "do zusrropfe . Deurn exrUcfausum sopiloum aut reiigjo8orum, ccenobjun."
In the Bur/tán-jKdé and the MaJdi8-ul. 'Adi-ifin it is definedas a place. where dertn8he8 and otheri seekers after truth congregatefor religions instruction and devotional exercise.
It is, ordinarily speaking, an institution for the lodgment of

religions devotees, travellers and mendicants.
In Western Asia, they are sometimes called 

rubdts and areused generally for housing pilgrims, dervishes, &c.
In India, KMh3 have generally sprung up in the followingwy :—A dervish or a person who, by leading a pious 

life, has wonthe esteem and veneration of the neighbourhood, or a Rd/i of parti-cular sanctity has settled down in some locality. So long as he
has not attained sufficient importance, his place of abode is calleda takia. 

But when he is a man of importance or has attained
sufficient eminence, it is designated an detdna. His pious life and
religious ministrations attract public notice, disciples gather round

RAd,dAS him, and a place is constructed for their lodgment... And theand Tombs, humble takia grows into a KMnk; After the death of the holy
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personage, the spot where he is buried becomes a shrine and an
object of pilgrimage not only for his disciples, but for people of
distant parts, both Mussulmans and Hindoos, and is designated
either as a dargdh or dsUlna or rotizah. Such are the shrine and
K1znkdh of Shah Kubeer Dervish,, to which I shall refer again later.

And grants have been made by pious chiefs and sovereigns
to these holy men for their maintenance and the maintenance of
titeir descendants in perpetuity and the performance of pious
acts.

There are a number of dargâhs in India. Some of the most
noted ones in Southern India are mentioned by Herklot.(I) Of the
others, the most important are those at Ajmir(2) and at Futteh-
pur Sikri (near Agra). There is a celebrated dargdh in the suburbs
of Calcutta called Moula Ali ki dargdh, where votive offerings of
all kinds are made. The tomb of the famous poet, Shaikh All
liazmn, is also regarded as a shrine not only by Mussulmans but
also by Hindoos

Rest-houses for gMzis or soldiers engaged in holy warfare are
also called nthdts.

SECTION II.

MOSQUES AND MUSALLABS.

The proprietary right of the wdki/ in a building or ground set Prayer-
apart for prayers becomes extinguished either on the declaration grounds.
of the wc2ki/ that he has constituted it a mosque or mu8aUeih or con-
secrated it for worship, or on the performance of prayers therein
or thereon."(3)

Every ground set apart for prayers is not necessarily a mu8aflah
and subject to the rules governing a mosque. Amusafla is a place
where funeral prayers or the prayers of the two Ids are usually
offered. In such cases only ths place where the congregation
gather and the worship is pertormed that is governed by the rules
governing a mosque. But a piece of ground may be specially dedi-
cated for the performance of public prayers, and though there
is no building thereon, if prayers have been habitually performed

(1) Herklot's Qiany,n..jja jam.	 (2) The mausolea of Mum nd-din Chihti.
(3) Radd id-M,Mdr, Vol. UI, p. 571.
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thereon, it is wa/cf and subject to the rules
mosque.(])	 governing a

	

Dedjca-	 According to the Mulgelca, the performance of prayer is equi-

	

tion of a	
valent to consignment But in the ZakMra it, is stated that themosque, prayer must be congregational, 

salt&j'l.janja which is unani-
mously regarded as tantamount *to delivery. So that when 

aperson erects a building with the object of dedicating it as a mosque
and permits people to offer prayers therein, without declaring 

thathe has co
nstituted it into a mosque, and prayers are offered there

bi'l.jan4'at (congregatjonaljy) the mosque becomes 
irrevocablydedicated.

When a mosque is erected or setup inside a dwelling-house orresidence (ddr), 
and permission is granted to the public to come

and pray, and a pathway is also made or set apart for their egress
and ingress, the dedication is good by general 

COflSC1ii	 If aThe ap-	
pathway is not indicated, in that case, according to Abil Hanifa,proved	
the dedication is not sufficient. But according to Abü Yusuf andoctrine.	

d
.

The public M
ohammed, it is good, and the pathway will be Implied by the per-do not	 mission to pray, and this is correct,"

any right in
acquire	

Accordingly, if a man Were to build a mosque inside his housea private	
it will not become a public mosque, subject to the rules governingmosque	 a public relious institution, unl

ess permission has been Once granted
without	

to outsiders to come and pray. It is not necessary that such per-permission, mission should be given in 
exNeed not	 press terms, but, without an actual

he express. or constructive permission, a mosque created Within a private
c1now- building will not become a public mosque so as to entitle the public,

!edgment or or any section of the public, to claim the use of it. At the same
declaration time, though the public may have n right in a private mosque,

	

of the waAi j	o 	 -
sufficient it may constitute a good wakic so as to exclude the rights 01 the heirsevidence	 over it. W	 wWhere prayers have been owe offered it is not necessary toof a wak/. prove an 

express dedication. The very fact of the prayers beingoffered in it will imply a valid, and good dedication.
According to AbÜ Yusuf, the haul alone of the wd/ci/, or a

declaration' on his part that the land or premises is dedicated, is
sufficient :—For example, if he were to declare that a particular

building is constituted into a mosque, it would he a valid dedica-
tion, even though prayers may not have been offered in it. "This

-.------ ---.------.-

(I) Shark-MuUcka.
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is the accepted doctrine," says the author of the 
Radd Ui-Muh1d,.as stated in the Durr-ul.Muj the Durrar, the Vikcuijah and

other authorities, and we decide according to it."(l)

When the st
ructure does not bear the shape of a mosque, or Principle.

when there is no evidence of a declaration on the part of the 
wdkifthat he has constituted the building into a rnasjid, and the evi-dence of dedication depends on the p erformance of payers within

it, some lawyers have held such prayers should be with 
azdn(2) andikdrnat.(3) 

The reason of this condition is stated in the following
terms:

" As delivery of possession in the case of a wk/ is deemed
necessary, though Abd Yusuf holds a contrary opinion, the nature
of the delivery depends in each case upon the nature of the specific
thing, for e

xample, the delivery of a cemetery is by the burial ofone person; of a tank or reservoir by One person drinking there;a guest-house (musaffirJgj traveller's house) by one wayfarer
or traveller alighting there. Similarly, as the purpose of a mosque
is that people should pray there in ja?n'a g,(4) it is required that
where there is no express dedication, prayers should have been
Offered there with the azd2b and ikdma&"

But when one man acts both as muezzin(5) and irndm() Prayershis praying alone is sufficient. offered. once
in a mosqueIf prayers are offered once in a mosque it 

is-sufficient to con- constitute
stitute a good dedication. But should the wdkif'alone

	 a valid de-
pray i it, dication

that would not he sufficient unless there is a declaration.
In the Fatdivaj Kdzj Khdn 

it is stated that, "the delivery Acceptedof possession as regards a nzasjid is complete when only one person doctrine.has prayed in it with azdn and ikdnzat. Prayers offered by one
person in a mosque is sufficient to constitute it a public mosque
devoted to the worship of God, for a mosque belongs to the Deity
and there affixes to it a right of the Mussulmans in general, and
one person can be a proxy for the establishment of the right ofthe Creator and the public....... According to Abfl Yusuf consign-meat is not necessary for the validity of any dedication, whether
it be a mosque or any other wak/. Therefore, if a person erect a

(1) Radd ul-Muh/dr VOL III, P. 572.	 (4) In assemblies.(2) The call to prayers. 	 (5) The person who calls to prayers.(3) The standing-up for prars. 	 (6) One who leads the prayers.
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ment
without
prayers
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tion of a
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mosque and give permission to people to pray therein, it becomes
complete."(l)

Should a mosque be consigned to a muiwalh but no prayers
be offered therein, it would be a valid dedication.

When a person has erected a public reservoir, fountain or
cemetery according to Abü Yusuf, "whose opinion we follow,"
the wajc/ cainot be revoked. The burial of even one man in a
cemetery- is sufficient to constitute it a wa/cl, so the staying
of one rnusd/Jir (traveller)	 a rnusdffir-kfzdnèh makes the wak/
irrevocable.(2)

General	 The general result of the above principles may be summed up
the prin-in the following terms :—Where effect has once been given to a
ciple.s. dedication in the mode which is natural to the particular dedica-

tion, the wa/cf is complete and irrevocable. For example, the
special purpose of a mosque is that people should perform their
devotions there; of a cemetery, for dead persons to be buried
there; of a reservoir or tank, to supply water to those "ho use it,

so according to the accepted doctrine of Abil Yusuf, even
where -there is no eidenee of an express dedication in words, if it
appears that one single individual (other than the consecrator) has
offered his prayers at the place, or one single person has been

buried in the cemetery, or one person has drunk at the fountain,
the dedication for the specific purpose must be regarded as com-
plete. Such use of the subject of the wa/cf being in conformity
with its avowed or ostensible object should be considered as con-
clusive of the dedication.

"A person has a piece of land and permits people to pray

thereon without any restriction or limitation as to the time of prayer
or the number of people who should pray there. After his death
thai land will not form a portion of his inheritance. But if the
permission was limited to a particular occasion or to a fixed period
of time, the land will continue to be his inheritable property, for
the limitation of time or occasion rebuts the presumption of abso-
lute wak/."(3)

(I) Fa1dwaj Kdzi Xhdn, Vol. II, p. 206.
(2) Radd il-.1u1ztdr, Vol. 111, P. 572.
(3) Jbd, P. 571.
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A place where the namdz-ld(J) or namdzi:jand(2) is usually Principle.performed is subject to the rules of a 

masjid according to KflziKhân and the author of the As'ad/.(3)

If a person were to say "this room of mine I have set 
apartfor Supplying oil to the lamps of a certain mosque," 4nd add

uotlthig further-_then, according to Fakih Abü J'aafar, the room
becomes wak/ for the mosque in question, if it i5 made over tothe mutwaiji and the Faiwa is according to this opinion.(4)If a person were to make a wak/ of his land to a mosque andconsign it to the mutwalli of the mosque, it is lawful and cannot
be revoked. If a person were to bestow money for building a
mosque or for the "affairs" or for the support of the mosque it
is valid, upon its delivery to the trustee.

If a person were to consecrate his house for a mosque or for
the benefit of Mussulmans, it is lawful, and the Fawa is accordingto this.

A wa/cf 
for the repairs of mosques and graves is lawful, for it A 

wa/climplies perpetuity, 	
for the

A sovereign cannot give any portion of the land acquired by repairs oftreaty and negotiation to be converted into a mosque without the &c.
consent of the Owners, but, he can give any portion of the land
acquired by war, provided it does not interfere with the right 

ofway possessed by any individual.

If a person erect a mosque but appoint nobody as the
'thereof, the towliat or govern	 mutwalli

axice remains vested in him. This 
isaccording to HillâI and Nâtjki and is the accepted rule.

The AhZ-i-mahalla i.e., 
the people of the quarter may lawfully Rights

enlarge or reconstruct a mosque and supply it with better 
articles of the -

at their own expense, but not at the expense of the mosque unless
the Kâzj's permission is obtained to that effèt. Should the A/cl-jmaluilia 

wish to improve the mosque, with or with'ut the 
consentof the K.zi, the heirs of the wákif will not have any right

to object unless it is patently contrary to the wishes of the
wdk'i/.

(1)
Prayers offered on the occasion of the two Id festivals, being, 

viz.,ul-/Ur and the Id.u1.uz or Ba Ira n	 the Id
(2) Funeral prayers,
(3) Radd ul.Mu1dr, Vol. Ill, P. 571.
(4) ThId, P. 572; Surrat.ul.pad,
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Private	 Frequently, rooms are reserved in private residences for
places of family prayers, or for the performance of the Moharram cere-
worship. monies. Such rooms cannot be regarded as specifically conse-

crated so as to constitute a wakf to exclude the rights of the heirs.
In many cases, however, distinct apartments are set apart for the
performance of the religious ceremonies, like Kerbelai Mohammed's
Imâmbara in. Calcutta. Often, they have an entrance separate
from that of the private residence, and in all respects fulfil the
conditions laid down by Kahastâni, who declared that, where the
mosque was so intermixed with the private property or residence of
the wdkif as to render differentiation necessary, the wak/ premises
Should be distinctly indicated. In these cases, there can be no
question as to the apartments constituting a valid wak/. As a
matter of principle, however, the law disfavours the dedication by
way of wak/ of one portion of a private residence, whilst the other
portion is in the occupation of the wdki/. For example, the dedi-
cation of the upper or lower storey of a building as a mosque is not
considered valid, unless owing to the crowded condition of the locality,
it has become customary to constitute such mosques. Both Aba Yusuf
and Mohammed recognised the lawfulness of such dedications in
Bagdad and Rai, on account of the dense population of those
cities in that century. It must not be inferred from the above,
that there is any bar to the temporary conversion, or use, by any
person, of a portion of his - private residence as a place for family
prayers or religious worship. The rule is, that unless certain
conditions are complied with, the apartments will not be subject
to the law of wakf and will continue to form the private property
of the individual, the one condition chiefly requiring attention being
that the portion dedicated is capable of being differentiated from the
rest of the residence; when such can be done, the wak/ is valid.

But where the whole building is constituted wak/ for a mosque,
imâtnbara or madrassa, and a portion of the building is used for the
specific purpose of the walcf, and the remainder for the use of the
servitors of the institution, or for letting Ou.i to people as a source
of income to the walcf, the dedication is valid. The mere fact of
the wdki/ occupying some portion of the building as niutwaUi will
not affect the validity of the wak/.

In the Hed4ya it is stated that AbÜ Yusuf and Mohammed
have held. the dedication of the central hail of a house for the pur-
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pose of a mosque to be valid. In the Radd ul-1htar the state-
ment is subjected to the condition that in ordr to be valid
means of egress and ingress should be provided.

In many places it is usual to build mosques or mausoleums Theexist-
so as to be able to let the ground-floor or the outer portions to shop- ence of
keepers, the rent being applied for the maintenance of the insti 	 secular

tu- buildingstion. In fact, in such instances, the shops form the only endow- attached to
ment attached to the mosque or mausoleum. The existence of the mosque
these secular buildings does not affect, as has been sometimes does not

affect thesupposed, the validity of the wak/ or the nature of the religious religious
structure,	 structure.

When any portion of the building is allotted for the residence The right
of the survitors, such servitors have no right to let their rooms of the
to others. They can reside in such, rooms so long as they are servitors.
in the service of the mosque ; but they cannot allow another
person to reside in those rooms 'for hire or otherwise without the
permission of the mutwaili. If the service is hereditary, their
successors have the same right and no more. The 

Radcl ut-Muh(4r
says that "as the servitors of a mosque or madrassa cannot
assign their allowances to others, so they cannot assign their
rooms."

A mosque does not belong to any particular sect. It is open 
A. mosque

to all ,Muulmans to go in and offer their adoration to the Almighty. open to all
Suppose a Hanafi erects a mosque; the ShfeIs, the Mâlikjs and
the Hanbalis may pray there equally with the members of the
Hanafi sect. Nor is there any objection to a Shiah going and
praying there according to his own ritual. The Hanafi mutwalli
cannot prevent any person, so long as he is the worshipper of God,
and does not interrupt or disturb the worship of others from
coming and offering his adoration to the Almighty. This view of
the law was given effect to in the case of Ata-Ullah v. Azirn-
Utlah,(1) where the Ailahabad High Coiiit held that a mosque,
being dedicated, to (g od, is for the use of all Mahomedans,
and cannot be lawfully appropriated to the use of any parti-
cular sect.

(1) [18891, L L., 12 AU., 494.
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Leadership
in prayers
of a free-
thinker
valid.

Every
Moslem
entitled to
pray in a
mosque
according
to his own
ritual.

A Sunni Mahomedan belonging co any one of the four
sects( 1) may validly perform his devotions under the leadership
of a member of another sect.(2)

According to the Fatâwai Alamgiri, "the inui mate (leadership in
prayers) of freethinkers and. heretics is valid."(3) The same prin-
ciple is laid down in the Ra4d ul-Muhtdr.(4) But the Alaingiri adds
that it is not lawful to offer prayers behind a mushabbaha (one who
believes God to be like a man, in other words, an anthropomorphist),
a Jahmi,(5) or a Râfizi."(6) In short, freethought (hawa), which
does not amount to kufr (denial of the unity of God and the mes-
seugership of the Prophet) does not disqualify one from im2 mate,
"and it is lawful to pray behind a freethinker - . . - so it
is stated in the Khul4sa, and that is correct, and the Baddya
says the same."(7)

There is no prohibition, therefore, to a Sunni praying behind
a Shiah, and vice versa, but practice does not recognise it; and
among the Shiahs some of the legists have gone so far as to declare
praying behind a Sunni illegal. Nor is this exclusiveness confined
to some Shiali legists, for ultra-Sunnis hold a similar opinion re-
garding a Shah officiating at their prayers. In spite of the bar-
riers created by bigotry between the two sects, it i5 frequent for a
Shiah to go into a mosque dedicated by a Sunni, or a Sunni to go
into a mosque where Shiahs usually pray, and perform his prayers
according to his own ritual, even when the Sunnis or the Shiahs,
as the case may be, are engaged in their prayers. There is
nothing illegal in his so doing, nor can the mutwalli of the mosque
turn him out so long as he does not interrupt or disturb tile worship
of the others.

According to the HanafIs and the Shiahs, the prayers of the
congregation are not commendable unless the imâm (the persor
who leads the prayers) is well-conducted and leads a pure life

(1) See Introd., p. 13.
(2) See the observations of Mahmood, J., in Queen-Empre88 v. Ramzan [1885]

I. L., 7 All., 4614 See also Fazi Karin v. Haji Mowla Bttksh [1891], L. R., It
L A., 59; s. c., I. L., 18 Cal., 448; and Abdu8 &,bhan v. Korban All [1908), L L.
35 Cal., 294.

(3) Fo1áwai Alamgi.r, Vol. I, p. 116.
(4) .Radd-ul-Muhdr, Vol. I, pp. 585-586.
(5) A follower of Jahm-ibn-Safwân, who denied all free will.
(8) Lit. it deserter, name given to a body of Shiabs who deserted Zald bin Alt

bin Hussain; See short Ilistorg of the Saracen,, p. 156.'
(7) Faldtoai Atamgiri, Vol. I, p. 116.
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According to the Shâfeis, MáIikis and Hanbalis, the imâm' con-
duct has no effect upon the prayers of the congregation.

But though aome members of One sect may go and pray in a But there
mosque whilst members of another sect are engaged in their devo. Cannot
tions, there cannot be two azdns (calls to prayer) nor two ja?nd'as be two
(assemblies) at one and the same time in that mosque. 	 or two

congre-The Sunnis offer their prayers with the hands folded in front,
whilst the Shiahs perform their devtions with their hands held Mode of
straight down by their side. Both practices are based upon certain performing
traditions accepted by one sect and rejected by the other.

The Shâfeis, Mâlikis and Hanbaljs raise their hands when
pronouncing the takbIr (Viz., the words "ailaho .akbar, God i3
great") during a certain part of the prayers. This gesture is
called ra/'aa-cd-dain, 'raising of the hands.' They also pronounce
loudly the word drnin or amen after the first chapter of the Koran
has been recited by the imam, which is not regarded as correct by
the Hanaf Is. This practice is called dmIn-bi'l-ja/ir.

The Hanaf is regard both these practices as irregular. They
pronounce the word drnin softly, and raise their hands during the
t.akbir not higher than above the ears.

These small differences in ritual have given rise to consider-
able disputes in India. A large section of the Sunnis in India
have, chiefly on doctrinal matters, become non-conformists or
ghair-mukalj (from taklI4, conformity). They profess to follow
no particular Imâm, but to act according to all four. They
incline, however, towards Shâfeirm, and call themselves 'Adrnil-bj'l-Hadfg, "followers of the traditions." In practice, they adopt
ra/'aa-ed.dajnjsjm and drnIn-&i'l..jahr. The ignorant Hanafis ob-
ject to these innovations, and hence the disputes. They refuse to
pray after an 'ci4mil-bi'l .ha .1js imâm, or to allow the 'admil-bj'l-/fs
to offer prayers in a. mosque, usually used by Hanaf is. Both these
points have been settled in favour of the 'admil-bj'j.h-,4.

In the case of Fuziul Karim v. Ilaji Moulci Buksh,(i) their
Lordships of the Privy Council have decided that an imâm does
not become disqualified from leading at prayers owing to his
having adopted the 'a mi i'l-Mdfs doctrines.

(1) 118911, L. R., 18 Ind. App., 59; s. c., I. L, 18 Cal., 448, .supra.
AA, ML	

.	 26
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The 'adrnil-bi'l-lw4Is support their practice by a reference
to certain ljadIse.c given in the SaliIh-ul-Bokharj and SaMh-741-
Muslirn.(1)

Colleges, schools, hospitals, dispensaries, &c., stand on the
same footing as mosques and other religious institutions. From
an English point of view, they would be regarded, generally speak.
ing, as secular endowments. But, in the \lussulrnaxi Law
there is no distinction between purely religious institutions and
others. All are treated on the same footing.

Application "In the Khuldsa, Chapter on lliak/, third section, it is stated
of the en- that the Sâhib-i-Manah [the author of the Manah] was asked with
of a mosque regard to such a wakf as this: 'a mosque has become ruined and
which has part of it has come down, and the people of the maltallabecome	

(where it is situated) do not need it, and near to it is a mosque, can
the remaining portions of the ruined mosque be sold and applied
for the benefit of the other mosque?' The answer was, 'the matter
must be referred to the Kâzi.'

"In the Kinia it is laid down thai when a reservoir or a mosque
has become ruined, and people have abandoned it, the Kâzi has
the power of authorising the application of the proceeds arising
from the sale of the materials to another reservoir or mosque.
And it is also stated there, that when there are two ruined

mosques, and nobody knows who were the dedicators of the two, the
Kâzi has the power of directing the application of the one to the
other for the purpose of reconstruction. If the consecrators are
known and have left their heirs, they might give the sanction
themselves.''

"In the Khdnièh (i.e., .Fatdwai Kdz, KhdR) it is laid down
that when the mosque has become ruined, and the people of the
locality do not require it, the matter should be taken before the
Kâzi that he may authorise the sale of the materials and the appli-
cation of the proceeds to another mosque." ......
"When a wakf [building] has become ruined, and there is no
income forthcoming to repair or re-erect it, some have said the
wdki/, and if he be dead, his heirs, may resume it, but Sidr-
ush-ShahId in his Fatwa has stated that this opinion is question-
able and against principle." '(2)

(1) Bokhari, pp. 19 and 108; Jd,,'aa-ul.Tu,nizi, p. 38; see Appendix.
(2) 8urra-ul-Fatdwa, p. 432.
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According to the Radd-ul-Muhgar, where a mosque has fallen
into ruin, and it is not known who had erected it, the ahl-i-mahalla
can sell the materials, presumably with the sanction of the Kflzi,
and apply the proceeds to the building of another mosque. A
well can be dug in a mosque if it is to its benefit. The wdki/ can-
not let for hire for his own purposes any portion of the mosque
premises. When a mosque has ceased, the wdki/ cannot make use
of it for any other purpose. "No profit should be derived from
a mosque, nor call be leased or turned into a private abode."

According to Abfi Ilanifa and AbÜ Yusuf, the land which has
once been dedicated to a mosque continues walc/ even though it
has become waste and the building has fallen into ruin; and the The cy-prs
Fatwa is according to their opinion.(l) And AbiI Yusuf further doctrine.
holds that, with the permission of the Kâzi, the ruined or waste
portion may be sold and applied towards the construction or main-
tenance of any other mosque nearest to the disused mosque. "And
the same principle is applicable to every other religious or charitable
institution.' '(2) According to the $urrat-ul-Fatd-ica, the Fatwa
is according to Abil Yusuf.

According to the ,Sha-rh-Multeka, when the purpose of a trust
fails, it is lawful to apply the income of the trust-property to an
object nearest in its nature to the original purpose, jins-i-karib
For example, if the object of a wakf is a reservoir, the income may
be applied to a tank or canal ; if it is a mosque, the income is
to be applied to another mosque, or to fasting, prayers, etc."(3)

Shams ul- Almina al-Halwânj has declared that when a lzauz
(reservoir) or mosque becomes ruined, and nobody uses it, the Kâzi
can direct the application of its materials to another liauz, or mosque.

In these times," says the author of the Radd, ''it is essen-
tially necessary to adopt the views of Imâm al-Halwâni, who autho-
rises the Klzi to give permission to apply the materials belonging to
a mosque. which has fallen into ruin, to another which is in use. "(4)
-----

(I) itôwi. By ronsejj.yus the Futwa is with Abü Yusuf.
(2) The Bahr explains thus the difference between Abü Hanifa and Ab1

Vuuf oil side and Mohammed oil other :--According to Mohammed thearticles in the disused mosque go to the wdki/, but the inosqqo and land remainwok1 perpetually as Abü Yusuf holds, and cannot revert to the wdlci/ or his heirs
to become their heritable Property."

(3 Radd. ul.Muiidr, Vol. III, P. 574.
(4) lb id.
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"When there are two uakfs and of both the wák/ is the same
and the purpose the same, but owing to certain calamities the
income of one has diminished, whilst from the other a balance is
left [over and above the expenditure], the Judge has the power to
direct that the allowances of the servants of the first wak/ may be
made up from the balance of the income of the second." But the

Kâzi is not invested with this power, if the purpose of the two
wak/s is different. "For example, if a man make two dedications
for a mosque, one for its building and the other for the imam and

the muezzin, and, owing to a decrease in the profits of the second
wakf, the imam and muezzin cannot be employed, then it is law-
ful for the Hâkim, in consultation with the leading people of the
nialialla, to direct that the allowance of these officers should be
paid out of the balance left from the wakf for the building, pro-
vided the wdki/ is one and the same." The mutwaili, though he
be the trustee of both endowments, cannot of his own motion
apply the balance of the proceeds of one wak/ for the maintenance
of the people provided for in the other. He must apply for and
obtain the sanction of the Judge.

In the thirteenth section of the Jdm'aa-ul-F•usiilajn, it is
laid down that when a person says his house or his room is for
lighting such a mosque, and no more—that house or room will
become ivakl for . the mosque." . . . . " In the Wdkidt-ul-
Hisdmi it is stated that if there are already funds for the lighting
of the mosque, and it be considered desirable to apply the income
of the house or room dedicated to building a minaret for giving
azdn, so that people may hear the call to prayers better, they may
do so, but if it is not needful it should not be done."(l)

Where several wak/s are attached to one mosque, the niutwaiU
or manager may keep the income of all together, in fact keep a
joint account, and if one shop attached to the inasjid has fallen
into disrepair, there is no objection to its being repaired with the
income of another shop belonging to the same mosque.

If a person were to make a wak/ or a piece of land for the
purpose of erecting a mosque, he cannot afterwards resume or sell
it, neither can it be inherited, because this ground is altogether
alienated from the right of the individual and appertains solely to
God. The reason of this is, that all things whatever are originally

(1) Surrat .uj-Fatáua, p. 435.
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the property of the Almighty. When, therefore, the individual

relinquishes his, right in the ground, it reverts to its original
state, and his power over it terminates in the same manner as a
master's power over a bondsman terminates in consequence of
emancipation and cannot he resumed,

SECTION III.

DEDICATION FOR AQUEDUCTS, INNS, &C.

According to Ab Yusnf, a dedication to any object of 
utility Dedications

que
is effectuated by the kawl or word of the wd/ci/, as in the case of a
mosque. For example, when a person erects an 

aqueduct for Mus.. cemeteries,
sulmans, or an inn for the occupation of travellers, or a Caravan. &c.
serai or constitutes his land into a cemetery, the dedication be-
comes complete upon the declaration of the 

wdkif, and all his right
of property ceases therein.(1) " According to 

Mohammed, it
abates when people have used the aqueduct or have occupied the
inn or ca

ravanserai, or buried in the cemetery, and it is sufficient
if one person do so.' '(2) The rule,is the same as to wells and cis-
terns, and if they are delivered to a 

superintendent, the dedica-
tion is valid in like manner. It is stated in the 

MabsQ that theFawa 
is according to the Disciples by general consensus, in other

words, the dedication may be effectuated in either way, 
viz., by theactual declaration of the wáki/ or by delivery, in other words, by

the use of the place by a single person.

Any one can drink from the wells and cisterns and water his
cattle and.

camels at them, and also use the water for 
ceremonial

ablutions. In the use of all such objects of utility as abovemen
tioned, there is no difference between the rich and the poor, and it
is lawful for all alike to put up at inns and 

caravanserais and to
drink from aqueducts and bury in a cemetery. But the

' income ofa mansion appropriated for glulsis or religious warriors can be taken
only by those of their number who are necessitous When a man

-
sion is dedicated for the residence of pilgrims mere wayfarers
have no right to occupy it, and whthe days of the season have

(1) According to Abü Haujfa, the right of the wd/ci/ ceases, on the Judge mak.ing a decree, or, if the appropriation is by way of a bequest upon the death of thewd!c/. This is not accepted.
(2) Fa('(j Alangri, Vol. II, p. 554.
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passed, it should be let and kept in repair out of the rent, and the
surplus, if any, distributed among the poor.

Dedication	 A road or way is validly dedicated by the owner of the land de-
of a road or	 .
way.	 daring m the presence of witnesses that he has constituted it as

such. But those lawyers who consider consignment necessary
to the completeness of a wakf require that one person should pass
over the way, in order that it may serve as evidence of user.
According to Hill.-U, the same rule applies to a bridge. Declaration
alone (according to Abü Yusuf ), or user by one individual extin-
guishes the right of private property over such objects.(l) And
the Fatwa is on this.

A uaI-	 "When a body has been buried in the ground, whether for a
ground. long or short time, it cannot be exhumed without some excuse.

But it may lawfully be exhumed when it appears that the land was
usurped, or another is entitled to it under a right of pre-emption.

Auzjundi being asked with regard to a masjid for which there
no longer remained a congregation and all around it had gone to de-
cay, whether it was lawful to convert it into a cemetery, answered
'No:' and being asked with regard to a cemetery, in a village,
where it had gone to decay, and there remained in it no traces
of the dead, not even bones, whether it was lawful to sow the
land and take its produce, answered 'No,' for in legal effect
it is still a cemetery."

Oeeteries.	 "A man makes his land a cemetery or an inn—the kliardj
abates, if the land were khardji, and this is correct."

"When a woman has made a cemetery of part of her land,
divesting herself of the property and has buried her son in it, but
the piece of land is unfit for a cemetery by reason of an overflow
of water upon it, and she wishes to sell the land, if it be still in such
a state that people desire to bury their dead in it, she cannot sell

it, but if they have no such desire she may."
A cemetery or graveyard is consecrated ground and cannot be

sold or partitioned. Even lands which are not expressly dedicated
but are covered by graves are regarded as consecrated and conse-
quently inalienable and non-heritable. But when a place is found
not to be a makbara (a burial-ground), but only one or two bodies
are buried thee, the actual spot where the bodies lie buried is con-

(1) Faldtcai Alamgfri. Vol. 11. p. W.
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secrated.(1) Whether a place is a nwkbara or not depends on
the number of persons burie4 there, or evidence of dedication
derived from the testimony of witnesses or reputation.

" When there is no fund, or other means to repair a mosque
with, a portion of the land or the outer premises may be leased for
a termto raise money for the repairs."(2)

"No portion of the funds of the mosque should be spent for Applioation
its ornamentation unless a provision to that effect has been made by of the funds
the wdki/.(3) But the ahi-ul-mahalla (i.e., people of the locality
where the mosque is situated), may do so at their own expense."(4) maliafla.

"The paraphernalia of the K'aaba is a wak/ on,the K'aaba,
even until they are torn to pieces, so that no article can he removed
unless lawfully disposed of by the mutwailis for the purposes of
the shrine. And this principle applies to [all] mosques, &c'

It is lawful to make a wak/ of lands or property for.the main-
tenance and preservation generally of mosques, rubáts, and other
pious charitable institutions.' '(5)

A dedication in favour of a mosque is absolutely lawful
according to Aba Yusuf, for a mosque exists forever until the Day
of Judgment, and can never revert to private proprietorship even
thou0`1 it be ruined and wholly disused, nor can its material be
taken to any other mosque, and on this is tIie Fat wa.' '(6)

It is allowable for Zimmis [non-Moslems] to enter the holy
shrine of the K'aaba, the sacred temple at Jerusalem, and all mosques
for the purposes of work and other proper purposes, but their
going to the mihrdb(7) of the mosque or the rnaiza(8) is objection-
able.' '(9)

"All acts of indecency within the precincts of a mosque are
forbidden, nor must one wash himself or expectorate or indulge in
indecent talk or take instruments of war inside it. But a soldier
may go in and offer his prayers and leave directly."(lO)

!) Sec J4'r Nur 41i v. .2Iajidah 11831], 5 Se!. Report, p. I.
2)	 -'iihtdr alter the Hdj,

(a) Thi
(4) Th5.
(5) Ibid.
(6) Ibid, ace poet.
(7) The principal place in a mosque where the imám stands, a kind of high

titar.
(8) The place for religious ablution,,.
(9) R0d4.ul,Sfvhtdr after the Hdwi.	 (10) Ibid.
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"It is not proper for any person to enter a moo ue unless he is
clean. The gate of a mosque should not he kept closed at any
time. If there is fear of theft, and there is no gate-keeper, there
is no objection to keep the doors closed at other than prayer.
tiines."(l)

Compul-	 " If a mosque requires enIargemen, and there is a piece ofsory acqui-
land adjacent to it which the owner refuses to sell, it is lawful to

land for	 take it from him on payment of its proper price, whether he he will.
enlarging a ing or not."(2)moEque.

"Nothing belonging to a mosque should be given away, not
even grass or old articles, such as mats (unless they can fetch no
price), but should be sold' for some value to he applied for the pur-
poses of the mosque."(3)

The all-ui-	 The a/cl -ul-mahalla can pull down a mosque and reconstruct it
mahalla or

in better style, or improve it in any other way, and supply supe-
of the	 nor articles; but this they can only do with their own money, but
quarter." not with the money of the wa/ct, unless the sar.ctjon of the Kâzi

is obtained beforehand. This is stated in the Khuldsa. The a/il-
ui-ma/ca/la can also construct reservoirs for drinking and washing
(Wuzt2) provided the consecrator is not known; otherwise his
prior permission must be obtained. His heirs, however, cannot
raise objections to any improvement which the a/cl -ni-niahalla may
propose to effect in the mosque." (4)

"The a/il-ui-ma/ca/la can, with the sanction of the Kâzi, sell
the materials of a disused and ruined mosque and build another
with the proceeds thereof."

"A mosque is the property of God. The statement in the
Heddya is founded or weak authority.' I A mosque, therefore,
cannot be resumed or treated as private property.

"In the Baz4ziali it is laid down that the wdki/ cannot derive
any benefit from the hire of any portion of the building of the
mosque."

"Though a mosque may be ruined and be never used, still it is
a mosque, for ever consecrated to the eternal worship of God until

(1) Radd-ut.Muhdr, Vol. Ill, p 575.	 (3) Hdwi.
(2) ibid.	 (4) ibid.
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the Day of Judgment, according to Abfi NanIfa and Abfl Yusuf,
and on this is the Fatwa, as is stated in the Hdwj-u1-Kjdsj' '(1)

"When a mosque is so utterly ruined that it cannot be used
or the people have abandoned praying in it, according to Abft
Yisuf, it and all articles appertaining to it will be applied with
the 8anction of the Kdzi to another mosque."

"The same principle applies to all such institutions. In other Application
words, when no benefit can be derived from a disused 

langa.r-L-ljd of the fund
of a disusednih, well, cistern, &c., the materials or any thing appertaining to 
icaL-fthem will be applied to the nearest mosque, langar-khdn	 &c.

This doctrine is universally accepted as stated in the Durrar."

"But whether a mosque has become ruined or dilapidated,
or the people have no further need, owing to another mosque
close by, still it will not revert to the ownership of the wkif, nor
will it be lawful to take it or its property to another mosque Application
and on this is the Fatwa as stated in the Háwj-ul-J(ds.' '(2) of the funds

of a disused"And so it is in the Mujiaba, in the Bahr and in the F&h. mosque'ii -KadIr. And in the A.s'adf it is stated that Aba HanIfa. and
Abü Yusuf are in accord."

The author of the Radd-ul-Muh gdr discusses more fully the
doctrine enunciated in the Hawj that, according to Abft Yusuf's
views, the ruined mosque or articles devoted to it, or property de-
dicated for it, cannot be applied to another mosque. He states
first, that in the Bahr ur. Th2ik,(3) the Mutaka and the As'af, it is
expressly laid down that when a building or cistern or reservoir
is ruined or abandoned, it may be applied with the leave of the
Kâzi 

to another object nearest in character, e.g., a mosque to a
mosque, a well for a well, &c. Then he goes on to say, that this Discussion
may seem inconsistent with the views of Abft Yusuf on which is of the rule.
the Fatwa, but he says in Abfi Yusuf's rule there i8 no restriction."And in the As'ad/ and the FatdwajKdzj Khn it is laid down that

it is permissible. And Syed Imâm Abii Shuj â'a was asked 'whether
it was lawful to apply the income of a langar-kiinj which had be-
come disused to another close by?' He answered, 'yes, as in the
case of a mosque which has become ruined and the people of the

(1) Radd.uIMaa,., Vol. Ill, P. 574.
(2)

Ibid. the K&j has the power to permit these acts to be done.(3) P. 575.
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village have given up praying there.. The matter should be taken
to the Kâzi and his leave obtained, and thereupon it would be
lawful.' In the ZakitIra it is stated from ShamsulAjmma at-
Halwâni that he was asked a similar question as to an abandoned
mosque, and he answered in the affirmative. And Shaikh iii-
TmâmAmln ud-din ibn Abd-ur-ulaà, Shaikh ul-IrnâmAhrned ibn
Yunus ash-Shibli, Shaikh Zain ibri Nujâim, Shaikh Mohammed
al-Wafâi and others have given Fat was to the same effect"

The 1'at'se........'' Itis sufficient to rely on the Fatwa of
Tmâm Aba Shujâ'a and lmãm Halwâni, especially in these days
when it is frequent for the care-takers, embezzlers, and other dis-
honest people to steal and usurp the property of disused mosques,
&c. '(1)

In the lidwi it is stated (by way of an example) that when one
reservoir has become destroyed and there exists no need for it, the
wak/s attached to it will be applied in support of other reservoirs.

Application	 It is laid down in the Kituidsa, that when a mosque or reser-
of the en- voir has fallen to ruin and there is no further need for them, the in-dowment of
a disused	 habitants having left the neighbourhood, the icakfs attached to
mosque, them will be applied to other mosques or reservoirs.(2) For the

same reason, if the sovereign or his delegate were to withdraw a
Piece of land from the Bait-ul-Mdi and grant it to all iiidividual
for the construction of a canal for the use of the public, and sub-
sequently, owing to the depopulation of the country, there exists
no need for such a canal, the grantee does not acquire the land as
his private property ; he will hold it subject to the condition of
storing water for the use of f l ocks and cattle. According to the
ShâfeIs he would take it absolutely.

The Nahr states thus the result of the above principles :---.-
According 'to us' '(3) when the beneficiaries of a particular appro-
priation have ceased to exist, the proceeds arising therefrom will
be applied to a waAj of the same nature. Consequently, the u'akf

(1) Radd-ul-Jfuhtdr, Vol. tJ, i . 642.
(2) When the Sovereign or 11nn, (the chief of lie e)l ii)Ioni- ealth) vithdra4y

a pLs'&of land from the Public 'I'reasury (Bzit . 0. 11d1), that, is, makes it cayennefree and designates' the purpogepurpose to which the income deniable ro?jI it .choul.l
he applied, it becomes wak,. Mere withdrawal of land from the Bait-ni-4161,
cr declaring it rent-free, does not render it necessaril y teal-f. though it resemblesin its nature a tvak/.

(3) Meaning the Hanafis.
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of one mosque will be applied to the support of another mosque
of the en-and of a reservoir to another reservoir. To withdraw land from dowment

the Bait -ul-Mdl is analogous to the creation of a wakf. And, there- of a dis-
fore, when land is thus withdrawn and given to a person for the
construction of a canal for the USC of the public, it will on the &-c.-contd.
failure of the canal be applied to the watering of the flocks and
cattle and similar objects.

If the cattle belonging to a uakf become unfit for work, the
mutwallj is entitled to remove and sell them.

Things belonging to the mosque but not needed may he sold
by the mutwalli with the sanction of the Judge where there is one.

When a village, in which there exists a brick-built well or
reservoir, has become completely depopulated, the materials of
that reservoir or well may, with the sanction of its wdA-ij, or. in his
absence, of the Kâzi, be used for the building of another well or
reservoir in a contiguous village.

When anything is dedicated to a mosque which afterwards
becomes ruined, the subject of the dedication does not revert
to the grantor or his heirs, but will be used for the nearest mosque.

When the subject of the wa1f is unfit for the purpose for which
it is intended, the wak/ will be avoided. For example, if a piece
of land be dedicated for a cemetery, and a corpse be even buried
in it, but if it afterwards appear that the place is unfit for a burial-
ground, and people are unwilling to use it as such, the dedicator
may sell it, for the place is not suited for the purpose for which
it is intended, and that circumstance would avoid the wak/.

If a land dedicated to some "good" purpose has become
uncultivated, and owing to its distance from town no person is
willing to take a lease thereof, and no profit can be derived from it,
nor can any building be raised upon it, such land may be sold ac-
cording to KflziKhfln, with the sanction of the Kâzi and its pro-
ceeds applied to other meritorious purposes.

If a road or path which leads to a mosque becomes dilapidated,
it can lawfully be repaired with the funds of the mosque, when it
is the only mode by which the members of the congregation can
gain access to the mosque. Similarly, if a langar-lcMrèh is created
on the banks of a river and people have access to it only by
means of a bridge, and the bridge becomes dilapidated, it may
be repaired out of the funds of the 1angar-k1dnèh.
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SECTION IV.

PRINCIPLES APPLICADLE TO CASES WHERE THE PRIMARY OR

INTERMuDIATE OBJECTS HAVE FAILED.

In connection with the foregoing subject, it must be reinem.
bered that the failure or non-existence of the initial or primary
object of a wak/ does not, under the Hanafi Law, affect the opera-
tive character or validity of the wak/, or avoid it. So also the
failure or extinction of the intermediate objects only accelerates

The the ultimate reversion, but does not cancel or avoid the wakf.YTS	 Consequently, when a wak/ is made in favour of children thatdoctrine in
Mussulman are unborn, or of any other non-existing object, it is valid,(1)
Law. "When a wak/ is made in favour of Zaid's children (andZajd

has no children existing at the time), or to a rnasjid which has not
been erected, the appropriation is valid, and the rents and profits
will be applied to the support of the poor, until children are born
to Zaid, or the mosque is erected. This is according to the 

'Irnddia.In the Nahr ul-Fdj/ it is stated further, that when the object for
which the consecration is made has not come into actual existence,
but the purpose can be carried into effect, the rents and profits will
be applied to that purpose so far as it is possible to do so. For

example, when a mail a grant for the support of the student-,
of a madrassa which has not been erected, if lectures are given
to students in any other building, such students will be entitled
to support from the wak/."

The object of a wak/ may be non-existent," says the Radd-
ul-Muhtdr, " in two ways :—Firstly, the beneficiary may be Roll-
existing when the wa/cf is made, when it is called wa/cf nun/cat'a((.fli.
awwal (cut oft initially) and secondly, the persons, for whom the
wa/cf is made, may cease to exist after the creation of the wakf,
when it is called wak/ rnun/cat'aa-ulu'asat (cut oft in the middle).
Examples of both classes of cases are given by Kâzi Khân, e.g.,
a man makes a wa/cf for the children born of his loins, if he has no
children at the time, it is a wa/cf tnunkat'aa-ulawwal, and the reits
and profits will be applied to the benefit of the poor." "If chil-
dren are born to him afterwards, then the rents and profits will be
paid to them.''(2)

(1) I?add.u1Jfu7dr Vol. III, P. 641; Fatd,1 Kd:i Khdn, Vol. IV, P. 87.
(2) Radd_u1.MuhLdr, Vol. Ill, P. 641.
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"Similarly, as stated in the As'ad/, when a settlement is made
in favour of one's walacl (child), and there is no watad existing at
the time, but there is a grandson, the income of the u-a/cf will be
given to the grandchild until a child is born to the wdki/."

"An example of the second or walc/ nlunkat'aa.ulu.asat arises
in this way :—a wa/cf is made in favour of two sons and after them
in favour of their children and children's children, and subsequent
thereto one of the sons dies leaving him surviving the other son, it
is a wa/cf munkat'aa-ul-wasat. In this case, half of the rents and
Profits will go to the surviving son and the remainder to the poor
and indigent, and when the surviving son dies the entire rent and
profits will he given to his children,(]) for the wd/cjf has reserved
the interest of the wa/cf for the grandchildren only after the demise 

Inteilfioji,
of both the sons. But should it appear that the intention of the of the
wdkif was that the surviving son should take the entire benefit, Mkil to

be strict-or the interest of the deceased son should descend to his issue, ly regard-
effect would be given to such intention." 	 ed.

"The Khairiyèh states the law somewhat differently, viz.,
where the object of the wa/cf is not existing or ceases to exist, the
rents and profits will be applied to purposes nearest the object for
which the donor intended the wa/cf. This view, however, is not
according to 'us' (that is Hanafi doctors), but represents ShflfeI
doctrines. According to the Shefeis, where a wa/cf is made in
favour of lineal descendants and they fail, the wa/cf will be applied
to other people 'nearest' to the wdkif.''(2) According to the
HanafIs, it will be given to the poor.

When a man makes a wa/cf of his property,—a moiety in
favour of his poor kindred, and a moiety in favour of the indigent
generally-, it has been held that the relatives, in case of indigence,
will be entitled to a share in the other moiety."

"Ibrflhim ibn-Yusuf and Ali ibn-Ahmed al-Fársj and Abfl
J'aafar Hindwflni are in agreement on the point. And it is stated
in the Na/cr, that the same is the view of the Kâzi ul-Kuzzât Mau.
Una Ali al-Halabj, who wrote his Risdlag-ul-Kubrd about the
period when Maulâna Mohammed Shah Báderna's rule came to an
end. And in the Fatdwai Kdzi Kha'n it is laid down that, according
to the- approved doctrine, when a wa/cf is made in favour of an

(1) Radd-td-Jluhtdr, Vol. Ill, p. 641.
(2) Thus.
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individual and the poor generally, if that person subsequently
becomes poor he is entitled to participate in the wak/ for the
poor."

Hanafi "According to Kâzi Khãn, if a man were to make a -way of
Law—Dis- his land; a moiety in favour of his wife and the other in favour oftribution of
a wakJ to a his son Zaid, with a condition that upon the wife's death, her
wife and	 moiety should be wak/ for his (the grantor's) children, Zaid would

be entitled to participate in that moiety also as one of the children.
The wife's moiety would therefore go to Zaid and the rest of the
wâkif's children, and Zaid's moiety would be for him alone. There
is no difference of opinion oil 	 point-."

The cy-près	 Mere vagueness or uncertainty will not lead to the failure of

the Alaho-
doctrine 	 a wak/, for in such a case the law does itself supply the defect by
Medan	 declaring that the trust should be in favour of such objects as aj-
Law. proach nearest in character to the intended object of the -wak/; or,

even when that is not expressed, be applied to the support of the
poor and needy. In the absence of explicit directions on the part
of the ?vdkif, the Judge has the power of framing a scheme b y him-
self or in consultation with the beneficiaries, for the administration
of the wakf. The principle, therefore, laid down in 1110-rice v.
Bishop of Durham,(1) which has been occasionally endeavoured
to be applied to wak/s, is not applicable to trusts or consecra-
tions under the Mahoinedan Law. For the .q-près doctrine is
carried to the utmost limit in the Moslem system, and the
failure of the original purpose does not in any case cause the
failure of the wa/.

The poor	 The poor form, by necessary implication of the law, the ulti-
are the	 mate beneficiaries of every wak/ created in favour of individuals orultimate	

the descendants of the udki/. Where therefore the nriniarvbencficm-
aries in	 object fails, such failure instead of voiding the vak/ ''only aece-every	 lerates'' the ultimate application.
vakl

Again, where the dedication is to a religious or charitable :-
stitution, which, in course of time, ceases to exist, the property so
dedicated, instead of reverting to the grantor or his heirs, should
he applied, as already pointed out, to some other religious or
pious institution, similar in character to the one which has failed,
or to any other object by which benefit may accrue to human
beings.

(1) 10 Vesey, p. 399.



CHAPTER X1 11.

Thu INCOME OF THE WAKF ESTATE, How TO BE APPLIED.

THE Fat ci wai Alarngiri citing the lidwi li'l-Kudsi, says (1) ''the
income of the wak/ property is to be expended, in the first place,
on necessary repairs, whether the vdki/ has made it condition or
not, and next., if nothing else has been specified, on such things as
are nearest to the principal object [lit. the building], in other
words, oil objects as are iiiost essential to the general
purpose or policy of the dedication, as for instance, in providiii
an imâm for a mosque and a professor for a college., to the
extent of their needs, then oi l  attendants (lit. man for light-
ing lamps and spreading carpets), and so forth, to carry out the
purpose. But if anything else has been specified, the income must
he applied to that immediateI- after the repairs."

The Durr-id-Mvkhtdr states the rule in identical terms.

Similar1y, in the I! eddya it is laid down, that it is incumbent
that the income of the wak/ should, in the first instance, be expend-
ed in its repairs For maintenance], whether the wdkif has made it
condition to that effect or not, inasmuch as his object was that the

income should form a perpetual fund, and as a perpetual income Application
cannot be derived from the weAl property unless it is maintained 91 the

income ofin proper condition, this Is a necessary CO1)(;Oniitaiit to it.' 	 11(11!

The Racid-ul-Muhicir states as olJows :-" The. rents and
profits arising from a property which is constituted teo/c/ naist first
he applied towards its preservation and maintenance and the pay -
meat of the wages of the care-taker or custodian."

The income of the waAj mus be first applied in keeping the
property in a proper condition so as to yield a permanent income.
If the wak/ property consists of fruit-bearing trees, a portion of the
income must be spent in buying new plants. So, also, if it is land,

which without irrigation will not yield any crops, the first charge

(I) Fadwai A1amgiri, Vol. II, P. 468.
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on the income must be to do the needful for that purpose ; so it is
stated in the MuhIg and the Fatdwai Kdzj Khdn."(l)

In case of immovable property, therefore, all expenses inci-
dental to its due maintenance in proper condition according to its
nature, must be first paid out of the income ; the wages of persons
entrusted with its preservation and management stand on the

same footing. The balance is to be applied for the purposes of the
wakf. If the wak/ is in favour of individuals, such as the udki/'s
children, it is to be applied to their benefit or given to them as the
case may be, in accordance with the provisions of the wak/námah.
If there are no express provisions, the application will be in accord-
ance with the general design of the wak/. If the intention of the
wdki/ was that his children should be 'supported with the income
of the wak/, it will be done according to his wishes.

Similarly, in the case of a u'ak/ for any other purpose. The
-general design of the trust should be kept 111 view, even when the
particulars are not sufficiently defined.(2)

Disburse-	 "For example, if a dedication is made for a madrassa andmeats	
ncthing further is said, the residue of the rents and profits afterfrom waki	 .

property, deducting the cost of maintaining the building shall be applied to
maintain the proper staff of teachers. When the dedication is to a
mosque, the balance, shall be applied to the employment of the
usual servants and the supply of the usual articles of furniture, &c.,

necessary for the performance of the worship, even though the
wdkj/ should not have mentioned it."

The primary object should be to maintain the purpose for
which the dedication is made. If a dedication is made to a
mosque and the salary set apart for the imãm is not sufficient
to employ one, the provision made by the donor should be
set aside and a reasonable al lowance should be made for
that purpose. Al iuQsque once dedicated should not be allowed
to lie useless. The result is that, in the first place, the cost of
maintaining the wak/ should be defrayed from the income, and
after that, each object should take precedence in accordance with
its relative importance. But if the expenses are specified by the
wdki/, care will be taken to carry out his wishes with due regard to
the primary object of keeping up the wak/.

(1) Radd-vl-Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 698.
(2) Du" u1-Mtiltdr in lo.
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In the application of the proceeds, the first thing to whic'h Mainte
attention should be directed is the maintenance of the u'ak/. nance Of

theShould the entire income be necessary to put the wak/ buildings wak/.
or property in repair, it may be so applied, and in the case of a
mosque, no person, not even the imâm or muezzin should get any
salary until the repairs are made." [This passage shows the im-
portance which is attached to the maintenance and preservation
of the wak/. The primary object of the wakf being the perpetual
consecration of the property for meritorious or pious purposes,
the law insists that the fir it duty of the curator should be to pre-
serve the building in a state of repair, and if it is in such a condi-
tion that it is likely to fall into ruin, the income is to be applied
primarily to its restoration and repair.] ''If anything remains
over after defraying the cost of repairs, it should be given to those
whose discharge would cause injury to the waAf. Aftei kitts has
been done, the other matters connected with the wak/ should be
carried into effect with due regard to their relative importance.
Those people from whose dismissal no injury would accrue(1) will
not get any portion of their allowance until the absolutely neces-
sary repairs are completed. But when . those people do work for
the wak/ they will get their proper wages, though not the allow-
ance fixed, in the wakfn.d'ina/i.''(2) This refers to a case where
the income is not sufficient to defray the cost of urgent repairs as
well as the full allowance of the servants of the wak/ or of the
beneficiaries.

"When the u'dki/ has provided that after defraying the cost
of repairs and maintaining the institution, the surplus should be
distributed among the poor or the beneficiaries, it is nevertheless
incumbent on the mutwalli to deduct every year a certain sum from
the income for repairs, even though there is no immediate need

for it—so as. to enable him to provide a fund therefor; for it The mode
may so happen that, owing to some unforeseen contingency, in which a
there may not be any income at the time." 	 wakf

building
"If a house is made wakf for another person, he is entitled ought to

only to the income arising therefrom but not to occupy it. be used.

Similarly, the person for whose occupation the house is made

(1) Such as the supervisor, the kcuib (writer) and rent-collector.
(2) According to the Nalir.uj-Fdjk, the 4shbáh holds they ought to get their

fixed salary.

AA, ML	 27
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wak/ is not entitled to its income." The correctness of this
Kizi's	 doctrine appears to have been doubted, and in any case the
discretion. Kâzi would have it in his discretion to authorise any act which

may be beneficial to the wak/. The principle, however, which is
deducible from the above doctrines is, that the beneficiaries
cannot, of their motion under any circumstance, change the
nature of the dedication.

In the Shark-Walibdniclt by SharnibiIâlih, it is stated that
among the persons considered necessary for the maintenance of a
wakf are included, the superintendent, the imdm (who leads the pray-
ers), the kkatIb (who reads the khvtba), the muezzin, whether the
wdki/ has made a condition to that effect or not, after the repairs.
The Bahr-ur-Rdik holds the door-keeper and care-taker of a
mosque whose duty it is to keep it clean as necessary adjuncts
of a mosque.

If there are any debts on the wak/ property, the nvtualli
should, either by leasing the property or in any other reasonable
manner, liquidate such debts.

If there is no income at all accruing from the uak/, and the
endoe.d property is going to ruin, the Kâzi has the power to
authorise the niutwalli to let temporarily the whole or any portion
of it, and with the proceeds thereof to repair it. Where the in-
come of the wak/ premiss is not sufficient to cover the outlay on
its maintenance, or when the wak/ is falling into ruin, and there is
every probability of its dissolution, and the income is not suffi-
cient to cover the cost of repairs, the Kâzi has the power of direct-
ing that it may be sold and with the proceeds thereof certain other
propert may be purchased bubject to the same trust.

This doctrine is laid down by Abü Yusuf and it will be acted
upon as long a it is possible to do so. If it is impossible to sell
the wakf property or to apply the proceeds of the sale for the bene-
ficiaries or for the benefit of the poor, in that case only effect would
be given to the doctrine of Mohammed, that where the purpose
has failed absolutely, the property should rvert to the heirs of the
donor.

"When a wak/ is made for students and time waX] is small,
only poor students will be supported. But generally the word
'student ' implies want, and when a wak/ is made for students in
general, it is confined to indigent students alone, for students are
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almost all in straitened circumstances. Similarly, the wak/ of a
Koran in a masjid and books in a madrassa is generally 'confined
to the poor, unless it can be shown that the books are not avail-
able." According to the Khuldsat-u1Wa1nj, however, in the
Case of a wak/ of books or of a wak/to students, the poor stand in
the same category as the well-to-do. It further lays down the
principle that such u-akIs may be looked upon from two points of
view :—that the poor and rich are equal as in the case of mus-.sdffir-k/idneha, cemeteries, tanks, &c., the benefit of which is shared
by all alike. "In respect of the benefit arising out of these ob-
ject of wak/, custom makes no difference in the position of an in-
digent and a well-to-do person. In the case of a wak/ of books,
the rich student stands in the same position as the poor regarding Wak/ in
the difficulty of obtaining some of the books; and it must be re-
membered that the object is to benefit all." This seems to be
the generally accepted doctrine.

If a wak/ is made of books for a specified place, their use will
be restricted to that place, and the books will not be allowed to be
taken away from there. And if it is fof students, then every stu-
•dext is entitled to make use of them, but cannot remove them
from the place. In matters relating to the use of a wak/ the provi-sions made by the udki/, if legal, should be followed. The jurists
look upon the c0nditio8 imposed by the wdki/ as conditions im-
-posed by the law (the Nass). But in order that any restrictive
condition may be binding, it must be satisfactorily poved that
the wdki/ really and in 	 imposed the same.

When the wak/ is in favour of individuals, the building can-
not be enlarged without their consent" In other words, the
beneficiaries of a trust have a right to he consulted in any altera-
tion in the character of the wak/ as may be likely to entail serious
•expendjture

"If a house is made wak/ for the dwelling of another, the duty
of keeping it in repairs -devolves on him. If he has no means, the dedicated
Kâzi may let it for a while, and with the
same."(l)	 rent thereof repair the for the

of another.If the person for whose residence
• the house has been dedi-

'cated agrees to pay rent whilst it is undergoing repairs, the
--------------------(1) Comp. the Durr-ul. Mul:htdr, p. 414
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Kâzi may leave him in occupation. If it is the mutualli himself
who is entitled to reside in the wak/ and he fails or cannot keep
it in repairs, the Kâzi has the power to compel him or to appoint

another curator pro tern to carry out the repairs. But after the
work has been done and its cost fully disbursed, the house
should be restored to the person for whose habitation it was

dedicated. (1)
When a wak/ building is falling into ruin, the mutwalli is

not entitled of his own authority to sell the trees planted within
it for the purpose of repairing the house, but he can hire out
the house, and with the rent thereof rep,-. ;.r the building.

(1) Coinp. the Durr-ul-Mu11itár, p. 414.



CHAPTER XIV.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

SECTION I.

THE POWERS OF THE W)KIp.

IT is lawful for the wdki/ to reserve the governance of the wakj
for himself during life; this is by consensus. He can also lawfully
reserve for himself the usufruct for life according to Aba Yusuf
"and the Fatwa is thereon. "(1)

It is also lawful for the wdki/ to make 'a condition to the effect
that the wak/ premises may be exchanged for other property or
that it may be sold, and the proceeds thereof invested for the
purposes of the wak/ in other lands or investments with the income
of which the objects of the trust may be carried out. And the
new property will become subject to the same rules as the former
whether he has made a condition to that effect or not.(2)

As regards the power to exchange the wak/ property for other The power
property, in other words to alter the investment, the rule is divi- of altering
sible under three heads : (i) if the donor has reserved to himself invest-

ments or
or to the mutwallis generally the power of making the ex- changing
change, in such a case, the exchange may be made without any the pro-

question; (ii) if no power is reserved, but the property yields
no profit., in that case an "exchange" may be made with the
sanction of the Kâzi; (iii) if it is merely for the advantage of
the wak/ to make the exchange, in such a case the "exchange"
is not lawful unless the exchange or alteration is necessitated
by altered conditions of the locality or it is to the tnanifest ad-
vantage of the wakf. The main object to be kept in view is the
permanent maintenance of he dedication.

(1) Darr-ul-jIuLhdr, P. 415	 Radd-ul-Mn1zár, W. III, P. 598; Comp.
Doe dent. Jaun Beebee v. Abdnllah Barber, supra.

(2) Baillje, p. 597: Fatáwaj Alarngiri, Vol. II, p. 494.
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With regard to the question whether the property dedicated
yields any profit or not, the test generally laid down is whether
it yields enough for its "repairs" or upkeep.

The early lawyers attached great importance to the dedi-
cation of land or immovable property ('aIdr) for the purposes.
of a wakf.as ensuring perpetuity, and it is often declared, there-
fore, that when land is ''exchanged" it should he for land. But
there is no rule of law to prevent, under the conditions of modern
life, the investment of the proceeds of a wal/ property in other
forms of ''trust securities.''(l)

The wdfcif can lawfully reserve for himself the power of
altering the investment, and in the Fatawdi Kázi Khdn it is laid
down that "this is correct, and in another place that it is correct,
bi'l-ijmd'a (by consensus)."

Condition
When there is a condition in the uaJ/ ''that the wdki/ may ex-

of exchange change the land for ocher land as he pleases and that the land so
lawful. obtained shall become wak/ instead of the. first," both the dedica-

tion and the condition are lawful according to Abi Yusuf, and so
also when there is a condition " that he may sell and make an
exchange for the price ; " and the Fatwa is in conformity with it.

When the wdTif reserves to himself the power of altering the
investment he may appoint an agent for the purpose, but if
he should bequeath the power to an executor, the executor of
such executor cannot exercise it. And if the power is reserved
to another and himself, the other cannot exercise it singly. but
the endower himself may lawfully do so. When the power to
''exchange" is given to ''every one that may preside over this
wak/," it is lawful, and every president (musltri/)(2) may exercise
the power. But when the endower has declared " on condition
that such an one shall have the power of exchanging," the
person authorised cannot exercise the power after the death of the
wdlci/ without an express condition to that effect. The kyyuiit

(1) The following passge in the Nhr .i'1-Fdik nuoted in the Durr-tel-
MuIlt!dr shows in fact that ticre is no limitation to the discretion of the Judge

if the order for change i s made by a just Judge (Kd:i-id-jinnah), even if it be.
for [investment in] dirhrnms and dindr (mone y ) there is no feat: of loss to the
wak/.]

(2) The mu81ri/ is time person who is vested with supervisatorial functions
over the wak/; his powers are Iatgcr than those of tht ordinaty mutuaW or
KL,yum
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or administrator has no power to exchange unless expressly
authorised to do so. And when it is made a condition that he

may exchange, the endower may also exercise the power without
a similar condition in his favour.

Ordinarily, after the "exchange" has once been made in
accordance with the powc.r specifically reserved, it cannot be made
a second time, unless there are words indicatve of an intention
that the wdkif or the person to whom he reserves the power may
alter the investment according to his discretion whenever. h-c
thinks fit.

When there is no provision in the wak/ regarding itibdal or
alteration of the trust-property or even when the uáki/ has made
a condition against it, the Judge has the power of directing a
change. And. this is one of the exceptions to the rule that-the
prescriptions of the wdki/ are absolute and must be strictly carried
out.(l)

When a man has said, " My land is a pious mowkofa to
Almighty God for ever, on condition that [may employ the produce

as I please," he may lawfully do so. But if he should give it to

the indigent, or employ it in pilgrimage, or bestow it upon a parti-
cular individual, he cannot reclaim it.. And in like manner, if he
should say, "I have given it to such a one," he has no power to
reclaim it. He may give it to one set after another, but he can-
not apply the proceeds to hi; own purposes. It would be
different if he had said "on condition that I may give it to
whomsoever I please."(2)

Where a wa/cf is made subject to a condition that the wa/cu Condi-
shall have the power of giving the produce to whomsoever he ons

made by
pleases, the wa/cf is lawful; and he shall have the power of thewôk/.
doing whatever he likes with the income during his lifetime, but
he cannot make any disposition respecting it to continue binding
after his death, nor can he apply the income to his own purposes
(lit, cannot eat of the produce himself). His doing so, however,
will not avoid the wa/cf. But he may bestow it on anybody he
likes. A man makes a wa/cf of his estate on condition that the

(1) Dirr-u14Iuk1aar, p. 415; see post.	 .
(2) The difference lies in the Arabic expressions. What has to be borne in

mind is the condition relating to the application of the proceeds laid down by
the wdlci/ at the creation of the wk/, as even he cannot depart therefrom.
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administrator may give the produce as he pleases, this is lawful
and he may give it to both rich and poor. If the wáki/ at the time
of dedicating his property were to say, "on condition that such
an one (some other person, generally referring to the mutwalli) may
give the produce to whomsoever he pleases," it is lawful ; and the

power may be exercised by that person either during the lifetime
of the appropriator or after his death, and the person so authorised
may give the income to his own child and descendants, and also
to the child and descendants of the wdki/, but not to himself.

[It is not clear what the effect would be, if the person autho-
rised were to take the profits of the wak/estate himself. The
Eatdwai Alarngiri goes on to say that "the power does not pass out
of his hands on his saying I have given the produce to myself.'
A mere declaration may not have the effect of destroying the
power, but will not an unlawful application of the income to his
own use amount to breach of trust ?]

The Radd-ul-Mulitdr adds that, according to those jurists(1)
who hold a man cannot make a ica1/ in his own favour, if the mut-
walli were to give the proceeds of the property dedicated to the
wdki/, it would not be lawful. But this doctrine is not now
recognised as the law; for the rule universally observed is that
a person may validly make himself the first beneficiary of the
trust. According to this rule " upon which is the Fatua," the
mutwalli may give the usufruct lawfull y to the wdkif.

"If a person were to say, 'my land is a pious wakf for the Sons
of such a one on condition that I may select of them whom I please,'
it would be as he has said, and he may select as he pleases or give
the whole to one; and if he were to say, 'I make no selection
this year,' it would be lawful, and the produce would be [divided]
among them all equally. And if he were to say on condition that

Conditions. I may deprive whom I please among them,' and he were to de-
that may prive them all but one, it would be lawful; and though by analogybe imposed
by the 	 he should not be able to deprive them all,all, lie has that power also,
wdki/. on a favourable construction. But he cannot restore those whom he

has deprived and the wak/ would be for the poor. If he wera to say
'I have deprived them of the produce of this year,' they have no
right in that year's produce and it passes to the poor."(2)

(1) Those who follow the doctrines of Imâni Mohammed.
(2) See Fatdwai Alarngiri, Vol. II, pp. 495 to 504; Baillie, p. 595, el seq.
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If a man were to constitute a' wak/ in favour of the mother of

his children (umm-ul-walad),(1) subject to the condition that if
'she marries after his death she is to have nothing, and she does
marry but is subsequently divorced; in these circumstances she
has nothing, unless it were provided that in the event of her being
divorced, she should be restored to the benefit of the wak/. In like

manner, when a wak/ is for the sons of such a one except those
who go out of the city, and some of them go out but return again.
or when it is for the benefit of the sons of such a one who are
acquiring knowledge, and some of them abandon their studies
which afterwards they resume, the parties continue to be deprived
of the benefit of the wak/, in the absence of any condition to the

contrary. And if one should make his land a pious wak/ on his

child and nasi forever, and after them on the poor with a condi-
tion that any of them, who may leave the sect or doctrine of Abü
Ilanifa for that of Shâfei shall lose the benefit of the vak/ , those

abandoning the sect will be deprived of its benefit.(2)
Similarly, if he had said whenany one of them shall leave the

doctrine of the Sunnis and become a heretic he shall be excluded
and one of them does so, he is to be excluded. A man and
woman are on the same footing and when it is made a condition
that if one should depart from the established doctrine he is to be'
excluded; and one of them does so and then returns, he is not to

be restored to the benefits of the wak/ without an express condition

to that effect. In like manner, when a particular doctrine has
been specified and there is a condition that if anyone should de-
part from it he is to be deprived of the benefit of the wuk/, regard

'must be had to the condition. . So also, when the condition is
"that if any of my kindred go from Bagdad he is to have
nought," respect must be had to the condition, except that in this
.case if he were to return to Bagdad, he would be restored to the
benefits of the wak/.(3)

Amor- the prescriptions of the ud.i/ that must be respected, Prescrip-

Khassâf has mentLoneU a condition that the mut walli shall not tions of the

'let the lands, and if he does let them, (without the sanction of wok 
if.

the Kâzi) the lease shall be void. if the wáki/ makes a condition

(1) Umm-ul.walad is the designation given to a female bcndswoman who
bears a child to her master, and'i becomes enfranchised.

(2) .Fatáwaj Alamgiri, Vol. U, p. 504
(3) ibid.
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that he shall not enter into an agreement for gardening or
cultivation on the basis of a division of produce, or provides that
when the mutwaljj lets the land he shall be removed from the
office, in such cases if he should act contrary to the conditions he

is to be removed and the Kâzi shall appoint another, whom he
can trust to carry out the condition.

Power to	 The wdlcif can reserve to himself, at the time of the dedicationalter the	
the power to alter the benenciaries of the trust by either adding tobenefici-	 .

aries. their iiumber or excluding some, or to increase or reduce their interest
in it. He cannot do so afterwards. "Thewdkif," says theRadd vi-
Muhtdr, "has no power to alter or change the conditions (provi-
sions) of a wa/cl, unless he has expressly reserved to himself the
power of doing so."(l) If he has reserved to himself the power of
adding to the beneficiaries or removing any person from that cate-
gory, or of removing the rnvtwalli fromhis office, it would be lawful
for him to do so. No alteration, however, can be made in the
nature or character of the wa/cf. Similarly, it is not lawful for
the muwalli to go beyond the conditions laid down in the
vakfndmah.

A condition in the wa/cfndmcih to the effect that the rnvtwalii
shall have the power of increasing the allowance of anybody or reduc-
ing it or adding anybody or removing an yone is lawful. "At the
same time, the maslahat .ui .u(z/c/ (the polkv of the waX!) is to be
kept in view."(2) "If a person," sa ys Kâzi Khân, "in good health
were to make a wa/cf of land for the indigent and deliver it over to a
mutwalli, and at the time of his death direct his executor to pay out
of the proceeds thereof so much to so-and-so, that would not be
valid, for he had parted with his right over the proceeds at the
time of the wa/cf. But he can do so, if at the time of dedication he
reserved to himself the power of giving directions for the applica-
tion of the proceeds."

The powers	 Nor can the u'âki/, who devotes property to any meritoriousof the
or pious uses and transfers the proprietary right therein to the
Almighty, take it back at his pleasure from the mutwalli whom h&
has constituted God's proxy and give it to another person, unless on

(1) Comp. Hedaitoonnima v. A/zal Ho83ajn, 2 All. H. C. R., 420.
(2) Ma8lalsat here means the policy or purpose. What is intended to be,

conveyed is undoubtedly this, that in an y alteration which may be made, the,
original purpose or object or policy of the trust shall not be ignored.
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the creation of the trust he reserved to himself in express terms the
right to do so.

If a person were to declare, that if necessary the wa,/ land may
be sold and the proceeds invested in other property, all the
incidents of y ak!, as already stated, would attach to the new
property, which will be subject to the same conditions as the
original property.(1)

In carrying out the provisions of the trust the intention of the Condi-
consecrator must be solicitously regarded, and in case his mean- tions la1(t

ing is not distinct, recourse should be had to- evidence to explain
the meaning, and the inferential shall be considered equally with are equi-
the actually expressed.(2)	 valent to

the pres-When the language is upon the face of it unequivocal and
	 ofcriptions

unambiguous, no outside evidence will be let in for the purposehc Law.
of altering or modifying the intentions of the wa/cit. For example,
if the wdki/ has declared in unequivocal language that he endows
certain property for his children who are females, no evidence will

be admitted to show that he also intended to include males. But
where, from the language of the wak/ itself, it can be inferred
that he meant to include the males, though using the word
'females,' they would participate with the female children. In
understanding, however, the meaning of the donor from the
actuaiiy expressed words, consideration should be paid to the
circumstances of the particular case and the customary use of
language among the people.

If the words are capable of two meanings, the construction
most consistent with the intention of the wdki/ should be adopted.

SECTION II.

THE SupEflvIso y FUNCTIONS OF THE K.zi.

"IN the Chapter on If ak/ in the Indrn-u1-Mufti 'aala Jawdb The Kizi's
ul-Mustafti, it in laid down that the observance of the provisions laid ati.hority

to inter-down by the wki/ are obligatory, for the jurists hold such rules fere with
to be equivalent to the Nass, Viz., rules laid down by the the iru/iJ's
Lawgiver.	 directions.

(1) Rodd-0-11v1(dr, Vol. III, p. 599.
() Ibid. Vol. Il, p. 644.
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Conditions	 But the Kâzi, and, in certain cases, the mutwalli, are entitled to
inconsistent override any condition made by the wdki/ which is inconsistent with
%itI thena-

ture of the the nature of the tcak/ or opposed to the requirements of the very
wak/. object for which the wak/ is constituted. For example, if there is a

condition to the effect that the Kâzi shall not remove the mvtwallj
appointed by the wdki/ or his successors in office, the Kâzi would
nevertheless be entitled to remove any mvtwalli who proved him-
self unfit or committed misfeasance or misbehaved himself in the
trust. Or, if it is stated in the wak/ndmah that the mutwalli shall

not grant a lease of the wak/ property for more than one year,
and it appears that no person is willing to take a lease for a year,
the Kâzi has the power to authorise the mutwalli to let the land
for more than a year. Or, if the wdki/ has declared that no alms
.should be given to the indigent who derive their subsistence from
a certain mosque, the mutwalli is empowered nevertheless to give
.alms to such people. Or, if he has provided that the person for
whom the walcf is constituted shall get fixed rations daily, the
niutwalli may, with the consent of the beneficiaries, commute the
same into money payment.(1) The beneficiaries may even ask for
commutation.

The Kâzi is also authorised to increase the pay of the imâni,
if it is 'insufficient, and if the officer is learned and religious, i.e.,
deserving.

The several exceptions to the rule declaring that the pres-
criptions of the wdki/ must be strictly carried out, are stated at
length in the Ashbdh-wan-Nazdir. Their purport has already been
given, but they may be summarised here with advantage.

"(1) Should the wdkj/ make a condition that the Kâzi shall
The
super'iuon. not have the power of dismissin g the Ndzir or mutwalli, the Kâzi

nevertheless will have the power of dismissing a mutwalh who has
been found to be untrustworthy or incompetent. And in the
Bahr-uj-Rájk it is laid down that even if the wdkif were to make
a condition that the King or Kflzi shall not interfere in the
management of the wakf, still the Kâzi will have his superin-
tendence over it, for his supervision is above everything.

"(2) If the wdki/ has made a condition that the wak/ property
shall not be leased for more than a year, and it appears that nobody

(I) Rudd-u-Muhtdr, Vol. II, p. 601.
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is willing to take a lease for one year only, or if it appears that it is
to the advantage of the beneficiaries that the property should be let
for a longer term, the Kâzi has the power of authorising the grant
of a lease for a longer term, but the mutwalli has no power to -do so
of his own authority.

"(3) If he has made a condition that so much grain should
be bestowed on the beggars asking for alms at the door of his
mosque, the condition may be varied, and the aims may be be-
stowed on such beggars as do not ask for alms there.

"(4) If he has made a condition that cooked food should be
bestowed on the recipients, the ?flUtWalli will have the power of
giving them the value thereof, and the recipients can even ask
for payment in cash.

"(5) If the imdin is a learned and pious man, and the allow-
ance fixed by the wdki/ for him is not sufficient, the zi has the
power of increasing it.

The power of increasing the emolument of the imdm includes
the salary of all such persons whose withdrawal would he to the

injury of the wakf. For example, if a mutwalli or a muezzin, or
a profassor in a college, or door-keepers and such like cannot be

entertained for the remuneration fixed, the Kâzi has the power of
increasing their salaries or wages ; and this view is supported,.

says the author of the Radd-ul-Muhtdr, by the statement in the.

Bazdiah that when an irndrn or muezzin cannot be employed on

the pres2ribed salary, the judge can increase the emolument

from the profits of the wak/ (1) in consultation with people of in-
tegrity (or respectable people) of the neighbourhood (ahl-us-saldh

min ahl-ul-rna1malla).(2) But in fixing all emoluments he should

keep in view the customary remuneration (ujr-ul-rnisl).

The Kdzi, however, cannot create a (new) wazi/a, in other
words new offices in respect of a trust-property, without a
condition to that effect by the wdki/.

This, again, is subject to an important qualification. The

author of the Radd-vl-Muhtdr, commenting on the text in the

Durr-ul-Mukhtdr, says, " be it noted(3) that the invalidity re-

garding the creation of new offices is confined to the absence of

(1) Radd-ul-Muihdr, Vol. III, p. 647.	 (2) After the Kinia.
(3) In the original, "Know."
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necessity ( ( r' )), as is stated in the Fatdwai of
Shaikh Kâsim ; for whenever necessity arises, and it becomes
advisable to employ the services of a new officer for any work
uch as the* collection of tithes or rent or giving evidence before

the Diwdn,(1) the mattet should be placed before the Kâzi, and
the need (for such employment) should be established before him,
and he would appoint a fit and proper person for the purpose, and
fix for him the* 	remuneration, or give the ndzir (the met-
walli) permission to the same purpose.''(2)

Although the rnutwalli has no power to appoint new servants
or to increase the stipends of those already in service, yet where-
,,he consecrator has not fixed the stipends or allowances, he
has a general discretion subject to the control and direction of
the Judge. in this connection the following passage in the
I'atawar Kázi Elidu is of importance. It says, "if a person \ver
to make a wak/ of rest-houses for the poor (travellers), and it
becomes necessary to appoint a servitor to keep them clean and
open the doors, the met wulli may engage one even allotting a
.room for his services."(3)

"6) If there is a condition to the effect that the waA/ property
hl1 never be changed, should the Kâzi deem it advisable lie ha;

the  power to authorise the same.' '(4)

The Judge's discretion regarding the alteration of the wak/
property is controlled by the consideration that the new property
or investment ensures the permanent maintenance of the conse-
cration and is to its benefit. At one time this discretion seems to
have been so capriciously exercised as to give rise to srious abuse
and accordingly, says Mufti Ahc Saüd in his Maartzat " in 051
of the Hegira an august Edict (al-amr ush-sharij) was issued
with the approval of the Sadr-ush-SharIvãh(.5) declaring that no
alteration (exchange) of wak/ property should take place without
the sanction of sovereign authority."(G)

[All this is by way of example and is by no means exhaustive.]

(1) The Exchequer or Court.
(2) Rad1-nt-JIul,1ár, Vol. III, p. 646.
(3) Fatdwaj Kázi Khdn, Vol. IV, p. 222.
(4) Surratul-Fatdwa, p. 420; Comp. the A81bdh.wan.Nazir, p. 308, 7th

,exception.
(5) The Chief Justiciary, prototype of the modem Shaikh-uI.Islê.m.
(6) Durr.ul.Mk1tdr, p.416; 1tadd-ut-Muhdr, Vol. III, p. 603.
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(7) The author of the ZaieáJir-ul-Jatvd/r, which is a com-
mentary on the As1thdh;va'fl-N((ijr, adds another elception to
the general rule regarding the absoluteness of the wdki/'s prescrip-
tions. He says, " if the wáki/ were to declare that the superin-
tendent (mushri/) appointed by him should have sole charge of
the wak/, and the Judge wem to consider it expedient to associate
some one else with him, it would be lawful to do so," as in the
case of an executor.(1)

(8) Tahtâwi states on the authority of Sirflj Hanouti(2)
that there is a further exception ; viz., if the wdlcif were to lay
down that the wakf property was not to Ta' leased for more than a
certain rent fixed by him, and the ordinary rent Was higher than
what he had fixed, his direction most be departed from.

(9) In early times, the reading of the Koran over the graves,
of deceased persons was, in accordance with the views of AbIl
HanIfa, regarded b-v some as objectionable. And, accordingly,
it is stated in the Ashb2Ji-wa'fl-N((zdjr that if the wdki/ made a
condition that the Koran should he recited over his or any body
else's grave, that condition should not be obeyed.

Jmâm Mohammed, however, has held it to be permissible
th 'at the Koran should be read over graves ; and its lawfulness is

the accepted doctrine.' '(3)

In India, it is the common practice to employ readers of the
Koran to recite it over the graves of deceased persons.

One jurist has attempted to lay a restriction on the power of
altering the investment, by imposing a condition that the thing
for which the wak! property is exchanged, or the new invest-
ment should be of the same nature as the former property.
The author of the Radd- i-Mv/tidy, however, holds that there
should be no such restriction, as it is essential to see which invest-
ment is most profitable. For example, a man may have
made a wakj of shops, and it may he more profitable to invest in
land the proceeds arising from the sale of such shops, as yielding

- (1) Viz., as the Judge has the power, when he deems it expedient, of
associating a co-executor with an executor appointed by the testator, he has
the power of joining a co-in u/until with a mulivalli appointed by the wdki/ ;
Durr.v1.31vlchtdr, p. 416; Rudd.nl.Jmnli(dr, Vol. III, p. 602.

(2) A well-known jurist flourished in the 16th century of the Christian era.
(3) Rad-ul.iil-MuMdr, Vol. 111, p. 602; Comp. Biba Jon v. Kalu

H088a ifl [lOOS], I. L., 31 All., 136.
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a larger income for the purposes of the wak/. Or he may have
consecrated a piece of land for cultivation; but in the course of
time owing to change of conditions it may be more profitable to
build houses or shops on it. In such cases the mutualli is em-
powered to alter the mode of user.(i)

Hence, when the power is vested in the mutwalli or the wdki/
to dispose of the vu/cf property and invest the proceeds in other
property similarly subject to the conditions of wak/, there
should be no such restriction as to insist that the new property
should be of the same character or nature as the former
property.

The proceeds of wa/cl jroperty may be invested in dirhems and
dindrs.(2) It must be remembered, however, that when an invest-
ment takes the form of actual money, there is a possibility of the
fund being wasted, and therefore it is undesirable to keep the
proceeds of a wa?.f in that shape. If, however, it is in a
shape from which profit can accrue without loss to the corpus,
as iii the case of Government Securities, the investment is
lawful.

Not only has the wdki/ the power of reserving to himself the
power of removing beneficiaries but he may validly make at the
time of dedication conditions for excluding, in certain even-
tualities, particular beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries from the
benefit of the trust; or he may provide that certain persons or
class of person for reason assgued by him shall not participate
in it or be appointed as rnutwalli.(3) For example, if he were to
declare that abjuration of Islam should causo . dicstment of
interest in the wukJ or a particular person should not derive
any benefit from it, owing to his misconduct, it would be valid;
and his wishes will have effect given to them.

As the right to participate in the benefits of a wa/cf is pot
acquired by virtue of inheritance, Act XXI of 1850 does iot
affect these provisions of the Mussulman Law.

(1) Fatdwai KtL'iXhd, Vol. III, p. 222.
(2) See the Radd-vl.Muhidr, Vol. III, P. 600.
(3) Radil-ul-Muhid,., Vol. III, p. 600 A8'aá/, p. 89, Cairo Ed. See KhajoF

Salunuflah v. Abut Khair Mutaf a [1909]. I. L., 37 Cal., 263.
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SECTION III.

THE CONDITIONS IN WAKF.

When a dedication is made subject to the exercise of an option A wak
on the part of the wdki/, according to Ahft Yusuf, "the wa/cf as with ai
well as the condition" are valid, provided there is a determinate option.
period fixed, within which the option should be exercised. For
example, if a man were to say, "I constitute this house as wa/c!,
but I shall have an option to set it aside within three days," if
he option is not exercised, the wa/cf becomes absolute after three

days, but if the time is uncertain and wanting in specificness, the
wa/cf is invalid.

The jurist Ab J'aafar holds that in such a case the wa/cf
should be considered as valid, and the condition void (dtil).
Hillâl and Mohammed hold that the reservation of an option
invalidates the wa/cf itself, whilst Yiisuf ibn Khfihid declares that
the wa/cf is valid in all cases, the condition lone being void.
And this seems to be the generally received doctrine.(1)

If a person were to make a dedication for a specific period of
time, say, for a day, or a month, without any additional words,
it would take effect as a lawful u'a.kf in perpetuity. But if he were
to say that it will be a wa/cf for a particular month, and on the
expiry of that month, the. wa/cf will be void—in such a case, the
dedication would be void ab initio.

If a man were to say ''when to-morrow comes my land will Conlin-
become a pious wa/cf (sacTakahrnow/coofa)" or "when I become its gent wa/cf
?ru2lik, the land will be wa/c/," it is unlawful, for the creation of a
wa/cf cannot be made dependent on the happening of a contingency.

If a person were to sa y, ''my land will be wakf after my death A uakf
for a certain number of years." it will take effect after the death fora 1i-
of the declarant	 w	 1tC(l C-as a a/cf in perpetuity,	 nod takes

If a man were to say, "my land is a pious wa/cl (sala/cah-nww- effect as
koofa) on this condition, that I shall have the power of revoking a wa/cf

in perpe-
it whenever I chose," according to Hillâl, such a wa/cf is invalid. tuity.
Yusuf ibn Khâlid, however, holds that the wa/cf is valid, and the
condition void. And Abfi Yusuf is of opinion that where the time
for the exercise of the power is prolonged and undefined, the ua/cf
itself is invalid.(2)

(1) Fatdwaj Kdzj Khdn, VoL IV, p. 199.
(2) This 'dew is adopted as law by the sect.

AA, Mt.	 28
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Similarly, if a man were to say, "I consecrate this land on
the condition that it remain my property, and I shall have the power
of selling it whenever I like, and of dedicating the proceeds there-
of,"—such a wakf is invalid.

A condi-
tional tvakl. When a wak/ is created conditionally, it is valid, e.g., if a

person were to say, " this land is wak/, if it is mine," in that case
if the land was his property at the time, it would constitute a valid
u'ak/.

Diverge nO'	 According to the Hanafis, the wak/ of property belonging tobetween	
another is validated by the ratification of the real owner; not soHanafi 'nd

ShâfeI d o(. - according to the Shafeis.

Power of	 If a man were to say, "this land of mine is nowkoo/a for Godcouver-	
in perpetuity on condition that I shall have the power to sell it, andSlOn re-	
with its price to buy another piece of land which will then becomeserved at

time of	 wakf, subject to the same incidents as the original wak/," bothdedication.	 ,

Kâzi may
authorise
sale .wlieii
advanta-
geous for
'lie icai/.

Sale or
exchange
of wak/
property
when -
thor,.se(J

uuuiuon are valid according to Hillâl and Abü Yusuf.
Ind this is correct."(l)

The wdki/ can alter the investment only when the power of
sale has Jeen expressly reserved. In the absence of any such

power, the Kâzi, if he deem it expedient, may authorise the sale of
the wak/ property and a re-investment of the proceeds in any shape
conducive to the proper maintenance of the wak/.(2)

"The author of the Manah was asked regarding a house con-
secrated in favour of a mosque, whether it would be lawful for the
Kâzi to direct its sale if he was of opinion that with the price there-
of another piece of land may be purchased, which would bring
considerably more profit to the wak/. The author of the Manah
answered 'the question is for the Kâzi to decide judicially, so that
if lie considers deliberately that such sale and investment are
for the benefit of the uakf, it is lawful,' and this is according to the
opinion of Kâzj Imm Aba Yusuf."(3)

In the Fatdwa's-Sirdjja it is stated thmt when the sale or ex-
change of a wak/ property is dis tinctly advantageous'to the walc/,
the Kâzi may direct it. For example, if no income is derived
from the property, and somebody is anxious to purchase it, and in
lieu thereof is willilic, to give such land or house as would yield an

(1) Radd. l.Mu/igdr, Vol. III, p. 600.
(2) ibid.
(3) SUrrat.ul.Fatdwa, pp. 420, 42Z.
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iiicome fr the tcik/, 'in that case': th'echge ia\ithorised
.ccording to Aba Yusuf; as well as Mohammed."

"Where the wak/ property yields an income, lut some person
is desirous of exchanging it for anothr propetyiieljnj much

- larger income, e.g., if the wak/ propery is' a bazaa situated in a
lane and the person anxious to take it is'wilhing t'óxchan it for
a basaar situated in a better place; in such a' case, but not other-
wise, the exchange is 'lawful according to Kâzi Abft Yuhuf, C.
on this is the practice."(l)

, ' In  the commentary of Nâzixn-Wahbâii it s stted upon the
authority of the MuhIt and Kâzi Khân, &c.,-:,that according to
Imâm Mohammed the mutwa 7li is authorised to' exhange for a
better and, more productive piece Of land the one dedicated, if it
ha's deteriorated in productive powers."('-')

In the Tdttina it is reported from Hishâm'án Iohammed,
'that when a wakf [property] is In such a condition tht'th' bene-
ficiaries cannot derive benefit therefrom,' the Kâzi is'authorised
to sell it and with its price to buy another, and this erziohody
'else can exercise excepting the K i "(3)

And in the Siyar-i-KcthI•r it is stated that although some
jurists have held the change of wakf property not to b lawful, ac-
'cording to AbCI Yusuf it is lawful; and in the Muhit it i stated
that the following question was put to Shams-ul-Aimma Halwâni,
'whether when the wak/ of a mosque [property consecrated to a
mosque] becomes useless and cannot yield an income, the mutwalli
can sell it and in ' its stead buy another ?'He answered, 'yes,
it is lawful.' He was then asked, 'whether it wu1d be lawful
'to do so when the property does yield an income, but with its price
abetter property can be purchased.' He answered, "yes, 'it would

,. ,be , , lawfuL' Though some of the jurists hold against exchange
or sale of walc/ perty, I have already stated that we conform
to the rule laid down by Abü Yusuf"(4

(I) Surrat-itl.Fatdwa,'pp. 420,421..	 ,	 :	 '	 ,•,
(2) In all. in3tauces Where a tnu(tlU is spoken of as having the power of

aelhng o echangin . property which does it ield income o r' of 'iiiaking'a better investment, unless such power is reserved in the wak/ñduwli, it must'be exercised with the sanction of the Judge.
(3) Surrat .ul.Fcztdwa,'p.' 421.:,
(4) Aid, pp. 422, 423.
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"If the wdkif," says the Fath-ul-Kadfr, "has made a condi-
tion to the effect that he should have the power of exchanging the
land dedicated, and the land for which it is exchanged would be-
come dedicated in place of the other, such a condition is valid ac-
cording to Aba Yusuf, Hilll and Khassâf, and this is istc7isdn (a
liberal or equitable interpretation of the law)."

" If he has made a condition to the effect that the niutwallf
should have the power of changing the investment during his (the
wdki/'s) own lifetime, the mulwallj will not have the power of mak-
ing the change after the wdki/'s death."

Alteration	 " In the Fatdwaj Kâzj K/umm it is stated that the rule laid
oftho
subject of down by Abu Yusuf and Him! is correct. So has Ansari declared
a wci/. that such a condition is lawful, but it cannot be sold [by the mvt-

walli] without the sanction of the Judge. And when this matter
is brought before the .Judge, and it appears to him necessary for
the benefit of the wakf (that the investment should be changed),
lie should give the sanction'' ......''A condition for the altera-
tion of the investment is lawful according to Abfl Yusuf, and this
is approved , and iii the Fatáicai Kdzi Khdn, it is stated that there
is I'pnd'a or consensti-i on the part of the universality of jurists on
the lawfulness of a reservation of power to the wdki/ to change-
the investment, both condition and wakf being valid. Without
such condition he will not have the power to make the change
finless authorised by the Kazi]. In other words, if he has re-
served the power at the time of dedication, by consensu., he can
exercise the power at any time himself; but when lie has not re-
served such power, then he must have recourse to the Kâzi for the
necessary permission.....In the Mukhtasar-ul-Kudiri it is stated
the p ass (express dictum of Law) is on the rule laid down by Abfl
Ynsuf. "(1)

The general result of the authorities seems to be that the wdkif
may lawfully change the wakf property, in other words, alter the
investment provided he has reserved, at the time of dedication,
power to that effect. Otherwise, no alteration can be effected with-
out the leave of the K.zi or Judge, who has the power to autho-
rise a change of investment whenever he considers it beneficial for
the wak/.

(I) Falh.id..Kadfr, Vol. I!, p. 639.
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Among the conditions which the wdlci/ , under the HanafI Law,
may lawfully make at the time, of dedication is one which has
already been given at another place, viz., that the wdki/ may
provide for the payment of his debts with the income of the
property-(1)

"In the Chapter on JVak/ in the Khazdnat .ul p dwa it is stated Powers of
that the Sáhib-ul-Manah (the author of the Manah .ul.Ghufldr) was the wdki/
asked about a deed of wak/ in which there was a condition to the regarding

the gover-effect that the wildyei of the trust . should appertain only to the nan'e of
wdki/'s male descendants, but now a deed has been .discovered the trust.
bearing a prior date, in which the towliat was given to his male as
well as female descendants; the question was which deed should be
acted upon [in regard to the towliat]. The Sâhib-ul.Manah
answered, if the wdki/ in the first deed or at the time of dedication
reserved to himself the power of altering any of the provisions
regarding the management, &c., of the wak/, in that case' the
second deed should be acted upon, that is, the deed in which the
.towl iat is restricted to his male descendants. But if he reserved
to himself in the original wak/ no such power, in that case the
first deed of walc/, 'viz., in which there was no restriction, should
be acted upon."(2)

"In the As'adJ it is stated that. the wdki/ cannot go beyond
the conditions laid down at the time of dedication."

In the Fawdjd it is stated from Khassâf that when there are
two contradictory conditions made by a wdkif, the second is to be
acted upon, unless it is beyond his powers."

"When there are two contradictory provisions in a wak/nthnah,
the one which follows will be given effect to, according to us
[Hanafis] as the last condition overrides the first."

With reference to the principle that when there are two con-
tradictory conditions in a wakfndmah, the second has effect given
-to it in preference to the first, the'As'ad/(3) gives examples of it.
For example, if in the beginning of the wak/ndrnah, the wdLi/ declares

(I) Fah-ul-Kadir, Vol. Il, P. 638.
- (2) Surra,LlFatdwa p. 425.

(3) The A3'ad/ is the work of Allân-,ah Burhân-uddjn Ibráhim Tr&bulusj, i.e.,
of Tripoli. Of this work Moulins, Mohammed Amin, the author of the .Radd-ul-.),filitdr, speaks thus :—"Should the exigencies of this world make it necessary
for any individual to study the law of wak/, lie should study the .4s'ad/, as it is'the greatest authority on the subject."
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Powers	 that the subject-matter of-the wdkf shall not bb: sold nor given in

of the	 gift or become the property of anybody," and ubsecjuent to that
wa/cu—	 declares that it will be lawful for the mutwa lii to sell the property,.
contd.

and with the proceeds thereof to purchase another property, which

will be substituted for the original 'wa/ct, in such a case the sale of

; the utak/lI be valid; and the second condition will override the

first. ,' Or, if he were tosay first, that the' wuwallithay, sell the
uaL/ property and purchase something else in its stead and after
wards déclaró' that it shall not be, sold or given in gift; then it will
not be sold. But, whént he two conditions are not contradictory,
and it is possible to give effect to both of them, then it will be in-.

euiubent to carry out both, for th /cite . conditions . of the wa are, like
the ná. (express dictuii of the Law). When there are general'
provisions and after them come the details, these (unless otherwise

apparent on the document) will apply to . the . last. condition,

according to "us."
According to the ShâfeIs, these. details refer to all the condi--

tions, if the connection is with an "and'.' (waw); but only to the'
last condition, if the connection is with " then.". .. .

The Kâzi's . As already stated, the Kdzi has the pdwer of associating a
powers. m uwa lii with the one appointed by the wa/cu . even though the

wa/if may.. have made a condition against it, should the Kâzi
consider it would be beneficial for,the trust to. do so. :1

Miscelia-	 . When . a peron , makes a dedication ,by. a. deed, and afterwards
neous. says he does not know what, is contained therein, or that he did not

intend to create an irrevocable wa/ct; in such case, if it appears from
the evidence of witnesses or otherwise, 'that the document was either'
read by or explained to the person, and that he fully understood its.
purport, his denial will be of no avail " And this principle does

not apply to .wakfalone but to sales and all olier , t.ransactions."(l)

A wa/cl	 . ,, A person, intending to niak a wa/cf of his lands in .a particular'•
created

	

	 villagç, gives instructions at the timeof his death for the preparation

of a document. therefor., The writer, however, by mistake leaves.'

ledge of	 out certain plots of lands. If at the time of reading the document,
its effect	 the wd /1/ '. attention is not called to the omission, but lie says that
absolute-
!y bind-
ing

	

	 ,c:	 LJ' iJt ,J -. tJ1 ,Ji .Jij	 (j_J	 (1)

Fçtao& Jiuzs .tthan in toco see Fa(,,na Begum v The 4dtoate ('enerai
[1881) 1. L., 6 Born ,42
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he dedicates all 'that is côniainedii tat :village; thtvk/otdcr
ing t6thjuit•Abfi . LiS 'ill tak
the lands. The 2 sthe principle applies to a dedit'ijj
health. The : eséñial pbint toëoiisider is hthei}ie iiité'iidd }&
adhere 'or not to his' expresed intention of dedióatiriga11

In the Khazdnat ul Mv/tin, it is stated that when a person has
made a' ; ' walv/ m1 favour of certain specific individuals, wilho T tu
designating any ultimate trust of a etnanei hr&d lias
not had the document (sick) of wâ1eféâledb
if he falls into poverty, apply to the Kazi to aIlow)hlm to -re V. oke the
wak/ "so as to relieve him of his poverty." The impressment of
the seal of the Kâzi is equivalent to the registration of a document
in British India.

When a wak/ is made of land, everything appertaining to the
land, such as tenements, roads, ghauts, trees, &c., attached to, or
on the land, passes under it, but not partible produce. When land
is dedicated for a cemetery, whilst big trees and buildings are on it,
they will not be included in the wak/, although it may have been
stated in the wak/ndmali that the dedication is "with all appurten-
auces and rights."

If there are fruit-bearing trees on the land or a hammdm at-
cached to the premises dedicated, and the dedication is made with
the expression "with all appurtenances and rights belonging
thereto," they will be included in the wakf.

A waR] for digging graves for the poor and providing shrouds Wak/ for
is valid.	 digging

An opinion has been expressed by Imâm Ali as-Sughdi that a
w for thealc/ in favour of Sufis is not valid. But this view is contradicted poor.
by other jurists. And the Shams-ul-AImma has stated that a wak/
is valid for all who are needy and indigent, and that when a u'ak/
is made for a large body of people, it should be taken as referring
to the poor and indigent among them; and if the wak/ is general
in its terms so as to include both rich and poor alike, the persons
or the class of persons for whom the benefit is intended should be
distinctly indicated, or it must appear from the words of the wdkif
that though the terms are general, the intention is that indigence
should furnish the claim to share in the benefit. For example, if
the wak/ is for orphans generally, it is valid, and its benefit shall

(I) Fat4waj Kdzi Khcin in loco.
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be applied to the poor among them. Hence, a wak/ is valid for
the lame and paralytic and the blind, the readers of the Koran,
lawyers, traditionists, &c., and it will be expended on the poor
among them, for indigence is clearly inferrible from these words.
As the blind, the lame, those who devote themselves to study and
such like, cannot apply themselves to obtain a livelihood, hence,
indigence or want is their normal condition. And, accordingly, a
wak/ in favour of Sufis also is valid, for they are generally very
poor and lead a life of austerity.(1)

(1) Rad4.u1.Afu1jr Vol. Iii, p. 665.



CHAPTER XV.

THE GOVERNANCE OF THE WAKF.

SECTION J.

THE MUTWALLI.

"THE wdkif may lawfully, reserve the wildyèt (the manage-
men  of the trust) for himself; this is according to Aba Yusuf;
and Hillal also has said the same. And the Sâhib-ul-Hedâya [the
author of the Hedoya] states this is the approved doctrine."(l)

"In the Fatdwaj Kdzi Khdn it is stated that, according to
Mohammed as given in his Siyar-i-KabIr, the wdld/ will not be the Wki/ may
trustee unless he has reserved the trusteeship for himself at the reserve the

govern-time of consecration; but according to Abü Yusuf consignment. ance for
is not necessary in the case of the wdkif, so even when he does not himself.
[expressly] reserve the trusteeship for himself, he will still be the
trustee. What I have stated is also laid down in the Zak/iira and
Tdtimma,(2) and the Sâhib-ul-Hedâya has mentioned that this is
the approved doctrine in our Mazhab [school]."(3)

"The wdki/ is primarily entitled to appoint a mutwalli for
the management of the trust. If he is honest and just, he has
a title superior to that of the Kâzi to nominate a trustee, for though
he has parted with the property, and his right in it has become
extinguished, still he ba a right to see that its proceeds are applied
according to the terms of the consecration."

"He has a better title to appoint a ,nuezzin and imdm for a
mosque than the congregation, unless his appointment is objection-
able on the ground that the persons nominated by him are unfit.

1) Faty ui-K ad r, Vol. II, P. 640; set also the Dur,.,d-Mukjaar, the Fatd,e:
Alczmgiri, &e.

(2) Two works of great authority; see Doe dern. Jau 5 Bcebc v. AbdoU(sJi,Biirbei [1838], 1 Fulton's Reports, p. 343.
(3) Path ut-Kadir, Vol. jr, p. 640.
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Power of
appoint-
ing the
,nutwalli.
rests pri-
marily
with the

Women
eligible
for a tow-

So it is stated in the Nawdzil and Abâ'l Lais says the Fatwa is
thereon."(l)

Similarly, in the Radd-111 . Muhtdr :—It is lawful for the wáki/
to reserve the towliat (the governance of the trust) for himself.
And where a wak/ has been created, but the wdki/ has appointed
no trustee or mutwalli for the administration of the wakf, nor has
expressly reserved the towliat for himself, the office would never-
theless apperfain to him qud. udkif.(2)

He has the power of appointing a mutwalli during his life-
time whenever he likes. Should he die without making any express.
appointment, the power devolves upon his executor. "If there is
no executor, then the right of appointing a mutwalli is in the hands
of the Judge."(3)

If the mutwalli appointed by the waLz/ dies in his lifetime,
the power of appointing another mutwalli rests with the wdlci/ and
not in the Kâzi."(4)

So also in the Fusifl-ul-'Imddia. " In the &tghra it is stated
that when the mutwalli is dead, and the wdki/ is alive, the power
of appointing another mutwall'i, appertains to the wdki/ and not
to theKâzi. And if the wdki/ is dead, it appertains to his exe-
cutor in preference to the Judge. But if the wdki/ leave no exe-
cutor, then the Kâzi is empowered to appoint a mutwalli.
So in the Khassd/."(5)

Any person who is trustworthy and otherwise qualified to dis-
charge the duties of the office may be 'appointed nzutwalli. "In
this respect men and women are alike," i.e., a woman may be ap-
pointed a rnutu'alli in the same way as a man.(6) Sectarian and
religious differences form no disqualification, and accordingly, the
fact that a person is a Shiah does not disqualify him for the super-

U) &rraI-ul'aktwa, p. 42.
(2) .Radd.ul-Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 594; Fatdwai Alamgiri, Vol. II, p. 543;

Advocate-General v. Fatima Su1tni Begun, [1872],9 Born. H. C. R_19.
(3) Radd-ul. Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 594; Durr-ul-3Iukh(dr, p. 241.
(4) *Surral-ul.Fatdwa, p. 425.
(5) FuatiZ-u1-'Imddia, p.,237.
(6) Radd-ul-Mul,tdr, Vol. III, p. 595; Doe dens. Jaun Beebee v. Abdojlaj

Barber, 1 FuItons Reports, 345; M. S. II yati Kiwnum v. M. 8. Kale-am Khanum
1 Sal. Rep., 217; Hu.gsaini Bibee v. Hu88aifl Shari/ [1888] 4 Mad. H. C. R.,
23. When a woman is appointed a Mafwalli and a salary is attached to
the office, "she will not be required to do more than her sex permits; and
she is entitled to discharge the duties to which she cannot personally attend by
deputy or proxy."
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intendence of. awak/ made by a, Sunni. (1) So long as a person can
discharge the duties ,0f, the trust personally or through a. deputy,
heor she is qualified to, held the office, of towliat.'

"The office of mutwalli is an office of personaLtrust, and. a
person who, cannot dischargethe duties of tho trust personally, nor
be responsible for their, due discharge s cannot appoint a
deputy. "(2)

But where , the muwalli has to perform religious duties or spin- Where
tual functions in connection with the wak/, which, as regards mexi,
c Walli has.an only be, performed by a man, awornan cannot be appointed to to per-
the, office. For example, if the mutwalli is also the superior of a f9r re-

Ii'ioureligious establishment, and, as such, has to officiate on occasions of -ltieq
religious festivals, a woman is precluded by her sex from holding
the towliat.(3) Such superiors , in India are called sajjdda-nash ins.
[Sajjdd is- the. 	 on , which prayers are offered; and nasMn
is the person seated thereon.] "The sajjdda-nashmn is not only
a mutwalli but also a. ,spiritual preceptor. He is the curator of the
darydh where his ancestor lies buried, and in"hi 'in is supposed to
continue the spiritual line (silsila). These dargdhs are the tombs
of celebrated dervishes, who, in their.lifetime,were regarded as
saints. , Some of these men had established khdnlcdlis where they
lived and their disciples 'congegated., Many of, them never, rose
to . the , importance of a kMn?d/x, and when they died their mausolea
became shrines or .dargdhs. These . dervishes professed esoteric
doctrines and distinct systems of initiation They were either sufi
or the disciples of Mian Roushan Bayezid, who flourished about the
time of Akbar, and who had founded an independent esoteric bro-
therhood, in which the chief occupied a peculiarly distinctive post
tion They called themselves fakirs on the hypothesis that they
had abjured the world, and were humble servitors of God by their
followers they, were honoured with the title of shah or , king. Herk-
lot gives a detailed account of the different brotherhoods and the
rules of initiation In

:
 force among them The preceptor is called

the pfr,—the disciple, the murId' On the death of the pIr his sue

(1) Doyal Chu,2d 3flljk v. Synd Keraniat 411 [1873], 16 W. R., p. 116. A
Person convicted of any ordinary offence, as defamation, abusive language, &o.,
is not considered unfit. 	 -

(2) Piran Bib v. Abdul Karim [1891]. I. L., 19 Cal., 203.
(3) Shah Imam Bn/h5h v. BeeI,èe Shalzee [1835], 6 Sel.' Reports, 22; see also

Mujawar Ibram 131b1 v. if uja war ffoajn Shari/ [1880) I. L., 3 Mad., 03.........':'!
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cessor assumes the privilege of initiating the disciples into the
mysteries of dervishism or su/ism. The relationship which existsbetween a pir and his rnnrIds, as I understand the theory and
practice of dervis1jsm, is a spiritual and personal one."(l)

'The ap-	
Accordingly, the appointment of a child of tender years aspointment	 .

of asajjdda- saqiada-nashin would seeni to be opposed to the constitution of
nas/,n. the office. There is one instance, however, in which a boy of nine

or ten years of age was appointed a sajjdda-nashin by the last holder
of the office, the work of initiation, &c., during his minority, being
entrusted to a disciple or ichalif a (vice-gerent). In this case the
office was hereditary in the family, and apparently there was no
other member qualified to perform the spiritual duties. " The
appointment of a sajjdda-nas/imn of a daryáh must, to a large extent,
however, be regulated by the practice followed in the particular
darydh or neighbouring dargdhs. Herkiot describes the custom
in vogue in the dargdhs existing in Southern India. And, so far
as I am aware, that is consistent, with the practice prevailing in
other parts of India, viz., that upon the death of the last incumbent,
generally on the clay of what is called time sin in or teja ceremony
(performed on the third day after his decease), the /akirs and mu,-idsof the dargdh, assisted by the heads of neighbouring dargáhs, instal
a competent person on the qaddi ; generally the person choèen is
the son of the deceased, or somebody nominated by him, for his
nomination is supposed to carry the guarantee that the nominee

knows the precepts which lie is to communicate to the disciples.

In some instances the nomination takes the shape of a formal instal-
lation by the electoral body, so to speak, during the lifetime of the
incumbent. But in every case the person installed is supposed
to be competent to initiate the inurids into the mysteries of the
tarikat (the holy path)."(2)

Siinilarly, if the wak/ relates to an institu t i on where services
special to one sect or one religion are held, a member of another
sect or creed would not ordinarily be appointed for the 

towliat of
such an institution.

A mutwalli," says the Hdwj, "can delegate the trust to an-
other on his death-bed like an executor."(3)

(1) Pira,i Beebee v. Abdul Rurjni, supra.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Comp. the Dtsrr. U!. i1,kg ór, p. 421.
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In the absence of any provision in the trust-deed as to the Succes-
mode of succession, or of any evidnce of usage, the mvtwtzllj may, sion to
on his death-bed, nominate his successor, and such nomination the mut-
will be valid without any judicial order. But in order that the u'aihs/np.

nomination may be' effective, it is necessary that the person so
appointed should be adult and possessed of understanding. All
the authorities are. agreed that a minor ca:inot lawfully be appointed
-a 	 The Fata'wai Aiuiigiri lays down the principle thus:—

"And it is a condition co he validity (of the appointment of a A
nutwaili) that he should be adult and possessed of understanding ; witili

and thus it is stated in the Bahr ur-Rdjfc."	 fliUst be
So also in the Radd-ul-Muhi. ; ' the conditions necessary 

SU2

to the validity [of the appointment] are puberty (J)ztl( 1 h) ord
understanding ('aa/cl)."(l)

But when the office of m'utwallj devolves upon a minor by i)vol
virtue of a provision in the trust-deed, for example, if the wakJ- tion of
ndnzah provides that the towliat should be confined to the male nutua1lm-

s/up underdescendants of the wâki/ or the members of a particular family, the pro-
and it happens that at some time the person on whom the office Visions of
devolves by virtue of this provision is a minor, in such a case the trust-
the appointment will remain in abeyance until he attains
majority , when the wildyèi (inutwallis/tip) would be transferred to
him.(2)

So, also, when the towliat is hereditary in a family, and the
last incumbent appoints his minor son on his death-bed to be the
mutwalli, the Kâzi shall not remove him, but appoint another to
discharge the duties of the office during his minority.(3)

In the A nt'aa-ul-wasáil it is written from the Wakf of Hillâl Appoint
-that if the wdkif has said thus, 'the wildyt is for my children.' and ment of a

he leaves both adult and minor children, the Kâzi should appoint minor.
somebody in the place of the minors, or he may place the adult
to represent the minors."

But a minor cannot be appointed by a sanad [of the Kâzi]
whether he is appointed by himself or with another, for by his
incapacity he is unable to superintend the affairs of the wak/, nor
can he appoint a deputy in his place.

(1) .Radd-ul-Mulitdr, Vol. III, p. 595.
(2) mid.
(3) lb id.
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" If the wdki/ appoints a minor , as muiwalli, and no adult is
associated with him, the Kâzi shall appoint some person to do the
work until the minor attains majority. If there is an adult ásso-
ciated with the, minor, the Kâzi may appoint 'come person to
represent the minor and act jointly with the co-mutwaili, or may
empower the adult mutwalli to act for the'minor."(l)

Freedom and Islam are not necessary conditions.(2) .
Appoint-	 The Radd'-ul-Muhtár, after stating that puberty and under-
iiieritof 8 standing on the part of the,mutw	 3 nallj arecessary qualifications

to a valid appointment, goes on to say "freedom and Islam are notand of a
non-Mm,- requisite. So if a minor is made an executor, according to k1ds

(analogy),(3) it would be absolutely void; according to istelzsdn
(liberal interpretation of the law), it would remain inoperative
only so long as he is a minor; and when he attains majority the
ieildyet (trusteeship) would revert to him. If the perscn appointed
be a bondsman, the appointment would be valid both according to
/iyds and istchsdn for he possesses the personal capacity.........
which the minor does not. The same is the case of a zimmi (non-

1. MoQlarn

When the
ow1iat

has de-
volved on
a nunor,
an adult
should be
appointed
to dis-
charge his
duties.

anu snoulci the .liäzi remove the bonds-
man from the wildyet, he would not recover it on emancipation;
nor the other on his adopting Islam," which is different from the
case of a minor.

It will be seen from this that although a bondsman or a non-
Moslem fellow-subject may be appointed a niutwalli, it is in the dis-
cretion of the Kâzi to remove him if he considers that the appoint.,
ment is prejudicial to the interests of the trust or is'opposedto the
wishes of the beneficiaries or' that it is not expedient to have a
person professing another faith as administrator of the endow-
ment.

So also in the Fatdzt'a-'l-Ankayj'vja :—	 .
" Q.-Afthe,wdkif has made a wa/cl with this condition that

its governance shall belong to his children, and among his children
arel:b.oth,, major and minor, to whom is the towliat to be given.

A.—The Kâzi shall appoint somebody in place of the sagMr,
(the ihfant) and if he likes he may appoint the' adult children
as the kdim-mukdrn (deputy) of the minors."(4)

(1) 1?ad-u!-MuJi1ir, Vol. HI, pp. 595, 50U.
(2) 1W, fro th&Aa'a/.:-
(3) s. e., Logically.	 I
(4) Fatdwa4.Au}ariww, Vol. fl,p 17j
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"If the towliiU has been entrusted [by the wdki/] . to a boy,
I.is tou'lia.t will remain in abeyance [or ineffective] until he attains
majority ,whentheltrust will be made over to him."(l) .

"If the wdki/'appoint as mijtwalli a person who is absent, the
Kizi has the power of nominating in his place another for the
time-being, and when the inutwalli appointed by the wdki/

-arrives the trust will revert to him!'(2)
As already mentioned it is only when the wdki/ has made a

'condition at the time of' dedication i , before the delivery of the
property to the mutwalli," that hereserves'to himself the power of
removing the mutwalli or changing the property, that, he may do
so, but not otherwise.

If a, person create a wakf and appoint another as the nwtwalli

thereof, and also make it a condition that such mttwalli shall not
have the power of appointing, by testament., his successor, such
condition would be valid.(3)

When a person makes a uak/, and at the time of his death ap-
points a person to be his executor without mentioning anything
about the wakf, such executor shall nevertheless be the rnv2ualli
of the wa/cf (4)

If a man in hcalth(5) were to make a y ak1 of his land for the
poor and consign the same to a rnutwalh, and subsequently at the
time of his death, were to tell his executor to give out of the pro-
-duce of the land, certain shares to so-and-so, and to do whatever

the executor thinks best with it and the executor acts up to the
walt-if's instructions it will not be 'valid, for the ualu/ was complete
from the outset, and the u dktf h'id no po er to make any alteration
unless he reserved thepower to himself.

SECTION II

THE APPOINTMENT OF THE MTJTWALLI.

As 'already' observed the' power of appointing 'a niutwailiAppoint-
rests primarily with the wdki/ and. in his absence, with his ment of

theMt-
(1) ,Surrat-ul-Fa(awa in kco. 	 walli.
(2) Fatdwa-'l-Ankariwia, Vol. ! I , p. 217, from the .1sad/.
(3) Ibid, Vol. III, p. 636 ; so also in the Wajlz-uIJIulzit, see pos t.
(4) Durr-id-Muklztdr, p. 421, and Radd-ttl.Mvhtdr, Vol. III, p. 634; Fu-ifl.

vl-'Iniddia, P. 226.	 ,... ,
(5) I e w hen not 8uffezing from an felt I illness which causes his death
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wasî or executor, "because he is the u'6ki/'8 locum tenens.
It is only in the absense of an executor that the power of ap-
pointing a mutwalli to the wak/ devolves on the Judge,(1) and a
derivative executor or in other words the executor's executor ha
the same powers as the executor.(2)

A mutwalli appointed in general terms or whose appointment
is not limited to the life-time of the wdki/ stands in law in the
same position, so far as the waX-f is concerned, as an executor.
And it is in consequence of this view that he is given the power of
appointing on his death-bed or when suffering from a mortal illness,
a successor.(3)

If the wdkif were to appoint two persons to be mutwallis of a
icak/ after his death, and one of them *ere to die appointing ihe
other as his executor in the matter of the wa.kf, the survivor would
be entitled to act ap the sole viutwlii.(4)

An executor appointed only with reference to, or in respect
of, the wakf properties would be a general executor, though Abü
Yusuf differs in this view from the other jurists. According to.
the As'ad/, if a man were to appoint first a mutwallj, and then an
executor (in respect of the same waX]), both would be niutwallü'
unless their duties are specified. The mode of specifying the
functions is stated in this manner :-" The wdkil says, 'such
piece of land of mine is wa/cf and so-and-so is the mutwaili thereof,
and, as regards the rest of my property, so-and-so is the waslY
In such a case the persons appointed have separate functions."

Advocate-	 In the case of the Advocate-General v. Fatiza ,Sultani Begum()(zcnerai v.
Fatima	 it was held that, according to Mahommedan Law, the appropriator
Sultani	 has a right to reserve the superintendence of the wa/cf to himself orBeun. 

appoint some one else. But when he has specified the class from
whom the manager is to be selected, he cannot disregard his own
trust-deed and appoint a person not answering the proper descrip-
tion he has indicated by the provisions of the wa/cfndmah, and his
right of nomination of the person to succeed to the management
on his death must be confined to the class mentioned in the wak/-

(1) Durr.ezljmnlcjiar, p. 421.
(2) Radd-uj-Muhtar, Vol. III, p. 633.
(3) Durr.tel-Muichtar, P. 421.
(4) Fatawai Kazi Khan, Vol. IV, p. 276.
(5) (1872] 9 Born. ]EL C. Reports, 19, supra.
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ndmah. This dictum must, however, be accepted with some qualifi-cation. If the wdki/ at the time of dedication has reserved to him-
self the power of altering the class from whom the manager should be

selected, his appointment of a person "not answering the descrip-
tion in the wak/ndrnah" will not be invalid. The term akriba, Meaning
though more properly confined to relations by blood, will, when the of the
context shows that it was intended to be used in a wider sense, be 

akso extended as to include relations by affinity, but the wife or widow
	

a.

of the founder is not included among his akriba.
Abü Yusuf holds that if a wdki/ were to appoint a mutwalh

during his lifetime, without mentioning that such appointment
should continue in force after his death, the mutu'allj would vacatehis office oil death of the wdki/. The rule of law, however,
is, that when an appointment is made without mentioning its
duration, it doe not cease on the death of the appointor.

If a person make a wakf during his lifetime, but do not appoint
a mutwalli thereof even when death comes upon him, but appoint
an executor, such executor will be the executor as well as the 

mut-walli of the 'wak/. This is according to AbuYusuf and the 
fatwais according to him. If, however, the wdki/ appointed a mutwallifor the walc/ during his lifetime, his executor will not be the

mutwallj of the wakf.

En Shah Ghvlam. Rahmutullah Sahib v. Mohammed AkberSaheb,(1) 
the Madras High Court enunciated the recognised

principle of Mahonimedan Law, that when property is devoted to
religious charitable purposes, it is usual for the 

appropriator to
lay down rules for succession to the offico of trustee, and upon
those rules whether they are in writing or have to be inferred
from"evidence of usage, the question of succession depends.
Should no rules be laid down, the power of appointing is vested
in the appropriator during his life, and upon his death, it is vested
in his executor; or, should he have left no executor, in the magis-
trate and sovereign power, that is to say, in the Court.(2)

(1) [1864], 1 Mad. H. C. R., P. 63.
(2) Mohammed Sadikv. Mohamed All, 1 Be]. Rep., p. 17; Mohamm Keg8ari

o	

edv. Mohammed Shah Kiyarnuddjn 5 Sd. Rep., p. 133; Advocate v. FatimaSultani Begum, supra; Pirate Sahib Bill v. Damodar Premji 
[1879], 1. L., 3 Born.,84; Agha Mahined Eu800/ Mwshadee Y. Abdool Hos8ain Khan, S. D. A.,1857, p. 640; Het Koon,var y. Cizutjerdhare,, S11gh [1870), 13 W. R., 396.AA, ML	
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'When. the wdki/ has provided that' the Appointment to e'
towliat shall be made by his children, 'an

d arong his children,
there are some who are minors, the Kâzi may authorise those who
are adults to make the appointment on behalf of I the minors as
well as their own, or may associate 'som person with them to
represent the minors; 	 '

In the An/'aa ul Wasdrl it is stated from Khassaf, that when
a- person has 'made a wak/ of two pieces of land, and appointed
two mu1watli8 and subsequently at the time Of his death appoint'
Zaid as his executor, Zaid will be a mutwallj with' them; and if
Zaid appoints 'Amr as his executor, Am'r'' position will be' the
same as that of 'Zaid.

If a person were to appoint two executo ris one after the other
without removing the first, both of them would becomO executors,

for "among 'us" (meaning' the lianafis), an executorship does
irnt fall to the ground of itself. The appointment 'Of a 'seond
inulwaili by the Kâzi is different ' from the appointment of a
second mutwalli by the 'wdk'i/, for in the latter ease both 'ippoint
ments are valid; but when two appointments are 'rndé by
the .Kzi, the second appointment invalidates the first provided
the -first muiwalli becomes aware ' of the' second appointment.
"It is not expedient to appoint to the office of mutwaili one
who 'is a	 it, but it is not unlawful."

If the wdki/ has appointed no nutwalli, and the Kâzi hOsap-
pointed one, the wdki/ has no power to remove the person'apint -
ed by the Kâzi.

When the ualtz/ dies without appointing a inutualli or leav1n
an executor in that case the Ka7i will have the power of appoint
ing the superintendnt of the Wakl.

Similarly if the last i ncibe. t r thc office of muruaul dies11 1
without appointing his successor or an executor, the appoint
merit rests withthe Kzi the fatua is according to this
principle arid the 'AlRmah' Kâsim has decided according
to it.

The last mutwall has the power of nominating his successor
only when the wkz/ has made no provision xegarding the office
It the wdkf has declared that the office shall descend in the lineal
male line in a particular family, none of the I ncumbents 'rilI have
the power"of oh	 ig thO course of descent. ' Or, if the t4dki/h.
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declared that after A, B shall succeed to the office, A has no
power to appoint C.(1)

"So long as there is a relative of the ivdkif qualified for the
office, a stranger should not be appointed mutwalli,(2) for a relative
is more benevolently disposed [towards the wdkifl, and it is [gen-
'erally] the intention of the wdkif that a relative should be appoint-
-e d. 3)

" This dictum is from Hdkim in the Kafi, and he has made it The right
Nass (absolute) thus :-' So long as among the descendants of the of mem-
'wák/ or among the people of his family (a1il(u)bait) there is to em of1 
be found any qualified [for the office] a mutwalli shall not be
appointed from strangers. When no qualified person is found family to
among them, and the towliat is entrusted to a stranger, and the office

of tow--subsequently a member of the u'dkif's family is forthcoming who l•ii.
is qualified for theToffice, it shall he given to him.' The result
of this is, that the descendants of the u-dlcif shall be p'eferred
'(for the office of mutwalli) even though the wa/cf may not be for
-them, as in the case of a walt-f for a mosque or for others."

Similarly, it is ]aid down in the Waiiz-u1-Muhft :' So long Prefer-
as a descendant of the wa/if or a member, of his family (ahl(u)- ential
bait) is living and is qualified for the towlia, the Kdzi should not right of

the menu--appoint a stranger. If there is no one among his descendants or hers of
his family qualified for the office, in that case the Kâzi may appoint the
-an outsider. But when after such appointment, a qualified person
among them is forthcoming, the trust should be assigned to him."
The principle is repeated in similar terms in the Fatdwal-Ankara
wia, the Fus0-04rnddja and the Fatáwai Alamyiri. The author
of the Radd-nl-Muhtdr goes on to add :-

"In the Hindiè/u(3) it is stated from the TaJu::ib, that when there
is any one amohg the descendants or kindred of the mowlcoo/ -alaih
qualified [for the office] it is preferable to appoint him. Froxnthe
term mowkoof-alai are clearly meant the descendants of the wa/u
[as the objects of the trust] and therefore this dictum is not contra-
.dictory of the one above [from the Kdfl]. Again, the use of the word

preferable,' shows that the appointment of a stranger in the pre-

(I) Moharnmad'$wjik v. Mohamed AU, supra; Jd,n'aa-uZFI,ujn.
(2) Durr-ul-Mukhldr, P. 421, also AcUvcate-General v. Fai ma Sliani Begum,

.'uIpra Radd. uZ. Mulaar, Vol. III, p. 6313.
(3) The Fadwai Aamgiri is so-called having been compiled in India.
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sence of a descendant of the u'dki/ is not invalid. This view is not
contradictory to what is stated in the Jdm'aa-ul-Fus(dajp, which
amounts to this, that should the ivdkil make a condition to the
effect that his children and children's children should be the mut-
wailis of the u'akf in succession to each other, in that case the Kjjzj
has no power to appoint an outsider without finding any breach of
trust on the part of the wdki/'s descendant, and should the Kâzj
appoint an outsider to the office of inutu'alli, in supersession of a
descendant of the wdki/ without any lawful reason, such person
shall not become niutwaili. This refers to a case where the ic&if
his made such a condition, but the present discussion relates to a
case where the wdki/ has made no such provision." " And what
is stated from the K/ta iriyèh at the end of the chapter on wak/ leads
to the result that such an appointment [i.e., the appointment of a
stranger] will be absolutely invalid, and this (no doubt) is the
meaning of la-ej'aaio, so this must be considered. And in the K/zair-
iyèh there is also a Fatwa that it is not necessary for a person among
the aiti-ul-walef [people from among whom a nutwai1i should be
selectedi to be qualified thus ; if his disqualification is removed
afterwards, it is sufficient [that is, lie should ther get the officel.
And this is clear. [But] then it must not remain: concealed, that
all this relates primarily to a ease where any of the descendants of
the wdicif or his a/il-ui-bait is found to be fit."

In the Fusul-id-Imddia it is stated that the author's father([)
was asked whether, if the wdkif had made a condition that the
towliat should be confined to his descendants, the Kzj could
appoint a stranger—he answered. 'no.'

But when there is no fit and proper person to be found among
the descendants or relatives of the wdi/an outsider may be appoint-
ed ; and a descendant or relative of the wdkif succeeding to the
office of towliat, if he proves himself unworthy or commits a breach
of trust, can be removed and, in the absence of any other member
of the wdki/'s family qualified to take his place, an outsider can be
appointed, " for when the uáXi/ himself can he. removed for breach
of trust, a fortiori other people can be removed also for mis-
behaviour."(2) In a case where a descendant or relative or a
neighbour of the wa/Lit is not willing to accept the office without

(1) Himelf agre:t jurist. 	 (2) Fcildw'ti Ala; 'igiri. Vol. It, p. 505.
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salary, and an outsider is willing to accept it without
rmuneration, the Kâzi should see whose appointment would be
most beneficial to the wakf, and who is fittest for the appoint-
ment.(1)

The law distinctly lays down that so long as a fit and proper
,person can be found among the members of the wdkiJ's family or
among his relatives, the Judge should not app&nt a stranger. Is
the same rule applicable to an appointment by a inutwalli who holds
the office with general powers. The Calcutta High Court has
answered it in the negative. It has held that when a mutwa.11i
suffering from a death-bed illness appoints a successor, his nomi-
nation is not necessarily restricted to the founder's family.(2)

If an appointment has once been validly made, no other per- The ap-
son can be appointed so long as the former appointment lasts. 	 pointment

A mutualli cannot give up the office of towliat of his own mo- of the -
vtutwallz.tion ; lie must obtain the permission of the Kzi to retire from his

office.  Som e jurists appear, no doubt, to have expressed an
opinion that a mutual/i can resign his post in favour of another,
but they have also held that the latter will not become mutwalli
until bis appointment has been sanctioned by the Kâzi, who is
Snot hound to appoint him to the office.

If a muiwalli resigns his post in favour of another in lieu of
some pednniry consideration, and the ratter is not appointed by
the Kâzi, he an proceed against the quondam mutwalli for the The ap
.i'ilofley paid to hiii, though such " pavmeiit was illegal." Those point-
who hold such pa yments to be legal are a few modern jurists, but the 

mvt-
it is against the true construction of the law and absolutely walli.
immoral. (3)

It would appear, that at one time attempts were frequent on
the part of the servitors of charitable endowments to discharge
their duties by substitutes. The allowance fixed for the officers
were drawn by them, whilst a small honorarium was given to their
substitutes. The legality of such conduct seems to have given
xise to considerable discussion among th6 early Mussuhnan

(1) Rfldd-ul . ,Muh(ár, Vol. 111, p. 636.
2) Sheikh A mir All v. Syed Wazir Hyder (llj. Cal. W. N., 876. This

riding, how e'. er. does not seem quite consistent with the t ; iineiples of the Mussul-
lila!, Law.

(3) I&uld-ul.JIuh!dr, Vol. III, 636. See Shah Mhinuddin V. Elahee Buksl,
I l6G6, 6 W. R., 277.
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jurists; but the more modern lawyers are generally agreed ia
opinion that the appointment of a substitute is not lawful unless
there is any just reason for it. A female mutwalli, who is, by rea-

son of her sex, unable to discharge all the duties of her office, is
authorised to appoint a deputy. Similarly, where the disqualifi-
cation is temporary, and s caused, by illness or absencd " on lawful
grounds," the work may be performed by a substitute appointed
by the superintendent or the Kâzi. Where such appointment
is made, the substitute is entitled either to the whole allowance
or a portion thereof in accordance with the arrangement made
between him and the incumbent. Ibn Shibli has stated in his
Fatdwct, that when a ?nutwalli has become incapable from weakness
to superintend the work personally, he may appoint a substitute
or deputy to help him in the management, but the responsibility
will continue to rest with him, and the substitute will only ob-

tain his allowance from the rnutualli.(1)

The	 The mutwalli cannot, however, assign or transfer the office.
power of

CU	
to any one, or appoint another during his lifetime, unless his

walli to	 own powers are " 9eneral."(2) Should he inhis lifetime and ill

appoint	 health appoint another in his place, the appointment will not be
his sue-	 lawful and valid, unless the mvtwalli has obtained the towliat
cessor.

with that condition, "in a general manner." In that case the

mutwalli so appointing another person in his place will not be

able to remove the latter, unless the wdki/, whilst confiding the

trust empowered him to assign the same to another, and also k

remove the trustee.
The restriction mentioned above refers to the appointment of

a permanent and substantive successor, who would occupy the

position and exercise the full powers of the mutwalli, in fact sue--

ceed him in the office. And not to the appointment by the met-

waili of a káirn mokdm or substitute in his place. The appointment
of a successor to take his place absolutely can only be made by the

mutwalli on his death-bed or in death-illness.3) " This restriction
does not apply to the appointment of a deputy or agent." And in

the Fath [ul-KadIr] it is stated that the ,nutwalli is empowered to

(1) See also Mol,ipinddin Ahmed Y. Elahee Buk'h, supra.
(2) Radd-ul.Mtiladr, Vol. III, p. 637. In the case of Wahid All V. Athral

Hos3ain [1882], I. L., 8 Cal., 732; s. e., 10 C. L. R., p. 529, the weaning of the
word " general" was not considered at all.

(3) Dsrr.ul-Mukhtdr. p. 421.
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appoint, such persons as deputies, as are able to discharge the duties
connected with the office, or which are incumbent on the mi4twallj.
The mutwalli has the power of removing his deputy and appointing
another in his place. If the mutwalli becomes insane, the appoint-
ment of his deputy becomes vacated of itself; and the Kâzi become.s
entitled to appoint a substitute for the mutwalli. This applies to
all cases, both where the mutwalli has been appointed by the Ki
or by the wdkif.

Where the appointment of the mutu'alli is "general " the
mutwalli has the power of assigning the trust to another, not other-
wise. In the Fatdwai Aiarngiri the principle is given thus
"A mutwalli may at his death commit his office to another in the
same way as an executor may commit his to another. But when
the appropriator has assigned some particular property for the
mutwalli, it does not belong to the person to whom the office has
been bequeathed; and the matter must be submitted to the Judge
in order that he may assign for him the hire or salary of similar
work, unless the wáki/ had assigned the allowance for every rnwl-
walli; so in the EcU h-ul-Kadir. And if the mutwalli were to in-
tend to appoint another in his place in his own li/etime and in good
health, it would not be lawful, unless the cbnsignment (ta/wiz)
was made to him in a general manner (	 st ) ; so in
the MuhIt."(l)

As regards the meaning of the expression "in a general Meaning
manner" the author of the Radd-ul-Muhtdr explains it as follows	 of the

termIt means that if the wdki/ or Kazi were to male a condition" gene-
at the time of appointing the mutwalli, that he should have theral."
power of transferring the trust to another and substituting that
other in his own place by a sanad-i-wak/ or wasiat, should
necessity arise for it, such a condition would carry with it the
power, on the part of the niutwalli, to appoint another nintwalli
during his lifetime, or in death-illness."(2)

If the appointment of the mutwalli, or the assignment to him
of the trust, is not general in its nature( h .J+- <} ) as stated
above, in other words, when the mvtu'alli does not possess general
powers, he cannot assign the trust to another "in health," whilst
capable of discharging the functions of the office; but if there

(1) FaIáuaiAlamgiri, Vol. Il, p. 508.	 (2) Radd-ul. Muhdr, Vol. III, p. 637.
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are no provisions in the wakfndmah regulating the mode of succes-
sion, he can appoint a successor in death-illness.(1) The reason
of this is stated by Kâzi Khan to consist in the fact that the

mutwalli is in the position of an executor, and Eke an executor he
has the power of apinting on his. death-bed another executor in
his place to perform the functions which appertain to him. As an
executor has no power to resign the executorship which. he has once
accepted, without the permission of the Kâzi, so a niu1ualli cannot

withdraw from a trust without such permission. The appointment
of another mWwafli by one who does not possess general powers,
without the leave of the Kâzi, is tantamount to a withdrawal of
the incumbent from office, yet he remains responsible, unless the
appointment or transfer of the trust is subsequently confirmed by

the Kâzi.

With reference to a mutwalli appointed in a general manner,"
it is further explained " the meaning of the term t.*iJI) 'general
is thus explained in the A41'aa-n1-Wasdi1 .•- that the wdkif ap-
points a mutwalli and places him in his own place and constitutes
him his successor, and authorises him to assign the trust to

whomsoever he likes, in such a case the mutwalli can transfer the
trust either in hee.lth or death-illness. '

"If the ndzir, (supervisor, meaning the mutwalli) without

the condition, during rnarz-ul-niout entrusts the towliat to another,
it is valid; but if he assigned it in health, it would not be valid, as

is stated in the Tattima, &c., and the reason of this is, that he is in
the position of an executor, ....and as an executor
can assign the executorship by testament, a mutwalli may also do
so. And it is right to hold that the powers of a kyyurn (curator)
and executor are co-extensive. And this is different from an act
done in health, for a kyyum in health is like a deputy (wakil), and
P wakl has no power of delegating his powers."

With reference to this subject., the Surrat-ul-Fatdwa is
distinct. "If the wdki/ has provided that the inutwalli shall have
the power of assigning the trust to another, in such a case an
sssignment of the towliat, whilst the mutwalli is in health, is
valid, otherwise not. But even without such power, if the assign-

nent is made in marz-ul-niout it is valid; so it is stated in the

(1) Taken from the An/'aa.ul-Wasdil.
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Kinia and Taaima. And if the nutwalli has once appointed
another in his place by virtue of the power reserved to him by
the wdki/, he cannot remove the person so appointed, unless the
wdki/ gave him the power of appointing as well as discharging.
Tartsi in his An/'aa-ul-JVas(il has laid down the same rule

I was asked with reference to a rnutwallj who had
been appointed by his predecessor by virtue of the power given
to the latter, and who had died leaving the trust in the hands
of a third person, whether the hdkirn could give the towliat to
somebody else. I answered that if the mutwaili had assigned
the trust in health, the appointee would hold the trust for the life-
time of the appointer ; but upon his decease the Kâzi would have
the power of appointing. "1)

I take it that this refers to a case where the mutwalti, who
had been appointed by virtue of a power given to his predecessor
by the wdlci/, did not possess the power hithseif also ; in other
words, if the power was only personal to the first mutwalli. But
whether he had the power or not, if he appointed a successor
on his death-bed it would be lawful.(2)

If the wdki/ on his death-bed was to say to another, " You An ap-
shall be in my place with reference to this wakf," or if he was to point inent
say tha f " my children will have the same powers as myself with
respect of this wakj," this in fact would be vesting them with all
the powers he possesses. And I take it that in such cases the
executor of the wáki/'s children will have the power of appointing

mutwalli inter river. This question was not considered properly
in tl)e ease of Wahid Ali v. Ashra/ Hossein.(3)

But the wdki/ may condition that so-and-so is the mut-
walli of this wakf, but that he will not have the power of

(1) ,Surrot.ul-Fatdwu p. 440.
2) ibid; See also Fa(dwai Kd:i Khan. Vol. IV, p. 219. In the ease of

lc/uijah Solintullah v. Abul Rhair 31. Muslofo, supra, the Calcutta High Court
has laid down that when a met wa/li, who did not appear to possess such general
powers as would ens he her to appoint a successor whilst physically fit to carry
on the duties of the trust, did in fact transfer it to another, the Statute of
Limitation ran from the date of such appointinejit against a person claiming
ti preferential right to the governance of the wak/; and "his title to the
office" would become barred under Article 120 of the second schedule of the
Limitation Act if the office was not hereditary. If it was hereditary, it would
become barred under Article 124.

( B ) Supra.
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leaving the trust by wasiat to another; and such condition ia.
lawfuL"(l)

"The wdkil may lawfully condition that so-and-so will be
the mutwalli of the wa/c I, but that neither he nor any other
mutwalli shall have the power of leaving the trust by uasiat to
another." (2)

When a condition is made in the wa/cfndmah that upon the
death of each mutwalli, the power of appointing his successor
shall rest with the Judge, a mutwalli cannot appoint a successor
to himself either in health or in illness. And upon the decease of
each incumbent, the Kâzi shall appoint a successor.

As regards the power of the wdki/ to remove a mutwalli whom
he has appointed there is a difference of opinion between AbÜ Yusuf
and Mohammed. Abü Yusuf holds that the wdkif is absolutely
entitled to remove the mutwalli appointed by himself, whether he
has reserved the power or not. Mohammed differs, holding thai.
it is only when the wdki/ has reserved the power that he can remove
the mutwalli, without any misfeasance, and the Fatwa is according.
to Mohammed's view. (3)

The difference between Abc1 Yusuf and Imâm Mohammed
is fully stated in the Fatáwai Alarngiri. "A person having made
a wa/cf of his property and after having transferred it to the
curator (Kyyum) desires to take it back from his hands ; if he
made a condition for himself in the wa/cf that he should [have
the power to] discharge the curator and take back the property,
in that case he may do so according to Mohammed and not
otherwise. But according to AbÜ Yusuf he may do so [in either
case, i.e., whether he has reserved the power or not]. And the
Mashâikh (Jurists) of Balkli decide according to AU Yusuf and
the Jurist Abil Lais has adopted the same view. The Mashdikh
of Bokhãra decide according to the rule of Mohammed, and tile'
fatwa is thereon ; so in the Muzmirát "(4)

The Radd-ul-Mvhtdr explains the reason of the difference.
Aba Yusuf holds the ni.utwalli to be a deputy (wdAi7) of the wa/cit

(I) lVajiz-u1-Jfuhit.
2) Ibid.

(3) kad.id.MaA1dr, Vol. III, p. 038. See the case of RidayafSnni8,.a v.
A/z.A Homsei., 2 N.-V. P. Rep., p. 240; also (Jokm flujsain v. Aji Ajam Tadat-
iah, 4 Mad. H. C. R., 44.

(4) Fatdwai Alamgiri, Vol. II, p. 505.
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and consequently the wdki/ has the power at any time to discharge
him. According to Mohammed the rnvtwalii is a deputy of the
beneficiaries, and that, therefore, the u-dkil has the power to dis-
charge him only when he has reserved it expressly at the time of
the dedication.(1)

And it adds, that according to the TasM h-ul-Kud?i ii of Aliãniali
Kâsim this is the rule on which decisions are passed.

The doctrine which is given in the Durr-'ul-Mukhtdr on the au-
thority of the As/ibdh that " the wáki/ has absolute authority to
discharge the nutwal1j,(2) and the Fatwa is thereon," does not
represent the view recognised as binding by the compilers of tho
Fatdwai Alamgiri or the author of the Radd-ul-Mubtdr.

The officers of the wah/ have no power to remove the m'ui-
walli.(3)

The m'utwalli may resign his office with the " knowledge
of the wdkil or of the Kâzi ;(4) in other words with their sancticn
but he can not do so of his own accord.

The wdkil may give the power to the mutualli to increase or
reduce the allowance of the wazi/adars(5) (persons receiving
stipends) according to his discretion or to remove or add to the
wazIfadars.

If a person were I make a wak/ and appoint 'Abdullah the Direc-

	

nutwajlj thereof and declare that upon 'Abcl.ullah's death, Zaid shall 	 of
tliebe the mutwalli, 'Abdullab has no power to devise the rnv(u'allis/iip u" AiJ re-

to another, and Zaid will be the ntwaiii, notwithstanding any garding
appointment made by 'Abdullah. And Ahlâmah al-Hanouti has
held that when a person has declared that the touliat of any ua/J lut 

I 

On oflie trust,
should be given to the ' most discreet of his descendants, and one
of them, being the ntuailj for the time, appoints his son-in-law
as the 9nutwalli and dies, the towliat shall nevertheless go to such
person among the descendants of the ?vdkil as fulfils the condi -
tion in the wakfndrnah." Any appointment contrary to the
terms of the wa/ct, or conditions laid down by the waX-if, is
invalid.

(I) Radd-ul.Muhgdr, Vol'JII, p. 63.
(2) Durr-ul-Mukhtdr, p. 421, Hooghly Ed.
(3) ibid; comp. .Meher All v. Golom Niijuff [I870j, 11 W. R., 333.
(4) ibid; Radd-ul.Mulaar, Vol. III, p. 638.
(5) Radd-ul.Mvlddr, Vol. 111, p. 639.
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As already stated the servitors of the mosque cannot remove
rthe mutwallz', though the mutwalli can remove them for unfitness
or.rnisconduct or other fanit.(1)

Muss'ilinari jurists draw a distinction between public and
private trusts. For example, in the case of a mosque, the congre-
gation, according to the accepted rule, have no power to appoint
a mutwalli whereas in the case of a private trust made in favour
of specific individuals, the beneficiaries are permitted to nomni-
xiate a trustee.

This is the rule I gather from the statements in the FatdwaiKd:i K/zan and other works of authority.
In the .F'atawai Kazi K/ian occurs first the following Passa ge :-

A person makes a valid wak/ in favour of a particular mosque
and [appoints] a kyywn ( superintendent) for it ; and then the
kyyurn dies, whereupon the ahl-ul-masjid(2) assemble and appoint
in his place a metwalli(3) without the order of the Kêzi ; and
this met walli proceeds [in the original, stands up] to repair the
mosque with the income of the wa/il; the mashdikh (the jurists)
have differed regarding this towliat. But the most correct
doctrine is that it is not valid, for the power of appointing a
L'gyum appertains to the Kâzi. But if this mutwalli (so appointed)
had spent any money out of the income of the un/if over the
repairs of the mosque he would not be liable ; if lie, however,
leased the wa/il and spent the money himself, it would not be
lawful and he would be guilty of breach of trust.''(4)

iVak/ in	 " But where the wak/ is in favour of specific individuals
specific in-
avour of (arbdbnt'aiun,.n or known persons) limited in number, and they

appoint a proper person of integrity without the order of the
Kdzi, it would be valid but it is preferable to lay the matter before
the Kâzi to appoint a ky?,'em. They (the jurists) or some of them
s1y, however, that in these times it is preferable not to bring the
matter before the Kãzi, as the Kâzjs of our times have betray'

.
 edavarice (atrnd'a-ul-/dsj]a) Nevertheless, the congregation of the

(1) This is the approved doctrine; Zdhir-ur-Rawayi.g; 'J'didr Khdn,h.
(2) The people of the mosque, i.e., congregation.
(3) Towliat is the office; it means governance, trusteeship. superinteticlence.(4) In the original, "if this midwalli belongs to the category of people ofintegrity (Ahl-ua. Saldh) and is not a/dsik (a man of bad behaviour).,,

a1a1 really means virtuous people, worthy of trust.
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mosque have not the power to appoint a ,nutwalli or kyyum,.

without informing the Kâzi and obtaining his sanction to the
appointment. "(1)

• The author of the Radd-sd-111v1tdr says, "the result of what
is stated in the Tdtdr Klumniêh is that if the devotees or congrega-
tion of a mosque agree in appointing a man as mvtwalli, for the
administration of the mosque (li-rnasdlilz-il-masjid). it is valid ac-
cording to the ancient jurists, but it is most preferable to obtain
the sanction of the Kzi. The moderns, are, however, unani-
mously of opinion that ' in these days' it is preferable not to
inform the Kzi, for it is known how covetous they are of the pro-
perty of waL-/s. In the same way, when a wakf is in favour of
individuals limited in number they may appoint a mthealli from
among people of integrity."

As I understand the principle, the dicta which prohibit the Principle..
appointment of a mutwalli by the congregation, refer to endow-
ments of a public nature like a niajid and similar institutions in
which the public at large or the Mussulman public generally are
interested. But when a dedication is in favour of particular
people whose number is ascertainable, the modern Mosler- Jurists
have recognised the validity of an appointment by the beneficiaries.
The .F'atdu'ai Alamgiri, after stating the views of the oldei jurists
concerning such appointments, says

It is stated from Shaikh ui-Islam Abfll Hasan that all
the mashdilchs (jurists) declare that if the beneficiaries were to
appoint a mutwaili, it would he as valid as if the appointment
was made with the permission of the Kâzi."

The same principle is given in the Radd-vl-Muhtdr and the

1Tajizul.afuljt

(1) Fotdwi .Kdzi Khan, Vol. IV, p. 216. In later times during the (onvul-
sious which afflicted the Islamic world consequent upon internecine struggles
and the invasions of the pagan Mongols and the Christian Crusadeis, the high
standard of judicial morality certainly declined. But the , lofty ideal of Moslem
justice and the adequacy, not to sa y elasticity, of its conceptions can be gather-
ed not only from the treatise of Mâwardi—" the Hugo Grotius of JsMm"-
onpolitical law called the AhRdm-as-Sollanot, but also from the chapters on

the Duties of the Kâzi ". in recognised works f authority, which well deserve
translation. In one respect the Mussulnian Jurists appear to be in advance of the
modern thinkeis of Christendom, for the founder of the Hannfi school admitted
the right of women to hold judicial office.
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When the udkif has appointed ndzirs(1) to exercise a supei-
visory control over the mutwalli, and vested them with the power
of removing him for misfeasance or misconduct, they will have
also the power of appointing his successor, although this latter
power may not be expressly given to them in the deed of
yak!.

If the wdki/ were to appoint a mutwalli, but there is no indica-
tion that the appointment should continue in force even after his
(the wdki/'s) death, the mutwalli would be dischrged upon the
happening of the wdki/'s death.

'The Mut-	 The Radd-ul-Muhir states the principle thus :—When a mut-
.Wdlli.

	

	 walli is appointed by the wdki/, he will become discharged on the
death of the wáki/. This is according to Abfl Yusuf's rule on which
is the fatwa, for such a mutwalli is merely an agent oil of
the wdkif. But when the wdkif appoints a mutwalli "for his life
and after his death," such mutwalti will not become discharged in
consequence of the wdkif's death.

When the wáki/ himself holds the office of mutwalli, and is
found guilty of misfeasance or breach of trust, he can be removed,
whether there is a condition to that effect in the uak/ndrnah or
not. Unfitness to carry out the duties of the trust is a cause for
removal from office.

If the mikif has reserved the wild!/t in his own hands, and
may be	 he proves himself dishonest, the Kâzi has the power of removingremoved
from the him in the interests of the cestuis gut trustent, Just in the same
governance way as he has the power of removing a dishonest executor."(2)
of tile. ti'llst,
if guilty of	 Af fortiori he has the power of removing a mutwalli for breach
inisfea-

	

	 of trust, and hi' may do so even though the appropriator should
have made a condition that there should be no such power.

But the malversation or breach of trust must be proved
mere imputation is not sufficient to justify his removal. If a mut-
wall, with funds in his hands, neglects to repair the wa/cf premises
and allows it to fall into disrepair, it amounts to a breach of trust,
for if he knowingly and intentionally causes damage or loss to the
wak/, or if lie misdeals with the trust-property he must be removed
from his office.

.( 1) Supervisor'.
(2) Radd.til-Muhtár, Vol. III, p. 596; &ir,-at.n1-Faáwa, p. 420; Faldwizi

Alarngiri, Vol. 11, p. 505.
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The Fath u7-Kad is very distinct on the point. "The Kâzi
has the power of doing so even if the wdkif has made a condition

to the effect that in case of breach of trust on his part, neither
the Kâzi nor the Sultan will have the power of removing him."(l)

In the Jdm'aa td-Fu8iflain, it is stated that "when a rnutwallj
has been appointed by the wákif or by any of the constituted Judges,
he cannot be removed without any of those causes which justify
his removal, that is, manifest breach of trust or misfeasance and the
like causes. In the terms 'like causes ' appear to be included
incapacity to discharge the duties of the office as well as im-
morafity. "(2)

The Kâzi cannot remove a mutwalli, whether appointed by The dis-
-the wáki/ or himself, merely on the complaint of the beneficiaries missal of

tbentut-but can do so upon proof of misfeasance or breach of trust.(3) 	 walli.
But though the Kâzi has no power to remove the rnutwallt

rnerer upon the complaint of the beneficiaries, yet upon receiving
a complaint, if he consider it to be bond fide and reasonable, he can
associate another trustworthy person with the mutwalli and fix a
remuneration for him, either out of the allowance of the mutwalli
r from the general funds.

Similarly, the Kâzi has no power to remove an executor
appointed by the deceased merely on the complaint, of anybody
ivithout proof.

Any loss sustained by the wak/ through the wilful, neglect of Respon-
the mutwalli shall be -made good by him. It is doubtful, however sibility ot

the mut-whether a gratuitous mutwalli would be liable for any loss which aW.
is occasioned, merely through neglect, to the wakf.

"The mutwalli," says the Fath-ul-KadIr, "is also liable to be
removed if he is proved to be addicted to drunkenness and such -
like vices."(4)

If a mutwalli takes up his abode in the wak/ building without
any provision to that effect in the deed of dedication or without
the permission of the Judge, his conduct amounts to misfeasance.

The mutwalli should ordinarily be chosen from among the
relatives of the wa/cu. If, among his relatives or neighbours, no

(1) Fath-ul-Kadir, Vol. II, p. 640.
(2) Radd-ul-Muljtár, Vol. III, p. 597.
(3) Jdm'aa ul.Fu3flain; Radd-ul-Muhtár, Vol. III, p. 597.
(4) Aid, Vol. III, p. 640.
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person can be found willing to undertake the work of tou'liat with-
out a remuneration, and there is an outsider willing to do so, then
his appointment would depend upon the Kflzi's discretion, and he
must judge who is the best person to be appointed.(1)

Persons who get an allowance from the wak/ shall not be
deprived of their wazIfa, unless they are proved to be guilty of
some offence which entails this penalty.(2)

It has been held by the Calcutta High Court that the sale of

an office to which are attached religious duties is void under the
Mahommedan Law.(3)

An attempt to " sell or alienate the allowance or to create a
charge upon it has been regarded as misconduct sufficient to pass
the wazif a or allowance, if hereditary, to the children of the waz'-
fadar."(4) Upon this principle, the insolvency of the uazi/adar
would lead to the same result.

If a person, who is allowed to reside in the hujra or a roam of
the mosque either in lieu of his services or in addition to his salary,
lets it without permission of the mutwalli, he renders himself liable
to dismissal.

When an allowance is fixed for a person in the wak/nán,al,
aries can	 and it is declared that upon his death such allowance shall g tonot as-	

another, if the person for whom the allowance is fixed assigns his
literest. interest to a third person, upon the decease of the original bene-

ficiary, the allowance shall go to the person appointed by the wG,i/,
and not to the assignee of the original beneficiary.(5)

No beneficiary is entitled to substitute another in his plae,
but lie may appoint another person to receive his allowance. (6)

A stu(lent who has been absent for three months may not be
deprived of his room and allowance oil 	 of his absence
alone.

In the As/ibáh it is laid clown that if the sovereign himself
were to appoint a person as a teacher wiio is not Competent, he may
be removed, br time act of time ultan must not be unreasonable 01
improper. " A king appointing an incompetent person," says the

(1) Radd .i,l-M,il,f dr Vol. LII, ,. 636.
(2) Thid, 397.
(:3) Surku,, .lb,, Tora!, Abdul 11 7a1eb v. Ralia,na pz Bulc.sh (1896], 'I. L., 24

QI., 83.
(1) Radd-,,l- )Iu)tdr, Vol. UL, p. 597.
(5) Ibid.
(6) Ibid.
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Bazdiah, "does two wrongs, first, that by appointing an incom-
petent person, he does an injustice to a competent person ; and,
8econdly, that he does an injustice to the public by appointing one
who was not entitled to the office."

In the Fath-ul-Kadjr it is laid down that when a rnutwallj
becomes totally insane, and the insanity lasts for a year, he will
become discharged of himself; but when he recovers, he will get
back the towliat. The Na/it says on this point, that, he will get
back the appointment only in case the mutwalli is one who holds
the appointment by virtue of the provisions of the deed of
wak/; but this rule does not apply to a mutwalli appointed by the
Uzi." in other words insanity will lead to his removal, and he
will not get back the post on recovery.

"A mutwalli who is trustworthy and has not been proved to
be guilty of any fault, cannot be removed even by the Sultan."

When a mutwaili has been lawfully appointed by the Kâzi
and subsequent thereto the Sultan appoints another, the former
appointment will take effect and not the latter."

If the wálci/ has empowered the mutwalli to appoint a succes-
sor, the Kâzi has no power to interfere with an appointment made
in virtue of that authority, and the fatwa is on this."

"In the Book on Waf;f by Nâsihi it is stated that where a wa/cf
is created in favour of a body of people, and the rnutwallj does not
or cannot fulfil the provisions made by the wdki/ for the benefit of
the cestuis qui trustent, he ought to be removed and another appoint-
ed in his place."(l) 	 -

In the absence of a mutwalli, the power of nomination and Powers of
appointment of an ima'm and muezzin to a mosque, is given to the the
wdki/'s descendants and the members of his family preferentially
to others. This is theview stated in the AshbcIh.

In the matter of building and repairing a mosque the person
who has erected the mosque and his descendants, are preferred to
the congregation or outsiders. This is according to the Anf'aa-ul-
Wasdil.

(1) The author adds that if the mutwalli is addicted to alchemy, that is a
desire to convert a baser metal into gold he should be removed, for this avarice
might lead to breach of trust. Generally, the purport of this passage is that if the
mutwaiji is given to gambling or habits of a kind which might be prejudicial to
the interests of the wa/cl he should be removed.

AA, MT.
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If the wdki/ makes a condition that the administration should
devolve on "the most intelligent" (' ) it implies the most intel-
ligent among his descendants; and according to a Fatwa of Moulins.
Abfl S'afid, if there are two of them equally intelligent, both should
be associated together in the office. In the Nahr,(1) however
it is stated from the As'ad/ that if the wdki/ has declared that the
towlial should be for the most qualified (U.' ) among his children,
and there are two equally qualified, the towliat shall go to the one
who i8 the oldest in age, and in this there will be no distinction of
sex. And if among the two, one is- very pious and the other is
best acquainted with the affairs of the wak/ and its management,
the towliat should be given to the latter, if he is trustworthy. The
author of the Radd-uj-Muhjdr adds that the dictum in the Nah,
particularises the view of Aba S'afld,- for it declares that when
excellence -is required to be joined with intelligence, and there
are two equally intelligent and virtuous, regard is to be paid to
age. And according to the Bahr (after the Zahiria) if all the
descendants are equal in integrity and piety, in learning and
uprightness and age, the one who is best acquainted with the affairs
of the wak/ and is most capable of discharging the duties connected
with the trust, whether male or female, is to be preferred. Accord-
ing to the Bahr, ms/id or intelligence refers to the ability to
perform the work and honestly to discharge the duties of the
offico.(2) In the As'ad/. also it is stated that when two of the
descendants are equally qualified, so far as the qualities of the

(2ompe-	 mind are concerned, the towliat will go according to seniority;
teney in	 and the fact that one is a male and the other a female will make

to be ap-	 no difference. But the person best acquainted with the business
pointed. - of the wa/if will be preferred, though in the Fatdwa-'l-Ismailia there

is a dictum to the effect thatwhere two people are equally qualified
in all respects a male is to be preferred to a female.(3)

(1) Ndhr-ui-Fdik.	 -	 (2) Radd-ul.Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 666
(37) In the case of WahedAli v. Aehruf Ho83ain [18821 (1. L.,8 0d.,732; a. c.,

10 C. L. B., 529), the Calcutta High Court has held that "the office of amutwajlj
is a trust which a woman, equally with a man, is capable of undertaking, but it is
a personal trust, and the office may not be transferred, nor the endowed property,
to any person whom the muwalli for the time being may select," unless, as
alr'eady etate, the wdki/ has vested the taut walli with general powers of appoint.
ing another in his stead; see also Piran v. Abdul Karim, infra. Bt
although a woman may become a ,nulwafli and discharge the duties connected
with the offios by a deputy,. it hae been held by the Madras High Court In Mkjz
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When the wdki/ declares that the tow! iat should be vested in the
fittest " among his children, and there is no fit person to be found

among them, the Kâzi has the power to appoint a stranger to the
'office until such' time as a proper perscil among the 

wdkif's des-
cendants can be found. If among the children there is a properly
qualified person and, he is absent, and there is no one else among
them to take his place until his return, the Kâzi has the power to
appoint a stranger to be his substitute until he returns to take up
the office. If there are two children, one more qualified than the

other, the one who is the fitter of the two should take the office,
and after him should come the other.(1)

The words ndzir, kyyum and mvwalU used separately, convey
one and the same meaning, viz., the administrator of a trust.
But it often happens that at, the time of appointing a 

mutwalli, theI(dlcif also appoints a ndzir or a supervisor over the mutwalli. Thefldzir, however, has no power to spend any portion o the 
money Theof the wakf, for that work- is entrusted to the niutwallj- his duties powers

are simply of a controlling and superv	 thejsjig character and 
Ndz
of

ir.the mutwalli cannot make disbursements, without the knowledge
or permission of the názir. The same principle applies to a ndzir
appointed over an executor ; as a matter of fact, the principles which
apply to the duties of mutu'allis and názirs in the case of wak/s
are taken from the principles of the law relating to the duties of
executors.

The builder of a mosque is the person who has a preferential
title to appoint the officers, such as 

imdn, lnuezZj,2. &c., for the
service thereof, and this is the approved doctrine. If the person
appointed by the icdki/ is incompetent or unfit, the congregation
have a right to select a more fit person. Will their appointthent
however, take effect without the sanction of the Kâzi ? I take
it that an application should have to be made to the Kâzi for the
-removal of the incompetent servitor and the appointment of the
person elected by the- congregation.

In a case where the plaintiff as the 
de /acto sajjddanahj,t'of a durgah sued 'to recover possession of certain property alleged

.war ibrain Bihi v, iluja war'Ossajn Sheriff, I. L., 3 Mad., 95, that she is notcompetent to perform the diLies of a rnujdvir of a durgal, which are not of a secu-lar nature; see also Hussainj Bihee v. Huai Sheriff, 4 MacI. H. C. Reports, 23 ,- (I) Radd.-uj Muh(,, Vol. III, p. 666; the same principles are given in the&c. Fitness includes piety Says the 
Fusil i .Jmddja	 -
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by him to have been improperly alienated by his predecessor;.
and it was contended by the defendant that the plaintiff wa&
not entitled to maintain the action as he was not appointed
either by the last incumbent or the Kflzi, and his appointment
was invalid, it appeared that he had been installed in office by a
large body of Mussulmans including the disciples and sajjddanasMn.

of neighbouring shrines. The Calcutta High Court held that the
appointment was valid, being in accordance with the Mahom-

medan law as also the general practice.(])
Property purchased by the mvtwalli out of the wa/cf funds be-

comes wa/cf without any express declaration, subject to the same
conditions as the original trust-property. But it may be sold or
exchanged for some other property, in case there is any need for

it, and such other property, would be wa/cf similarly

tie sti-	 The salaries of the irndm, khatib, muezzin, &c.,. which have

ends of	 already become due, will be paid on the death of any one of them
te ser-	 to their heirs. In the case of a wa/cf in favour of children, the heirs
tots and
udent'.	 of the deceased beneflciarie are entitled to share in the rents and

profits, which have been realised and are therefore distributable, or

which are accruing.

If it student absents himself from the Madrassa, he does no
lose his former allowance which has already accrued due, nor his

future allowance, " if he has absented hiniseif in the pursuit of

learning (with the permissioa of his master without severing his

connection with his rnadrassa), or has been absent for fifteen days

only on lawful grounds, that is, in search of livelihood; or has gone

on hajj, but has not been away for more than three months."

Leave is allowed to the servitors of a wa/cl on lawful grounds,.

and they do not lose their allowance whilst on leave unless a deputy

is appointed to officiate for them during their absence.
The Kâzi has no power to fix allowances not provided for by

the wa/cit, but he can determine the amount of the allowances pro-

vided for by the wa/if. If there is a provision that the mutwalli

should fix the amount, the Kâzi has no power. The Khair ur-

Ramli has stated in his commentary on the Bahr, that the restriction

on the powers of the Kâzi refers to a case where the wdkit has ex-

pressly stated that the wa/cf is not public in its nature, and the Kâzi

shall have no authority over it. "This, of course, refers to wa/fr

(1) Piran Y. Abdul Karim [1891], L L., 19 CaL, 203, 8upra.
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-created by private individuals. Royal wak/s are clearly subject
-to the jurisdiction of the Kâzi."

In fixing the salary of the muiwaili, regard should be paid by
the Kâzi to the customary allowance at the time.

In the Durr-ul-Mukhtar it is stated that "by the tenth to the
'tnu'walli the customary allowance is meant " ( i ,t	 JJ*)I

JI ). On this passage the comment in the Radd-ul-Muhtár
is as follows :—" Some jurists have explained that the allowance
'(or remuneration) which should be given to the mutwalli is a
tenth [of the net income, bt the correct view is that the tenth

) means (customary remuneration, lit. remuner-
ation of his like) so that if what is customary is more than the
tenth, he should receive it ;'' viz., that the remuneration should be
fixed on that basis. In other words, the customary remuner-

ation would be the standard for fixing the allowance of the
.'inutwaUj, but generally speaking it should not exceed the one-
tenth of the income. But this rule restricting the remuneration
-ordinarily to one-tenth of the income does not apply to cases
where the mutwalli or sajjddaashmn has a beneficial interest in
'the income of the endowed properties.(])

Of course, the wdki/ can fix any amount, and even if it The u'áki
be more than one-tenth it would be valid; but if he fixes too low can fix
a sum, the Kâzi has the power upon the application of the nnitwalli amount
to fix a proper salary. 	 for sti-

pend.
The mutu'alli has no power to increase the allowance of the Powers o

.imdm or khatIb. The Kâzi has the power to increase the allowance, the Judg,
provided in his discretion it is necessary to do so for the benefit of to it, 

crea,

sible to obtain a proper man to dis- of office)
 the salaithe mosque, or when it is impos 

charge the duties on account of the low salary fixed by the wdki/.
Andthis principle applies to the appointment of every servant., e.g.,
a muezzin, mudarris (teacher), &c. If these men cannot be had on
the salaries fixed by the wdki/, the Judge has the power of increas-
ing their salaries from the balance of the fund. The Kflzi has also the

power of making provisions regarding the application of the balance

(i) Mohit,ddj,j V. 2ayiduddn alias .t\'ouab Jlculi [18911], 1. L., 20 Cal., 81(In the Seertiary of Sta ge for Jndaav. Mohiddj, Ahu4ad [1900], 1. L., 27 Cal., 674,it was held that the Sajjadafla37 fl was not liable to income-tax in respect ofsuch moneys as he draws from the Khank5.1i properties for his own maintenanceand that of his family.
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The nizt-
wafli
cannot
encumber
wak/ pro-
perry.

of the income, in consultation witb the members of the wdki/'s:

family or the beneficiaries.
If a person is appointed mvtwa lii, and he acknowledges another

to be the mutwa lii instead of himbeif, the latter will be entitled only
to a share in the income of the acknowledgor during his lifetime.
Upon the death of the acknowledgor the effect of the acknowledg-
ment ceases, and the towliat goes with all its adjuncts to the person
designated by the wdki/.

The mutwa lii is not entitled under any circumstance to create
any incumbrance by way of mortgage upon the wak/ property
witho,ut the sanction of the Kâzi, nor can the beneficiares hypo-
thecate the wak/ property. Accordingly, if the mutwaili mortgages
the wak/ property and the mortgagee takes po Rssion of the same,
he will be liable for the customary rent thereof.

In. the same way, if a mutwalli sells certain wakt lands, and
subsequently the sale is set aside by the Kflzi, the purchaser, if he
takes possession of the said lands, will be liable for mesne profits.
calculated upon the customary rates.

If a mutwalli were to mortgage a ?vakf property, his at would
amount to a breach of trust and lie ought to be removed. The
mortgagee should not take possession of the property mortgaged
to him, and if lie does so lie will be liable for damages."

In the Kinia it is laid down that it is not lawful for the mut-

walli to borrow for the purposes of the waA'/ even in case of necessit\
without leave of the Kâzi. If he is away from the Kâzi, he must
borrow on his own credit. So also in the Khathnat.0-Mv/tijn....(1

In the Ashbáit-wan-Nazáir it is stated that the Siihjb-u).
Manah [i.e., the author of the Manah} was asked regarding a ndzir
(i.e., mutwalli) who had borrowed mcney on the wak/ property and
spent it over the beneficiaries (lit., those deriving sustenance from
it), and he had been since dismissed, and the debts were still due,
whether the second inut,ialli was bound to pay such debts out of
the wak/ property. The Suiliib . uI-Manah answered that a niutwalli

has no power to borrow Illoney t6si pend on the beneficiaries : but
he call necessities, such as repairs and such like matters, borrow
with the leave of the Kzi....And, therefore, the dismissed

mutwadi will be liable (personally) for the debts contracted and not

the w&'/ property."(2)

(1) Surrvl.ul.Fatáua, p. 436.	 (2) Surrut .vI. Fatdu'a, p. 440.
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Similarly, in the Radd-ul-Muhtdr ;—a mutwalli cannot con-
tract debts for the 21'akf unless they are made in consequence or
in pursuance of the directions given by the wdki/. The mutwàlli
cannot create any charge on the wak/ estate or incur liabilities for
which the wa/cf estate might be liable, unless such charge is created
or debt is incurred under express powers given by the wa/cu. This
restriction does not.apply to the powers'ower of the executor, for it is
lawful for him to contract debts for the necessaries of the minors
confided to his charge, and the infant and his estate would be liable
for such debts as are incurred bond fide by the executor for the in-
fant. But the wa/cf cannot under any circumstance, in the.absence
of a provision in the wak/ndmah to that effect, be made liable
for any debt contracted by the mutwalli on his own responsibility.
A debt contracted by the nutualli is his personal debt. Should it Debts
become necessary to incur a debt for the wa/cf or to create a charge contract-

ed by theon the estate, the mutwalli can only do so with the sanction of the
Kâzi previously obtained.(1) This principle does not refer to such
debts which owing to the exigencies of society, must necessarily
be contracted from day to day for the due discharge of the work
of the trust; for example, a debt to the oilman for the oil to light
the mosque, to the baker to supply bread for the students of a
madrassa.; all these can only be paid at periodical intervals. Such
necessary debts must be paid out of the income of the wa/cf.

SECTION III.

POWERS OF THE MUTWALLI.

If the muiwaili has advanced money to the wa/cf estate for
the purpose of protecting the interests of the wa/c/, he can repay
himself out of the profits of the wa/cf property coming into his hands.
But when the mutwalli has any claim against the wa/cf estate for
advances made by himself, he has to establish such claim by valid
proof, otherwise it will not be 'maintainable. The mutwalli is,
therefore, bound to keep clear and distinct accounts of his expenses
with vouchers and other proofs; in which case a claim for any credit
given by the mutwalli to the wa/cf -ould be maintainable, and such
advances will be liquidated out of the rents and profits of the i'rakf

(1) Radd-uI.Muhár, vol. III, p. 649. According to Abü Li: See seq.
On The creation of Incurubrances on \VakI Property.
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property. But the wa/cf estate cannot be charged with any debt
either to the mutwalli or anybody else, without the sanction of the
Kzi previously obtained.

It is lawful for a mutwallj with the income of a wa/cf to erect
shops, houses, &c., which may yield profit to the wa/cl, as all this
s for the benefit of the wa/cf. All properties purchased by the

mutwalli out of the proceeds of the wa/cf become part of the wa/cf
lithe rUles and are subjct to the same legal incidents as the original wa/cflaid down

 the, estate. And the mugwalli will not be entitled to dispose of them
wa/cu are without the sanction of the Kzi.
not ascer- -	 If the directions of the wd/ci/, or the rules for the administra-

tion of the trust cannot be ascertained, the rnuwalli should ascer-
must fol-- tain the practice of his predecessors and act accordingly. The
16w the
Practice	 mutwalli is not entitled to undertake any expenditure utterly in-
of his	 consistent with the original character of the wakf, for example, aprede-	 mutwalli of a mosque is not entitled to purchase cloth from thecessor.

funds of the mosque and distribute the same among the poor; and
if he does so, he will be liable to pay the money from his own pocket.

If a mutwalli contracts a debt for the purchase of necessary
articles for the mosque, when there is no money of the mosque
in hand, in other words, if lie has purchased goods for the wa/cf
intending to pay for the same on realising the rents thereof, or if
he has paid for the same from his own pocket, he is entitled to pay
the debt when the rents come into his hands or recoup himself as
the case may be.

If a person find a "trove" belonging to the wak/, the mut-
walli may give something out of the same to the finder if he is poor.

If some portion of the building of the wa/cf is so dilapidated as
to endanger the safety of others, and the neighbours insist upon
the nivtwalli repairing the same, and it happens that the mutwaili has
no funds wherewith to repair the building, he can, with the per-
mission of the Kâzi, contract a debt for that purpose. Debts
can be incurred by the mutwalli only when there are no wakf funds
in his hands to meet the requirements of the wa/cf. The mutwalli
is authorised to deduct from the wa/cf income any sums spent by him
legitimately for the purposes of the wa/cf out of his own pocket.

If a person make a wa/cf of his lands for the poor, without
specifically providing for the cost of repairs or cultivation, the
income will nevertheless be first employed in paying the khardj or
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tax, and then for the payment of the cost of collection, maintenance,
repair, cultivation and such like matters, and the residue (after
-defraying the said costs) will be applied for the poor, e.g., if the
'wak/ consists of lands covered with date-trees, the muiwa-ili should
first pay the expense of planting new date-trees and keeping up
the old ones, for making walls and dams, so that the fruit-trees may
not be exhausted or killed. If any portion of the land dedicated is
unculturable, the mutwalli should take from the income the ex-
pense of rendering it fertile. If barns for storing grain, or reser-
cvoirs for storing water be necessary for the irrigation of the lands, the
rnu.walli is entitled to spend a portion of the income for that purpose.
iff the wak/ land is contiguous to the city, and it is more profitable
for the wakf that it should be let to tenants than be used for culti-
-vation, the mutwalli may erect buildings for tenants or let the land
to them without the buildings.(i)

Mohammed says, that if the wak/ lands become unculturable
and cease to yield any income, and the mutwa lii can, with its price,
get another piece of land yielding more profit, it is proper that he
should do so; that is, he should [with the requisite permission,]
sell the land and with its price buy another piece. But if the land

is far away from towns, so that buildings will not yield any profit,
the may not erect buildings. AbiI J'aafar has held that when the
wdki/ has made no provision regarding the mode in which the land
should be used, the mutwalli is authorised to use the land to the
best advantage for the cestui qui trwt, but he cannot give a long
lease without the sanction of the Kâzj.

If a man were to make a wak/ of some property and declare Discre-
that the mutwalli may give the income thereof to whomsoever he tionary
likes, or may apply the proceeds thereof according to his discretion, trust8,

it i; lawful,—and the mutwallimay give it to both rich and poor.
Though in the case of these discretionary trusts, the adminis- Mode of
tration of the wak/ is left to the discretion of the trustee, still " the disburse.

mentpower is accompanied with a duty and meant to be exercised,"
-and the Kâzi will compel the mutwalli to apply the income properly, proof of

toinIn the Manali it is stated from the Jurist Zain ibu Nujaim 2ig
that where there is an old existing wak/, but its deed is lost and
the mutwalli is unable to find out the mode in which the produce

(I) Patdwai Kdzi J(hdn, Vol. IV. P. 216.
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should be spent on the beneficiaries, he should ascertain the usage.
of his predecessors and how they made the application, and proceed
in accordance therewith."(l)

If there is no proof forthcoming as to who are entitled to the
benefit of a wakf, or as to the mode of disbursement followed by
the rnutwallj8 of former times, the wa/cf should be applied for the
benefit of the poor.

In the Anf'aa-ul-Vájj it is stated from theZak/tfra that where
there is an old existing wa/ct, but the person dedicating it is not
known, and some person is in possession of it under the title 'of
being mutwalli and he asserts that the wak[ in question is for a
particular purpose, and he produces witnesses in support of his
assertion, and there is no proof to the contrary, that assertion will
be accepted. But when the purpose is known or the conditions
laid down by the wdki/ are ascertainable, such testimony will not
be admitted.(2)

"A wa/cf "says the Radd ul-Muhtdr "may be established with-
out any evidence of the wa/cu's declaration. This is the doctrine
laid down by Abfl Yusuf; and the jurists of Balkh, such as Abü
J'aafar and others, follow this view; Khassâf also has adopted it.
In the Khairiyéh, it is stated that where there is an old wa/cl, knownby reputation to be wa/cf and the wdki/ is unknown, should
a wrongdoer get possession of it, the rnutwallj can establish his
claim, according to the approved doctrine, by the testimony of
two witnesses; and the Jdm'aa-u1.Fusflajn has followed thisview. "(3)

So also in the Futdwai Kdzi K/idn: a wa/cf may, according to
the jurists of Balkh, be validly established by evidence of reputa-
tion . If the dedication is one within the knowledge of the general
public, as a matter of notoriety, "like the wakf of Ainr ibn al-
'Aâs" (the Amru of European history), it can be established by
the testimony of witnesses, or it may be established by the evidence
of user for the purposes of dedication.

It is not necessary that the endowment should be in writing, or
that the property should be delivered over. A verbal declaration
of tJ'e intention to create an endowment is sufficient if made in the

(1) Surra-ul.Fa(a,,	 P. 442.
(2) 1b11j.
(3) Radd.Ul. Muhjd,. Vol. in, p. 645.
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presence of witnesses.(l) Although the witnesses to the fact;
depose vaguely, yet their evidence, if corroborated by circumstances,
is legally sufiicient.(2)

The wa/cf of a property which is wrongly described in the wa/cf..
ndmah is operative, if it is clear what was intended to be conveyed in
trust. If the description, however, is so uncertain and indefinite
as to render it impossible to find out what was intended to be con-
veyed, the wa/cf will not take effect.

"The Sâh ib-uhManah was asked the following question with
reference to the effect to be given to a wak/: A man makes a wa/cf
in favour of the poor and indigent and executes a deed of 

wa/cl
properly sealed and signed and attested. After his death a number
of people testify to the effect that the ultimate purpose was des-
tined [by the wdki/] for a specified pi 1rpose (and not for the poor).
Will such testimony be accepted and acted upon'? The Sâhib-ul
Manah answered—' If the deed of wa/cf purports to be prior in
date to the condition alleged by the witnesses no effect should be
given to such testimony. But if the wd/cif had reserved to him-self in the wa/cf ndma/c the power of altering and cutting down the
terms, then regard is to be paid to the credibility of the
witnesses' "(3)

A person makes a wa/cf for the habitation of his wife in thewa/cf building, and then dies. The widow afterwards re-marries;
She loses her right of habitation, and even if the second husband
divorces her, she does not recover the right.

When a house is dedicated for the habitation of certain indivi-
duals they cannot partition the dwelling among themselves. But

when a dedication is made for the residence of the members of a,
certain family, only those who are makram(4) to each other may
reside in it, unless the dwelling is divided into apartments or

rooms with doors, where a female may live with her husband
without being subjected to the intrusion of a ghair-nzcthram living in
the same house. For example, if a house is dedicated for the

(I) Doe dem. Jann Beebee v. Abdollab Barber, Supra: Sharbo XorainSi,,jh V. Ally Buk8h Shah, 2 Hay, 415; Abul HaBan v. Haji Mohammad Mo3ihKarbalai, 5 Sel. Rep., 8. See also Dalrymple 
V. Khoondkar Azeeztj Islam,S. D. A.. 1858, p. 586; 8h-jat All v. Zumeer-ooddeen 118851, 5 W. R., 158.(2) Suraf.ul.Faid, p. 424.

(3) Rad4.ul. MUh,d,. Vol. III, p. 650.
4) People within the prohibited degrees.
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residence of a family consisting of two married sons and two married
daughters, in order that the husbands of the married daughters
may be able to live in the same house, there must be separate
rooms set apart for the sons and daughters respectively.

A breach of trust on the part of the mutwallj cannot alter the
essential nature of the trust, or convert endowed property into the
personal property of the manager.(1) A grant should be construed
according to the intention of the founder, and not acording to the
strict interpretation of any particular word : the word "inam
being indiscriminately applied to personal grants and religious
endowments.(2)

Under the Mahommedari Law a religious office cannot be
claimed by right of inheritance. Where a grant has been made

for the maintenance of a religious office the members of the grantee's
family have no right at his death to a division amongst them of
the income derivable from the land. The right to the income of
such land is inseparable from the office for the support of which
the land was gramtted.(3) They may, however, under the provi-
sions of the grant he entitled to maintenance out of the income.

Where property has been devoted by a Mahommedan to reli-
gious and charitable purposes, the determination of the question
of succession depends upon the rules laid down by the tedkil onthe constitution of the wak/ whether such rules are embodied in
writing or are to be inferred from evidence of usage. Where the

custom has always been for the incumbent to appoint a successor,
thus indicating the will of the endower on the subject, the Court
should not find in favour of any rule of succession by primogeni-
ture solely from the circumstance that the persons appointed were
usually the eldest sons.(4)

The Bombay High Court has, in conformity with the Mahom-
medan Law held that, although a wdki/ has a right to reserve the
management of the wak/ in his own hands or to appoint some one
c!se thereto, yet when he has specified the class from amongst which
the manager is to he selected he cannot afterwards name a person

(I) See As1eerood,jn alias Kalla Miah v. Drobomoyee [1876], 25W. R., 557.
m(2) Ibid.
(3) .Jaa/ar Mohiuddin Sahib v. Aji M0hid4jn Sahib, 2 Mid., 19.
(4) Oulam RahmWulla Sahib V. Mohammed Akber Sahib, 8 Mad., 63. Seealso Syeti 4bdu11c Edru8 v. Syed Zain Sagad Haman Edru,, [1888], L 

L., 13 Born..
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as manager not answering the proper description After the death
of the wdki/ the right to nominate a manager vests in his exe-
cutors, or the survivor of them for the time being.(1)

SECTION IV.

THE LEASE OF WAKF PROPERTy.

The limitaticn with regard to the duration of a lease imposed Lae o?.
by the earlier jurists in respect of wak/ property has been, says vo// pro
the Racd.u!-Muhtdr.(2) departed from by the moderns (mutdk/terin). perty.

And the rule now stands in a much more elastic form than when
it Was first enunciated.

In the .Fdtawaj Kdzi Khdn(3) which is one of the earhc, au- The
thorities, it is stated(4) in substance that "where the wdlci/ has made power of
no provision in the document of uakf(5) [about the grant of leases

walli to-in respect of the wa/cf property] the mutwalli has a discretion to grant
do what is proper and to the advantage of the poor(6) [in other leases..

words he beneficiaries] subject to the condition that he should not
lease a souse for a longer term than one year, for a long lease is apt
to give rise to the idea that the lessee is the owner. And he may

not give a longer lease of land than is necessary for purposes of
cultivation: Should the ivdkil have imposed a condition that the
land shall not be leased for more than one year and people are

not willing to take such a short lease, and it is to the advantage
of the beneficiaries to lease tue property for a longer period.
the lcyyum (the mutwalli) cannot act contrary to the condition
in the wa/cf and give a longer lease unless, he submits the matter
before the Kâzi who can sanction a longer lease on the ground
that it is to the advantage of the wakf, for the Kázi is the super-
visor over [the interests of] the poor, the absent and deceased
persons."

And should the wdki/ have provided in the document of wa/cf
that the mutwalli shall not grant a lease for more than a year Un-

(I) The AdrocateGle,jeral v. Fatima Sultan Begum, supra.
(2) Vol. Ill, P. 614.
(3) Vol. IV, p. 273.
(4) On the authorty of the Jurist AbC J'aafar.
(5) 8ikk.u1-w0f
(6) This is explained in the Radd.uZ.Mu71dr, as applicable to all benefi-ciaries, see post.
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sss it is for the advantage of the poor [the beneficiaries], in which
case he [the mutwalli) may do so himself [i.e., of his own authority]
if he considers it expedient, and it does not require being taken
to the Court of the Kâzi, for the wdkil has [already] given him the
power."

" In case the mutwa Ui has created a lease for five years,(1)
Shaikh Abu'l Kasim of Balkh has declared that it would not be
valid over a year u,ilss some need has arisen for expediting the
rent ;(2) but says the jurist Abet Bakr Mohamed bin al-Fazi that
he does not consider such a lease should be held to be void, but the
Hdkim (Judge) should take note of it and if it is to the injury of
the wa/cf he should cancel it."

"Abu'l Hassan Ali as-Sugdi has expressed the same view.
And it is stated from the Jurist Abfl Laja that where the wdkif
had imposed no condition against a lease being granted for more
than a year, he permitted it to be given for three years irrespective
of tue question whether the property was house or land. It is
reported from Imâni Abfl Hals Bokhari that he permitted the
lease of land for thee years. But there is a difference of opinion
regarding [the effect of] a lease for more than three years; the
majority of the jurists of Balkh have held that such a lease is not
valid, whilst others have declared that it is to be submitted to the

Kâzi so that he may cancel it and this doctrine the Jurist Abü
Lais has adopted. "(3)

In the Durr.nl-Mukhiar(4)the rule is given in a more compen-
dious form. "Any condition impos2d by the wáki/ regarding the
leasing of wa/cf property must be followed and the lynm (Inut-
walli) cannot act contrary to it, but the Kâzi may, for to him
appertains the supervision over the interests of the poor, the ab-
sent and deceased people. So where the ivdkil has leit indeter-
minate the period for which a wa/cl property may be leased, some
(jurists) have said the kyyum hasa general discr.etiünas to the length
of the term; whilst others have said the limit should be one year in

(1) This assumes, I take it, that the power of le .ing is reserved in the deed
.f wdk/.

(2) T'aajil.ul-ujrat, evidently mning that the whole rent for the period is
ti .eid in advance.

(3) .Fatawdi Kdzi KMn, 'Vol. IV, pp. 273-4.
.(4) P. 418.
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:.all cases. And the /atwa (1) is with regard to a year for [the lease
of] houses and three years in respect of land unless expediency-
is opposed to this, and expediency varies according to time and
1ocaity."(2)

The author of the Radd-vl-Muhtdr in commenting on the
above passage makes an important statement on the auhority of
the Fatdwai Kdri.ul-Heddya, "when the repairs of the wak/ premises
cannot be effected without letting [some portion ofi it, the matter
must be placed before the Judge who can direct the grant of a lease
long enough for that purpose. "(3)

If the wdki/ has made a condition that no lease shall be' grapted
for more than one year, and it appears that a long lease is good
for the trust-estate, in that case, as already stated, the nutwalli
should apply for leave to the Kflzi to grant a longer lease and should
act according to the Kâzi's directions.

Similarly, where the wáki/ has made a condition that the
inutwalli shall not grant a long lease of the wak/, and people are
not willing to take a short lease thereof, and it is to the advantage
.of the wak/ that a long lease should be given, the nzutwalli should
prefer the matter before the Kâzi, who, if he deems necessary,
can make an order to that effect, " for the Kãzi is the guardian
of the poor." If the wâki/ has made a condition that the mutwalli
shall not grant a long lease unless he deems that it would be pro-
ductive of great benefit to the cestuf qui trust, the rnutwallj can
give the lease in case of necessity, without reference to the Kzi.(4)

Thus the Kâzi, as the general superintendent of all charities, in Discretion
his capacity of the representative of the Sultan, has the power of of the
empowering the mutwaili to grant leases for a longer period than Kazi.
irovided for by the wdki/. But where the ukif has given no
directions he can authorise the grant of a lease for an y term which
may, in his discretion, be advantageous to the wak/.(5) 	 Jurisdic-

The principal court of original civil jurisdiction under the tion of
the CivilBritish Government in India, is vested, generally speaking, with Cos

(1) I.e., Decrees are made in accordance with this view.
(2) Durr. d. Afvkhfdr, p. 418.
(3) Vol. III, p. 614.
(4) Hcdáya, Vol. 11, P. 888; Fat/z.uj.Ka€Jjr, Vol. II, p. 6; Ramz.ul-HolcdiL-;

Potdwai Ala'ngiri, Vol. II, p. 641.
(ti) "The K&zi is the curator and guardian of the interests of persons who are

.ecad or absent or unborn, of the poor, the indigent, as well as the custodian of
'the property of a deceased person and of things which are picked up."
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the powers exercised by the Kâzi, though in a recent case(1) the-
Calcutta High Court has extended the power to the Court of
a Subordinate Judge.(2) Accordingly, the application for sanction.
should be made to the District Judge, if the property is.
situated in the mofussil, or to the Judge on the Original Side
of the High Court, if it is within a Presidency town. It is not

necessary to bring a suit for obtaining such sanction; it will be
granted upon a proper application made by the m'awalli. If there-
are Ndzirs, their consent should be obtained as a condition prece-
dent to the application.(3) If the u'ak/ is of a public nature, notice
should be given to the beneficiaries in any mode the Judge directs,.
either by advertisements in newspapers or by posting it up at the-
institution to which the ?t'akf property belongs.(4)

Where the trustees of a certain mosque without obtaining the
sanction of the Judge sold the lands in dispute, which formed part
of the trust-property, to the plaintiffs in order to raise money to
meet the expenses of litigation and the repair of the mosque, it bas
been held that the sale was not merely voidable but void.(5)

As the Indian Trustees' Act (XXVII of 1866), and the
Trustees' and Mortgagees' Powers Act (XXVIII of 1866), are
not applicable to Mahommedans, the following additional rules
need attention.

"If an executor or guardian leases the property belonging to
his ward without the proper customary rent, or if a mutwalli acts
in that manner in respect of wak/ property, in all such cases, ac-
cording to the illustrious Imâm Ah Takr Mohammed bin, Fazi,
the lessee will be regarded as a gMsib (embezzler) ; but Khassâf

(I) Nimai Chand Addya v Golam H083ein [1909], I. L., 37 Cal.; 179.
(2) Shama Churn Roy v. Abd ,d Kabeer (18981,3 Cal. W. N., 158 In £he maUe

0/ WooaunneasaBibee [1908], I. L., 36 Cal., 211. The Musu1man Jurists them-
selves restrict this jurisdiction to the Chief Kzi (the Kzi-uI .Kuzzât). For
example, it is stated that the power of sanctioning alteration of investments
or change of walc/ property, granting longer leases than ordinarily allowed by
law or provided for in the wak/ndmah and similar acts is vested only in the
Chief K&zi.

(3) In the matter of the Act XXVII and Act XXVIII of 1866, and in the
matter of a walc/ndmah, dated the 30th of May 1896, before Stephen, J., 14th and
25th August, 1902 Calcutta.

(4) Ibid.
(5) Shama Churn Roy v. Abdul Eabeer, supra. For the liability of the super-

intendent of a mosque and board of directors respectively, see the Advocate.
General o/ Bombay v. Abdul Kadir JüaXer [1894], I. L., 18 Born., 40.
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holds that he will not be treated as a wrong-doer, but will be liable
for the proper customary rent. And the Fatwa is according to
this latter view." So also in the Surrat-ul-Fatdwa;; "If a mvtwallj
leases a wakf property for below its real rent, the tenant will be
liable to pay the proper rent (ujr-ul-misl, Customary rent), and on
this is the Fawa."(1)

A lease given by a mutwalli is not cancelled by his death.

The lessee of wakf properties can plant trees or make erections The lessee
on the land leased to him, provided such act does not in any of a wak/
way injuriously affect the property, but he cannot dig a reservoir property.
or tank ; even th.- nzutwa Ui's permission would justify- his doing
only such acts as are beneficial to the trust-property.(2)

The lessee can remove such erections as he has built with his
own money, provided their removal does not damage the property.
If it does, the lessee will not be entitled to remove, such erections.

Regarding erections on wakf lands, the following rules are
applicable :-

"If the mutwalli of the wakf erects the building, with the pro-
perty of the wak/ or the income of the trast-property, the build-
ing becomes the property of the wakf, whether the erection be for
the wakf or for himself, or whether it was erected generally without
any specific purpose. If the erection was made with his own money
or materials for the wak/, or generally, then also it belongs to the
wak/ property, unless the wdkif himself is the mutwaili and the
erection is made without any expressed purpose, in which case it
remains his property, as is stated in the Zdkhira. If the mutwalli

erects the building with his own money for his own especial pur-

pose and keeps evidence 
of 

the fact that it is erected for such purpose

out of his own funds, it will remain his property, and this is what -
is stated in the Kinia and Mujtaba."

When a person, other than the mutwalli, erects a building on
walcf property, for the use of the wak/ (though temporarily and
with the object of taking it back), if the erection is made with the
permission of the mutwalli, it becomes wakf. The same is also the
case when the erection is made without the mutu'alli's permission,
but for the use of the wakf; but, where the building is erected for

(1) Surrat.uL.FaI4wa, p. 436. 	 (2) Radd-td.Muhiár, Vol. III. p. 616.

AA, ML	 31
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the private purposes of the person erecting it, or where it is made

generally without any expressed object, it will be lawful for him
to remove it, provided no loss accrues to the wa/cf property in theremoval. In the Fa€áwaj .KdzI .Khdn, it is stated that if a person
were to plant trees in a in they become the property of the
mosque. If a mutwalli were to lease the wa/cf lands to his father or
son,(1) it would not be valid unless the rent is higher than is usually
current, as in the case of an executor, who cannot sell the property
of a minor unless at a higher price.

"In the Chapter on Wa/cf in the Manah it is stated, that where
a man has dedicated a house in favour of his children in perpetuity
so long as his posterity lasts, and one of his sons gives a long lease
of it to another, and that person under colour of that lease erects
a. building in the house, if the person giving the lease is not the mvt-
watli, then the lease is void, and the lessee would be entitled to
recover from him any money spent on the premises. If the person
granting the lease is the m.utwalli, then the lessee would be liable
to pay the proper rent for such period as the Kâzi may fix."

SECTION V.

THE CREATION OF INCUMBRANCES ON WAKF PROPERTY

(I STAD. NAT.

WHEN once a dedication has been duly effected, the right
of the person making the wa/c/in the property dedicated "drops"
absolutely. Thenceforth the property is" tied-up" in the owner-
ship of the Almighty, and nobody has a right to deal with it in
any shape—neither the wdkif, nor his heirs, nor the beneficiariesAlienation. under the wakf.(2) In other words as ua/c/, all right of proprie-

property 	 ceases, and the property cannot be alienated or trans-
illegal.	 ferred by sale or gift, nor is it subject to the rights of inheritance.(3)

(1) The principle include3 any relation or connection.
(2) Fatdwai Alamgirj, Vol. II. p. 454; Radd. l.Muhtdr, Vol. III, p. 6.56;Heddya, Vol. II, p. 888; FlIth-ul-Kadjr, Vol. II, P. 454. "Where Property i8endowed, that is made walc/, by the proprietor and as such devolves on his widow

as trustee or inutwalU, it cannot be sold in satisfaction of a claim against him";
igredo v. MoJomd Mudeur [1871], 15 W. R., 75.

(3) II eddya, Vol. II, p. 888; .Patdwai A!amgiri, Vol. Il, P. 454;
Kadir, &c., &c.
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A wakf made inter vivos, that is, which is not dependent for its
operation upon the death of the testator, cannot be revoked, nor is
it affected by the subsequent misconduct or misdealing of either
the wdkif himself, or those responsible for carrying out his behests,
so as to render the property alienable, or to destroy the character
of inalienability impressed on itby the constitution of wakf.(1)

As regards the power of borrowing on account of the wak/
so as to make it liable, the Mussulman Law is absolutely clear and
explicit. Once the dedication has been made, neither the w&lcif
nor the mutwalli has any power to burden th property in any shape
or character unless the founder has expressly reserved authority
to the trustee to borrow "for" the wakf in cases of emergency. In
the absence of any such piovision, he ca p only do so with the sanc-
tion of the Judge.

The law is thus laid down in the Fatáuaj Kdzj Khdn. "When Isadána
a demand is made on the Kyyurn for land-revenue (Khardj) or or the of

powerany other tax (jabdqa) and he has at the time nothing from the borrowing.
income of the wak/ (ghallat-ul-wakf), the Jurist Abu'] Kâsjm says
that if the wdki/ had authori cd him to borrow, it Would be lawful
for him to do so; but if the wdlci/ had given no such directions and
he borrows, he will have to pay it out of his own property and
cannot have recourse [for repaynit] to the income of the wak/."

"And the Jurist AbÜ Lais (may the peace, etc.), has declared
that, in case any contingency arises which compels him to borrow,
he must do so with the order of the lidkim (the Judge); he can
then have recourse to the income, for the Kâzi [alone] has the
power of borrowing (istacdnat) for a wak/."

"And Nâtjk-j has stated that when th' mutwalli intends to
borrow to buy with the money [borrowed] seed for cultivation,
if he does it with the order of the Kâzi, it is lawful according to all,
for the Kâzi has the power to borrow for a cakf, and if he were to
authorise the nutwallj to borrow, his order would be valid—but
the mutwa ill has no power to contract debts [of his own au-
thorit.v]."(2) * * * should the K'j!,urn desire to pledge [or mort-
C, the Iproperty of the] wak/ for any debt it would not-be valid,
for that WOU](I be tantamount to an avoidance of the wak/.(3) And

(I) IIcd Vol. Tip.
(2) Fadwa, Kdzj K1L4,, Vol. IV, Pp. 217-8.
(3) T 'aaS iZuiwak/ may also be rendered " make the wak/ useless."
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as it is unlawful for the mutwalli, so it is unlawful for the cud -ui-

laos jii (the congregation), [in other words . th3 beneficiaries of the

trust].(l) And if the Kyyum mortgages a house belonging to th

waLl and the mortgagee resides in it, the jurists have held that he
would be liable for the customary rent whether the house is in a.

(rndition to yield a rent or not."(2) And again," if there be not in.

ie hands of the K1jyum any of the income of the waLl, he must place

the matter before the Kâzi so that he may order the Kyyum to

borrow on [account of] the waLl for its benefit.(3) But the Kyyunl

cannot borrow without the order of the Kâzi. And the meaning of

borrowing is that there is no income of the wak/ [in the hands of

the trustee] and hence it is necessary to obtain a loan and incur

The same rule is given in the Durr-ul-Mukhtdr.(5) " it is not

iawfi1 to borrow and create debts (istwidnat) on a waLt except

when it bc'comes necessary for its benefit such as repairs or for bu-,.

ig seeds for cultivation. In those circumstances it is lawful under

uwo conditions, viz., first, the sanction of the Kâzi, but if he is far

from the Kâzi, he may borrow of his own authority, and secondlq,

if it be 'not possible to lease the property and spend the rent thereof

(for the required purposes)."
Commenting on the passage in the Durr-ul-MukhMr "it is not

lawful to create a debt (istaddnat) on the wak/," the author of the

Radd-ul-Muhtar says as follows :-" that is, if it is not under the

directions of the wa/cu." In other words, if the wdkil has expressly

The Hut-
walli 

can- provided that the intwa1!i shall have power to borrow on the

not borrow ecurity of the wak/ property for the purposes of the wak/, the matter

on the wk; s not open to discussion. But when there is no such provision
property ct (Al tstau

except with and the 
niWwcsiii has not been specifically cm-powered.	 -

the sane- his position is different from that of an exccutor.(6)" If the mut-

tion of the walli contracts debts, lie is responsible for them, excepting under
Judge. certain specified conditions.... Abu'l Lais has stated, and hill,

doctrine is accepted that whcxi the contracting of the debt is 1111-

(1) This shows that the beneficiaries of all trusts, under the Mussul,nai,
Law, stand on the same footing.

(2) Ibid. p. 218.
(3) Isldh with a add.
(4) FLtdwai Kdzi Khdn, Vol. IV, p. 221.

(5) P. 423, Hooghly Ed.
(6) Radd.,a.Muhicir, Vol. III, p. 640.
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:avoidable (i.e., there is absolute necessity for it), in that case the
inutwalli may do so with the sanction of the Kâzi, unless he is far
away, for the Kâzi is the general supervisor of the affair of the
Mussulmans. Some have said that the mutwa lii has absolute dis-
cretion in the matter of repairs. But the first doctrine is the one

,recognised by the (Hanafi) school."
Commenting further on the passage "The first condition is',

the sanction of the Kâzi "—the author of the Radd-ul-Muhtar goes
on to say—"When the (the mutwcäli) applies for sanction,
obviously it should not be entertained without proof (of neces-
sity]" * * * * "'When it is not possible to give a lease of

the property,' here the term lease is general and includes leases
both for short and long periods, or made up of successive short

periods, so that if there is a possibility of giving a lease there
should be no borrowing on the wak/."

The same rule is laid down in the Fath-ul-Kadir, the Bal2r-ur-.Rdik and other works of authority and is the recognised law.

From these statements two principles are deducible in order
to justify the borrowing, first ly, that there is an actual necessity
for the wak/ which cannot be otherwise met either from its current
income or by leasing the property; and, secondly, that the Kàzi
after an examination of the evidence in support of the necessity,
specially sanctions the contraction of the loan by the mutwalli.

As a general rule, therefore, private alienation, temporary or
absolute, by mortgage, or otherwise of wak/ lands, even though
for the repair or other benefit of the endowment, is illegal
according to the Mussulman Law.(J)

In certain cases of debutters made by Hindus it has been held
that a mere nominal endowment will not prevent alienation, (2) and
the same principle has been attempted to be applied to uakfs created

(1) Moulvee Abdulla v. .31. S. Rajesn Dosea [1846], 7 Sel. Rep., 268; S..1). A., 1846, P. 266; and see X. S. Qadira v. Shah Kubeer-ood-deen Ahmud, 3 SeJ.Rep., 407; Abdul Hasan Y. Haji Mohammad Masjh .Karbalai, 5 M. Rep., 87; Es4bAll Hooseln v. Syf All, 2 Sel. Rep., 139; Molveg Abdoofla v. .Ramxoo Dye, S. D.A.. 1847, p. 192; !ewaun Doss Sahoo v. Shah Kubeer .00d.deen (1840],2 Moo. L .&,.390; S. c., 6 W. R., 3; Syud Asbeerudijeen alias Kalla Meah V. Sreemtaty .Drd,olIoyee [1870], 25 W. It,, 557, supra; .Doyal Chand .31 ulllcic v. Syud Keramd
All [1871], 16 W. It., P. 116; see also Shoojal All v._Zumceroo,.J4jn [186615W. R., 158.

(2) Faddo Nundan Burral v. Kaiee Coomar Ghot', S. D. A., 1852, p. 331;
Cunqa Narain Sitar v. Brindabon Cliunder .Kur Chowdhry, 3 W. It., p. 142.
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by Mahommedans. These attempts have, no doubt, been founded
Nature	 on an erroneous comprehension of tie Mahommedan Law. As
of a pointed out already, the word "nominal" like the word "pretend- •

ed" conveys the idea, that though an endowment is purported
to be created, in reality the donor never parts with the property.

Under the Muss ulman Law, when an endowment is made in
terms, with a full knowledge of the meaning and effect of the word
wakf, there can be no reservation, or arrière penséc. The law
detaches the proprietary right of the donor from the subject ot
dedication ; and, therefore, once the wa/cf is made in express terms
it cannot be said to be a nominal dedication under the Mussulman
Law.

Grants to an individual in his own right for the purpose of
supplying means of subsistence have been held not to be wa/cf.
It must, however, be remarked that the nature of the grant would
he modified by the circumstances of the special case. Where the
grant is not absolutely to the grantee, and it appears that it is
meant to provide means of subsistence to his descendants, the
Musulman Law will regard it as a valid wa/cf. Again, where
the grant is made to a person under the name of wa/cf and no men-
tion is made of any further trust, it will nevertheless be effectual
in creating a trust for the poor after the decease of the grantee ; and
his heirs will have no right of property over the subject of the grant.

In\ one case it was held by the Calcutta High Court that when
• heritable estate was burdened with a trust, viz., the keeping up of
• saint's tomb, it may be alienated subject to the trust.(1) The
judgment itself is extremely meagre, and neither the facts nor
the. pature of the document appears in the report. It is difficult
to imagine the principle on which the learned Judges proceeded.
In fact the case does not appear to have been argued before
the learned Judgçs.who laid down this far-reaching dictum. The
first question in such a case was to consider whether the estate
was heritable. If there was an actual dedication as wakf, it
is submitted it. would not be heritable. If there was no
express constitution of the estate as wa/cf, but the trust had been
created exprssly for the purpose of maintaining the saint's tombs.
the legal effect was absolutely the same. But if the property had

(1) FuUoo Bbce v. Bhurru g Loll Bhvktig [1868J, 10 W. R., p. 313. -
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been treated all along as heritable, in that case only the principle
laid down, in the case referred to, could apply, and the property
could be alienated subject to the trust.

The English doctrine against perpetuity is not recognised by Euloo
the Mussulman Law; and, accordingly, where a property i8
burdened with a trust which is ostensibly lasting in its character,
such property is considered to be tied up for that purpose, and Bhukut.
consequently inalienable and non-heritable. In this connection,
the remarks of their Lordships of the Privy Council in Bishen
Cliand Basawat v. iSyed Nadir Hossein(1) are important

In the case of Dalrymple Y. Khoondkar Azeezul I8iam.(2)
the Sudder Court held that if an endowment be wholly wak/,
a mutt6aili is incapable of granting a lease extending beyond
the period of his own life if, however, the office is hereditary,
and the rnutwallj has a beneficial interest in the endowment,
they would look upon the property as an heritable estate
burdened with certain trusts, the proprietary right of which is
vested in the mutwaili and his heirs, and he can exercise the right
possessed by other proprietors, of granting leases even in perpe-
tuity. In this case the document of wak/ was not before the Court,
but apparently the office of mutwaili was hereditary, and the mem-
bers of the family had a eneficial interest in the usufruct.
At least the learned Judges assumed it to be so and chose to call

the "endowment" a heritable estate burdened with certain trusts.
By these expressions they did not mean to exclude the "endow-
ment " from the general category of wa/c/s ; they simply expressed,
perhaps in somewhat inaccurate terms, the reasons which induced

them to hold the lease valid. Whether such an estate is called
"a heritable estate burdened with certain trusts," or a wak/, the
usufruct of which is descendible among the wdlci/'s heirs, the result
is the same.

Where the property is dedicated in the first instance for strictly
religious purposes, the mere charge of certain items which must in

time cease, does not render the dedication invalid.(3) Nor does the
mere stoppage of religious services start limitation against a wak/.(4)

(1) [1887], L. R., 15 I. A., p. 1.
(2) S. D. A., 1858, P. 588.
(') Muzhoor-ul-Huq v. Puhraj Lhtarey Nohapauur, 13 W. B., 235.(4),%al C/sand MUZ&k V. Sy" Karamat AU. supra.
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.ands	 Lands belonging to a Mahommedan, which are occupied by
;upied by tombs, cannot be sold in execution of a decree.(1) Nor can a mak-m 

bara or burial-ground be alienated, for it is u'akf from its nature.(2)
A general dedication of land for the purpose of a cemetery
establishes wak/, and excepts the same from descent to the
heirs.(3) It has been held, however, that the mere existence of
tombs on a piece of land, unless it is constituted into a rnakbara
does not prohibit partition, except as to the actual spot covered
by the tombs.(4)

Where land has been used as a graveyard, although the owner-
ship of the soil may be vested in another, members of the family of

the dead who are in the habit of performing certain religious ser-
vices at their tombs, have a right to obtain an injunction restrain-
ing such owner from obstructing them. The ground in which
human relics are entered are for ever sacred ; the permission to
bury in the land, granted as it must be subject to the custom of the
people whose dead are buried on the spot, carries with it the right
to perform all customary rites.(5)

The Mut-
waLli has
no power.
of mort-
gaging
the wak/
property
without
the sanc-
tion of
the Judge.

Where certain mnaam land, granted for the service of a rnasjid,
was attached in satisfaction of a decree obtained by a mortgagee
of the property against the descendants of the original grantee
who had mortgaged it to him, it was held that by the Mussulman

Law the mortgage was illegal and void, as land appropriated
to religious purposes could not be sold or mortgaged by any of
the descendants of the original proprietor; and the Court agreed
that the attachment should be raised.

The mvtwalli may, however, under special circumstances,
pledge the wak/ property either wholly or partially, with the anc-
tion of the Kdzi, as previously stated, and may even alienate a por-
tion of the property. But any such act done without the permis-
sion of the Kâzi is wholly void and inoperative.

Under the Mussulnian Law the authorisation or sanction of
the Judge is a condition precedent and the earlier cases in the Bri-

tish Indian Courts have almost invariably given effect to this rule.

(I) S. D. A., Beng. Sum. Cases, p. 40, 21st Novr., 1842.
(2) 5th December, 1846, S. D. A., N..w. P., p. 250.
(3) 5 S. D. A. Rep. (Beng.), p. 136, 30th July, 1831.
(4) Sel. Rep., 204, Born. S. A., 1839.
(5) Ram Naragan Bellary v. Rustarn Khan [1901), I. L., 26 Born., 198.
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In Moulvee Abdoollah v. Rajesri Dossea and anotlicr,(1) which M oulvee
is the leading case on the subject, the plaintiff (who was the appel- Abdoolla1

v. Ra)e8rs
lant in the Sudder Court) sued as the mutwalli of a mosque for the Dossea
rents of certain lands attached thereto. The defendant, Rajesri and •

Dossea, pleaded that one Mahomed Ufzul, the late superintendent, another.

borrowed from her husband 51 rupees for, the repairs of the mosque,
and mortgaged to him the rents of 8 cottahs and a tank for three
years, providing in the deed of mortgage, dated 9th Jeyt 1219 that
the debt was to bear interest at 1 per cent. per mensem for those
years, and that at the expiration of three years, if the debt was
not paid off, the rent of the 8 cottahs 5 sicca rupees per annum
should be sold to him for the debt, and the rent for the tank,

1 rupee per annum, paid to the superintendent for the expenses
of the mosque. She contended that as the debt had been
incurred by Mahomed Ufzul for the repairs of the mosque, and
the mortgage had not been cleared off, the engagement was Necessity

no ground
binding on his successor, the present plaintiff. The first Court for alie-
decreed the plaintiff's suit on the ground that the mortgage, was nation.
created for the benefit of the mosque by the late incumbent: and
was therefore valid, but it was dismissed by the Lower App4late
'Court. On appeal by the plaintiff, the Sudder Court held, in accord-
ance with the Fatwa of the Law Officers, that the alienation, by
mortgage, of land, devoted to religious purposes, and of the produce
of such land, was invalid, and that the fact of the land being mort-
gaged for the repair or other benefit of the mosque did not affect
.the case.

In Nimai Chand Addya v. Golarn Hossein,(2) however the
,Calcutta High Court has expressed a view in conflict with all the
previous decisions. In this case the mutwalli had created a mort-
,gage without the sanction of the Judge in order to save the pro-
perty from a threatened sale by the Collector. The mortgage in-
cluded some personal properties of the inutwalli which were also
in jeopardy. Upon an action by the mortgagee to-enforce the mort-
gage the Subordinate Judge held that as no sanction had been
obtained as provided b y the Mussulman Law, it was void as against
the wak/ property. The High Court on appeal considered that as
-some of the authorities gave a certain discrc'tion to the mutwalli

(1) Supra.	 (2) [1909], 1. L., 37 Cal., 179, supra.
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in case the Judge happened to be at a distance, "retrospective
approval " was effective in validating a transaction from which a
benefit had accrued to the uakf. On this point the learned Judges

• expressed themselves as follows :-" the texts, however, to which
we have referred, indicate plainly that the consent of the Cadi is
essential whenever he is available, and if so, there is no reason why

approval subsequent to the transaction should not be treated as

effective in the same manner as approval prior to the transaction.
It is but rational to hold that the approval of the Cadi was deemed
requisite Primarily with a view to make sure that the loan was
necessary, and in this view approval, antecedent or subseont,
ought to be equally effectual."

Speaking with respect, the view here expressed misses the prin-

ciple underlying the rule of Mtissu man Law. According to all
the authorities the validity of a transaction creating a burden on a
wakf depends on the prio r sanctiGn of the Judge, which is essen-
tial in every case and not as is said in the judgment merely " when-

ever he is available." Ph qualification of the law implied in these
words, it is respectfully submitted, is not warranted by the
authorities for even the statment that when the mutwalli is at a
distance from the Judge he may act of his own authority does not
vary the law ; it only throws he res'onsibility on the mutwalli
himself. Ex post facto sanction was never contemplated by the.
Mussulman jurists. For the permission of the Judge was madt

an absolute condition to see not only that the loan was necessary,
but also whether it was proper, that the terms were not onerous
and there was no other mode of meeting the necessity. The facts
of the case which led the Court to give a number of directions
contraryt o the terms of the mortgage show that it was not a
transaction essentially for the benefit of the wakf, or that it was
such that a Jud ge in view of the interests of the trust could have
sanctioned without serious consideration. Again, there was nothing
to show that the Judge was at such a distance that the matter
could not have been submitted for his sanction. Even under

English Law the previous sanction of the Court is essential to
the validity of a transaction creating a charge on trust-property.

Under the Mussutnan Law when a charge has been validly
created on a wakf property, the income alone is liable for its.
repayment; the property itself can under no circumstance be
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alienated or sold for its discharge. In other words the income
only is hypothecated for the debt.(1)

When the sale of wa/cf property is set aside .on the ground
that it was not alienable, and it has happened that in the interval,
erections have been made by the purchaser, he would be entitled
to remove those erections provided they can be separated from the
wak/ property without injury to it. In the case of erections that
can be so removed, as also in the case of trees planted by the pur-

chaser, the Kâzi may, in his discretion, direct a legitimate
compensation provided the erections distinctly add to the value
of the wa/cf property. If the erections have been made by pulling
down the original wa/cl building, or the trees are planted from grafts.
taken from the wa/cf property, the purchaser is not entitled to
receive any compensation for them. He is only entitled to recover
back from his vendor the value paid by Pam.

No alteration made in a wa/cf building by the purchaser or
anybody else can change the character of the wa/cf. The pur-
chaser will be liable for any loss occasioned to the wa/cf by his
alterations or additions to the wa/cf building, and for restoring it
to itij original condition, but he will not be entitled to any compen-
sation on account of any improvement, unless thos3 improvements
are distinctly separable.

The purchaser will not be entitled to remove any erection made
by him , if from such er€Ltions an advantage accrues to the wk/.
For example, a man makes a better oven for preparing bread in
place of an old one, he cannot remove it, nor is he entitled to any
compensation for it. But if he fixes lamps he can remove them,
or if they are left, lie is entitled to compensation.

The purchaser is entitled to recover from his vendor the value
of the building at the time when the tale is set aside and not the
price paid by him. For example, if a man purchases a house for
ten thousand dirhems and lives in it, and the houce has become
dilapidated he is not entitled, when the sale is set aside, to the price
which he paid for it. If the value has increased, the purchaser
would be entitled to receive the enhanced price.

(I) Radd.ul . Mnhdr, Vol. III, p.649, Comp. Narayan v. Ohintnmon [1881J,
I. L., 5 Born., 393; the Collector of Thana v. Hari Silaram [1882]. 1. L., 6 Born.,546; Pillion v. Sannadhi [1903), 1. L., 27 Mad., 465; .1Varain Chand Addya v.
Qolam Hosain, supra.	 -
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General	 The applicability of sec. 539 of the old Civil Procedure

Ies	 Code (Act XIV of 1882) to suits for recovery of wakf propertycip
right to improperly alienated was discussed i .he case of Kazi Hassan v.

Sagun Baikrishna.(1) The plaintiffs thid to recover possession of

certain lands, upon the allegation that those lands had been

granted in wak/ to their ancestor and his lineal descendants to
defray the expenses for, or connected with, the services of a
certain mosque, and that their father (defendant No. 3) and
cousins (defendants Nos. 4 and 5), who were mutwaflis in

charge of the said property, had illegally alienated some of the
wak/ property, and had also ceased* to render any service to the
mosque, whereupon they (the plaintiffs) had been acting as mui

wallis in their stead. They, therefore, claimed to be entitled as
such to the management and enjoyment of the lands in dispute.
It was contended by the defendant (inter alia) that the plaintiffs

could not sue in the lifetime of their father (defendant No. 3), he

not having transferred his right to them.
The Court held that the plaintiffs were entitled to sue to have

the alienation made by their father and cousins set aside and the

wak/ property restored to the service of the mosque. They were not
merely beneficiaries, but members of the family of the ,nutwallis,

and were the persons on whom, on the death of the existing m'4-

wallis, the office of mutwalli would fall by descent, if, indeed, it had
not already fallen upon them, as alleged in the plaint, by abandon-

inent and resignation.
When a suit is brought to set aside an alienation made to a

stranger, such a suit by the worshipper at a mosque can be main-

tained and does not fall within section 539 of the Civil Procedure

Code (Act XIV of 1882). The section is only applicable where
there is an alleged breach of trust created for a public, chant—able,
or religious purpose, and the direction of the Court is necessary for
the administration of the trust. As against strangers, section 539
does not apply.(2)

(1) [1905], L L, 24 Born., 170.
() Ibid.


